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This volume is dedicated to all children of
military parents tCe i.*-dei;endent
dependeni service "Brats" who are expected to adapt to the constant of change.
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FOREWORD
Only in recent years has the military family become an important issue of concern for military planners. No longer is a family
"issued" if the military wants a serviceman to have one, since most
military service personnel now come equipped with a family, including a child or two. With the advent of the all-volunteer force, the
military has been presented with new problem situations not
heretofore-recognized; e.g., the increasing numbers of single-parent
families headed by men as well as women, dual-career families,
pregnant service personnel and "dependent" husbands.
Whereas the problems of drug and alcohol abuse were the
major concerns of those in top military echelons a few years ago,
attention has now turned to spouse and child abuse. Recently,
additional problem areas have demanded recognition, such as the
full utilization of women in non-traditional job., stereoypic attiludes which decrease full utilization of personnel, the difficulties of
effecting joint reassignments when both spouses are military
members, the growing need for 24-hour daycare facilities for
children of sint le-parent families and working mothers, and the
increased demand for family support programs to alleviate the
stresses of family separations in an era when the family has taken on
drided importance to its individual members.

Interest in these problems has increased with the growing
recognition that the service person's satisfaction with military life is
hghly related to family satisfaction and family functioning, which
in turn are related to on-the-job performance and, ultimately, to the
retention decision. It has become apparent that the family mission
and the military mission are inex:ricab~y i-tertwined, and where
there is disharmony or conflict at the far
.gatization interface,
there e-ists an obstacle to optimal fulfi'
-he mission for both
social systcms. There is, therefore, doli.
off for the military if
The military community includes over two million children;
ninety percent of this population is under 13 years of age. As thc:
military increases its efforts to improve what Hill (1976) has referred
to as the "present state of antagonitic cooperation" between the
military and family system, these children must be considered.
-The children of military families have long been referred to as
military dependents. Although this conceptualization is correct in
one sense, it should not be inferred that the nature of the
relationship is unidirectional, i.e., the military impacts on the child.
II is far more accurate to envision an interactive model in which the
military system affects and is affected by its children. The purpose
of this volume is to elucidate many of the factors which reciprocally
operatL between the military and its youthful dependents.
/"
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The adequate development of' the approximately four million
children of military parents is the primary mission of military
families. The child within the militaky system liaý been much
neglected in the past. Most assuredly the children of the military are
very personally affected by organizational decisions and policies
which impact detrimentally upon the military family. They deserve
more aitention in the future. President Jimmy Carter recently
designated 1979 as the Year of the Child; it should also be the Year
of the Child within the Military.
Edna I. Hunter
D. Stephent Nice
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TIlE MILITARY CHILD:
DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTI VE

Jon A. Shaw
John C. I)i[/'
C(harles R. I'rivitera
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Thle assessnent of' behavior in childhood and adolescence is
traditionally determined relative to a normial expectable scquence olregularly Occurring decv lopniental phiases. These phases inl developmient ref'lect tile intrinsic chianges associated with biological and
psychological urov, ilh as thecy emer .c I intIneraction with tile extrinsic
in fluences 01 tl
te SOCIO-cult Ural mIIIClie. The children in thle milit ary
community experience tile same general dcvelopmental anld nIartirational processes as other children buit heyCý also experence a social
and facili taling environmnirt wh~ichI is unlique. Tl~e Commonly) atccepted stresses associated with thle military wa\ of' litec arc geographic
moblt2ityt\, traNIscuit ili
alCICAtRI !eces, raisci
(I',IL
t'adhica'stcead
a
ly military retiremnent.
Thle following three scctions of' this chaptcr wIll approach thle
problems of' children liv ing withininthe military corninmunit v f'rom a
developmental perspective. While recogni iing tile importance of'
f'amily systemns theory, crisis theory, and thle relevance of' parental
idenitificationi and assimilation Into the( -military comm unity as sectors of- inf'luence determining tile childs adaptation, wec will bc attempting to focus on those intrinsic decvelopmental crises which are
part of' the lifec cycle. How do thre disconthiniticis ofte develop1ntal processes linterrelate wvith the discontinuit11es, or a ciiaiicIii Msoeial
network"? Are there critical stages ot development when the child experiences thecse extrinsic crise-s diffterenltially?ý How vulnerable is t li2
preschool child, thle latency-age child and thec Jolescent to thle
specific stresses inherent inl military life?

3

THE PRESCIIOOL CHILD AND 7ttE MILITARRY I.A MIL)Y
Chcrles R. Privitera
It has been estimated that there are approximately 2,140,000
children living in the military community with a median age of 5.3
years (Bennett et al., 1974). The large number of young children indicates the usefulness of attempting to gain a better understanding of
the military way of life on their development.
The preschool child is defined for o,-! purposes as a child from
birth to six years of age. During this period, the child passes from
almost total dependency, through various subphases uf separation
and individuation, achieving obiect constancy and eventually
becomes integrated into a comminity of peers. This is a time of
marked vulnerability to any stress which threatens the mutuality of
the niother-infant dyad and the supporting matrix of the family to
provide an optimal milieu in which the child's growth and differentiation may occur.
Geographic mobility, while a frequent occurrence in military
life, does not appear to be intrinsically disruptive to the preschool
child. It is the family as the unit of response which determines the
impact on the child. Parental attitudes toward family moves and
identifica!;on with the military community are of paramount importance (Pedersen and Sullivan, 1964). As long as the family is able
to provide a supporting emotional framework within which the child
continues to develop, there may be litile manifest disturbances other
than those associated with a transient crisis. If a family move occurs
just as the child is beginning to develop peer relationships and to
achieve some miasteiy of self-initiatcd activities, a period ol regression may occur. In general, it is the social stresses inherent in
military life which disrupt the continuity and emotional stability of
the family that are most disruptive for the preschool child. More
specifically, it is the episodic experience of transient father absence
which has the most pathogenic effect on the child's evolving personality.
In an effort to understand the role of i'ather absence and its impact on the child, let us focus on Piagei's concepts of cognitive
egocentricity and the child's theory of causality, although we shall
not address specifically the development of gender role and gender
identity as it is influenced by father absence. During ýhe preoperational period of cognitive development (age 2-6 or 7), the child
becomes increasingly able to internally represent externat events. He
is able to use symbolic processes for the expression of his conflicts
and is less bound to motoric actions for his behavior. His cognitive
development, however, remains constrictive, and "thought is not yet
liberated from perception" (Piaget, 1969, p. 93).

.
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Piaget defines ceocent rism as the child',, inability to take the
role of' the other and~ to see the viewpoint another person might
possess. Thle child believes t hat everyonec thinks the same w~ay that hie
does, and that everyone thinks the samne illings lie does. As a Lonsequence, hie ncver questions hIls ovwn thoughts because they are, as
f~ar as hie is concerned, the only thoughts possible and henice muitst be
correct (F~lavell, 1963; L-id/, 1976; Piaget, 1968, 1969). This
egocentric thinking, while present in normal development, greatly
affects how1 the child interprets and understands events oc(m rinIg InI
hiis en vironmnent. L. thle child's, minrd, evenits are never f'ortuitous.
Fhere is no chance in nature; everything is made for mi-an and
childrenl. The child's theory of causalitv is char acterized by a jack of'
diffIerentiat ion bct wen psychological, physical and intellect ual
egoce!ntricity (Piaget, 1968). All reality is construed with the seli'as a
model. Thedcilld egocentrically believes that all people, allInimals, and
mnan imite objects are mnot ivated or activated in a mannier similar to
himself. Thus, the clouds move because they \,amt to hidle thle sun1;
tile wýater in a stream flows because oars push it (l~idz, 1976). We
make the clouds move by walking,; the cIlouds obey usý at a distance

(Flavell, 1963, p.
2.85).

A brief' clinical vignectte is presented which illustrates thie
pr-eschlool child's egocentric concept of causality.
John. a 5-1/2 Year old boy', lvwý rpeer~rec!b his
Montesorischoo teaher- .o /)sychiatr-ic evaluat ion. Hc
had recent/v evidenc-ed hypcrac ri'uy, aecreased abilitiv to
co~ncenitrate and -/low se/I-esieem.
This be'gan shor-tly
after- the fiaminiv had learned that Johtns
'5 ther- had (lied
w4hen his airpl)ane wsa~s shlot downi over- North Vietnam,
(R? V/) just two months alrierhis deartur-efrom holne.
In individual psychoth'rap~v and t1l-ough plaqy
iher-apy, John was able to exo)ress the kniown events of his
Jolie
sdeah.Hei-irevea~cl how hie had been afraid that
''

P,

had gone to R? VN, i.e., hie hod fantasiZed it /iappeniii.
Now that if had happevned, hiefelt deep/pv responsible 'a~s iJ
I had caused it. -' Hisfadnt as - had naiaerialized. It iias :~ot
until John wvas app~roxim ate/-v seven Years of age.. that lie
was able to even consider- thle possibilit - that his wishc'.s
had little to do with his fat/eicrs death. He stated, -'You
know I used to think min -' thoughts caused my fivhel'.
plane to be shot dowit
was like a "'swit-ich had beeni
turned" in therap~y with his ability, tocnsde alentvs
to his egocentric perspectivc of his father's death; his plai'
;)atiterns changed in a wore construc-tive direction. This
coincided wvith a mnarked cessation in aber-rant behaviors
and a p~ositiv~e change in. his- heretofore, dep~ressed mood.
''It

*
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It was apparent Ihat thi/s !boj.'sprobhlems residled.1rol tihe
o veri'l(elm•nl• .siress o./lois, his.nalheral it limte whetl his

co.gmilive de velopmeml

Iva, ent'llrecht'ed ifi preop~eratliona~l

1)1'0ro.SS('S Un/(l the 'oedipal
conflict.
His concept ofl physical realio" and his. egocenttric
interpretationol causalityi-resilted in JIohn hbeing unable to
cope with his f]llher's deathI al a lime whenl his /u•itasies
11e/0 con2sisetll with the event hh/tl trant.spired ill realily.
His suhbseqititw capacity to int 'grawt 1lC knowi'iedgc of Ihis
fatther's (l',tth ini (a miore' rational manner occttrred onlI,
with his imptending entrance into the ne.xt higher Stage of
cognitive deveopntlopm

t, i.e., cottn(crte operations.

The crucial developmental crisis experienced by preschool
chi!dren in the military community is programmed intermittent and
transient father absence. As Biller (1970) pointed out, "Every child
experiences father absence to some deg:ee," and that "thore are
a!most [an] infinite variety of patterns of father absence," depending on the variables examined. The preschool child in the military

family is a chi!d at risk. The preschool child will invariably explain
his father's absence egocentrically and within the emotional c nfiguration of the specific phases of his development.
The Oedipal aged child's interpretation of father absence will
necessarily be influenced by Lhe emnotional i,,1es: of the trian ular
conflict. The absevice of father will have a variable impact on the
chiid's emerging sense of genrer identity, capacities to modulate and
express aggression and his own role as a chi!d living in a specific
family. This is determined by the child's gender, his age, and
developmental conflicts, as well as the capacities of the mother and
external suppori systems during rather's absence. Piaget's concept
of the child's egocentric theory of causality provides a framework
within which the child's responses to father absence carf
unravell'd. His symbolic interpretation of that absence and itsbeidiosyncratic meaning to him ....to beo nserl,,-, with noher social systemic
influences if one is wo assess mote fully the impact of father absence
0o1 the child. As Crumlcy 01973) has stated, "This continuing cycle
of father departure, interim absence and subsequent reunion in the
military is a gross developmental interference with the needs and
rights of childrcn,'"

7

THE LATENCY AGE EXPERIENCE AND THE MILITARY
FAMIL Y
John C. Duffy
The tasks in progress for the latency aged child are:
To muster greater physical prowess; to further
establish self-identitY and sex role; to work to ward greater
independencefroi parents; to become aware of the world
at large; ;o develop peer and other relationships; and,
finally, to acquire learning, new skills and a sense of industry.
The latency period then is a span marked by elementary school,
learning to live together and defining personal experience. In terms
of personaiity, the period is characterized by the child's shift from
dependence on parents and peers to more independence, the deveopment of a moral code, achievement and competence in motivation,
self-esteem, coopetation and competition.
Later in this period, groups form with particular identities provided by the members; for example, the "bad" boy who is in constant confict with authorities or the class "clown" who always seems
to find the humor in aay situation. It is a time for hero and heroine
formation, a process strongly influenced by television and which
represents the child's higghest aspirations.
Society seems to ruminate endlessly about these children. Can
we stimulate them intellectually? Is television violence good or bad?
Is permissiveness better than strict discipline? Should both sexes
compete equally in sports? Are there issues inherent in the military
life style which impose a serious risk for healthy development?
Although all are very important questions, they deal more with
externals than with the riches of the child's innei life. If the latency
age child has achieved solid skills and learning, coupled with successful living with family, school and friends, he will be able to meet
the complex physical and psychological demands of pubct iy. There
is much to support the idea that today's child is a new "breed," the
result of urbanization, mobility, technology and industrialization.
The true emphasis, however, is not a basic change within the child,
but the unique interaction of the child with the society.
The period of latency is a life phase, one of whose
characteristics is a product. An impairment of latency can resuit in
aberrant personality functioning in the later developmental stages.
Foi the most part the importance of the latency period has been ignored, particularly in the psychoanalytic literature. I share the conviction of other writers that the latency state is a phase contributing
to the social adjustment which is necessary for successful negotiation
of life stresses in later phases. It is not merely a chance and transient
9

defensive configuration of the ego. I find the preliminary conclusions of Inbar (1976) of a "Vulnerable Age Phenomenon" in
children 6 to 11 years old. He believes that children of latency age
are more vulnerable to crises in their environment than either
younger or older youths. He further feels that such vulnerability has
been ignored because of a preoccupation with younger and older
children. His research has focused upon immigration and migration
impact upon these children. His tentative results are disturbing.
They suggest that single or multiple family moves are of serious impact for the latency age child and much less so upon older or yournger
children. His measure was school attendance beyond high school.
Those of us who have treated latency age children have seen the
outbursts of rebellion and breakdown in discipline which may appear as expressions of revolt and the breakdown of adjustment. This
behavior is doomed to bring the child frustration. There is no way
out and no victory in reality for this "biologically celibate soldierdv,arf." All that is possible is surrender, and an attempt to please
the masters by learning well what there is to be learned. From the
standpoint of the future, the pattern of defense developed to hold
drives in check, becomes the basis for some of th ego styles of
adolescence. That is, a template is formed in latency which guides
the permissible expression of drives during puberty.
One final note-although I have emphasized ego, superego, id
and cognitive factors in the latency age child, it is only to highlight
that aspect of latency that has been for so long neglected. By way of
contrast, the role of parents in latency has been much emphasized in
the literature. This is as it should be. Wherever the terms society,
culture, social inhibition, seduction, or guidance are used,
somewhere in the chain of human involvement parents will be
found. The role of parents is inseparable from the process of child
development, for it is the parents who provide patterns for the
modification of schemata and contacts with the world.
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"THE ADOLESCENT EXPERIENCE AND

THE MILITARY

FAMILY
Jon A. Shaw
Observers of human development have consistently recognized
the momentous significance of the physical and psychological
dimensions of puberty. Adolescence as a psychosocial concept refers
to the psychological processes of adaptation to the condition of
pubescence (Blos, 1962). Erikson (1956) described adolescence as a
normative crisis, a normal phase of increased conflict characterized
by a seeming fluctuation in ego strength and yet also a nigh growth
potential. In a recent monograph on The Vulnerable Age
Phenomenon, Inbar (1976), noted that mid-adolescence, around the
age of 15 years, represents an age of transition when children are
more vulnerable to crises in their environment.
In one of the few studies which investigated the interrelationships between developmental phases and the responses of the child to
the social stresses inherent in military life Darnauer (1976) examined
"the adolescent experience in career army families. In that study, interviews were conducted independently with sixty adolescents (ranging from 16-18 years of age) and their parents at a large military
training installation. The majority of the adolescents in the sample
indicated that they believed the major negative factor in military life
was frequent family moves. Sixty-seven percent of the youths had
experienced at least one family move since the ninth grade. A secondary negative influence of much less concern was the requirement
for their compliance with army policy regarding personal behavior.
They felt that their freedom of self-expression and experimentation
was curtailed
by
the obligation to
stay
out of
trouble lest it have a negative impact on their fathers' careers.
Although 75 percent of those youths had experienced a period of
father absence during adolescence, this factor was rarely mentioned.
Darnauer (1976) concluded that from the point of view of the adolescent, teenage life as a member of an army family is not unique. Data
indicate that in general neither youths nor parents appcaed to view

•l~
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adolescence in the army family as dissimilar from adolescent life in
civilian communities. The major difference was the adolescent's
vulnerability to relocation. The capacity for intimacy involving sustained interpersonal relationships was the factor which appeared to
be most vulnerable to geographic mobility. Although the theories of
adolescence were generally applicable to those youths experiencing
adolescence as members of the army family, their problems, were
understood as individuals (IDarnauer, 1976).
Psychoanalytic theory assumes every individual evolves an internalized symbolic version of the external world. Erikscn's (1956)
concept of ego;-identity refers to the delineation of an internal self-

representation which has continuity and sameness through time and
which is confirmed by others. There are also internai object
representations of the mother and father which have evolved over
the course of the adolescent's development which are emotionally invested with all the loving, hating, and dependency affects representing the condensation of the interpersonal experiences of growing
up. Peter Bios (1967) has proposed that adolescence in its totality is
the second individuation process, the first one having been completed toward the end of the third year of life with the achievement
of object constancy.
Adolescence is characterized by an impetus to a predictable sequential patterning of psychic reorganization in consonance with
maturational changes. The task of adolescence requires the individual to withdraw and disengage his childish dependency, loving,
and sexual feelings invested in the object representations of his
parents and to find a new love object that is not motivated entirely
by the need to find parent substit'ites or the need to rebel against
their internalized image. This requires a critical reappraisal of the
childish images of the parents. The adolescent's increased reality
testing and cognitive capacities, and his ability to think about thinking allows for a deep searching and exploration of the parents'
values and character (Piaget, 1969).
'The withdrawing of childhood yearnings from the object
representations ot his youth and the alteration and delineation of the
self and object representations through increased cognitive skills and
maturational pressures are the essence of adolescence. The process
of separating from the infantile ties to the parental objects is comparable to the process of mourning after the loss of a loved one. The
adolescent has to give up forever his youthful dependency and
passive longings for the magical and all-providir.g parental images
of his childhood for the purpose of securing his own independence
and autonomy. The adolescen;'s intrapsychic shift from deperdency
on the infantile objects and the consolidation of a sense of identity,
free of the infantile

yCainlings,
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development and a vulnerable age of transition.
The disengagement from the internalized object. is accompanied by a sense of loss and isolation. There is a frantic turning
to the peer group as a substitute, literally, for family and the parental objects. The adolescent requires his social group as an ego support system through which his individuation is to be realized. The
group provides the opportunity for social role experimentation
without permanent commitment. The individual guilt that accompanies the emancipation from childhood dependencies, prohibitions and loyalties is alleviated through his association with peers.
Through peer relatedness the adolescent is able to consolidate his
12
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social, personal and sexual identity. Thus,, he is able to achieve a
sense of self and ego-identity. By this reciprocal consensual validation, each member of the group becomes one who makes sense to
those who make sense to him. Such mutual recognition promotes
identity formation through the selective repudiation and mutual
assimiation of childhood identifications. Adolescence is completed
when the individual has subordinated and synthesized his early identifications, infantile conflicts and ycarnir gs, and passive and active
strivings into an identity which is a new configuration that is more
than the sum of the childhood identifications.
The adolescent's responses to the social stresses of military life
are very much determined by what is on his mind. It is not surprising
that Darnauer (1976) noted that the adolescents in his study believed
that the major negative influences stemming from military life were
geographic mobility and the requirement of compliance with army
policy regarding personal behavior.
The negative reaction to the military standards of behavior is
related to the need to negate dependency on the authority of the
father. This dependency is displaced to the military establishment
and serves the processes of individuation. The sensitivity to
geographic mobility, associated with the task of giving up friends,
making new friends and adjusting to new peer groups represents an
external stress of social discontinuities which resonates with the intrapsychic discontiuitieso and transit ions of the adolescent process.
Perhaps a brief clinical vignette will illustrate the unusual
vulnerability of the mid-adolescent to geographic mobility because
of the unique issues with which he is struggling developmentally.
A 15-year-old adolescent girl was referred for
psychiatric evaluation approximatelv three months aJter
her family's arrival in Germany. Her parents re, Ported a
sudden change in her behavior manifested by truancy,
drug use and a runaway to France with her boy friend.
Her previous adjustment prior to the family move was
characterizedas good with generally above average school
performance and relatively stable peer relationships. It
was evident that the recent move to German)' and the
discontinuity in her peer relationships, along with a
number of features peculiar to the military conimunity,
contributed to the crisis. The overcrowding and cramped
space Qf "stairwell" apartment accommodations extenuated the oedipal concerns of this physically prococious adolescentgirl and herfather. The confounding of
German Law and military regulations regarding in-
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dividual accountabilityundermined her own interna, sense
of imores. The moral values and standards of conduct of
her new peer group were less well-defined and less
regulated in the absence of a readily visible juri.dictional
system. The need to reestablish status and popularity
valence in her new peer group ied thi5 girl to sacrifice
desperately and uncritically her characteristicpattern of

individualconduct for a sense of belonging to the group.
In this brief clinical vignette we see how the added stress of
social discontinuity, imposed on the adolescent process, tips the
balance in the direction of the regressive forces. The family move interrupted the process of disengagement from the infantile object and
forced her momentarily into a dependent posture in the family. tier
flight into pseudo-heterosexuality and independent behavior
reflected the activation of defensive processes as a last des.perate
measure to hold off the regressive pull to infantile dependencies and
oedipal longings. It seemed that a dependent position aligned to any
peer group irrespective of its explicit value system was preferable to
the conflicts associated in her mind with maintaining a dependent
position in the family.

""-

Adolescents' efforts to separate from infantile dependencies not
infrequently result in a violent rupture and flight from the parents in
the declaration of a pseudoindependence. The desperate nature of
the process declares the i, tensity of the passive longings which make
such a violent w..rench,-nc,-c¢a,, for the youth to sever the fatmilv
bonds. Acting-out, negativism, poor school performance, runaways,
promiscuity, and identity diffusion are often evidence that there has
been a failure in separating from infantile dependencies and a failure
in individuation (Bios, 1967).
Adolescents' responses to geographic mobility is multidetermined by a complex layering of systemic influences. -The intent of this
chapter has been to focus on adolescence as a time of particular
vulnerability to geographic mobility and social discontinuities
because of the developmental requiremem for intrapsychic transitions ma.i..esid by disengagenit
.....
fro
th. Infaf:tlc objects.
Among those factors which have to be explored when trying to
understand the adolescent's response to geograpnic mobility is the
individual's struggle with the second individuation process, the
character of which is multidetermined by a whole complex of
epigenetic, familial and biosociocultural variables. The problems (if
adolescents in the military are best understood as individuals moving
through a complex intrinsic developmental process interacting with
the social milieu rather than any unique characteristic of the military
community.

*•
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CHAPTER 2

FAMILIAL AND SOCIAL ROLE PERCEPTIONSOF
CHlLDREN RAISED IN MILITAR Y FAMILIES*

Walter G. McIntire
Robert J. Drummond

*The reserchreported in this chapterwas supportedin part by funds mnade arailableby the
Life Sciences and Agricultire 1-ixperimert Station, University of Maine. Orono. The
cooperatioy of the s;aff and students of Limestone High School. Limestone. Maine, and Mr.
Dan Cyr. A ssistant Principal,is gratefully acknowledged.
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American families are exposed to nurneious sourý.cs of stress
which may affect both the child's perception of his parents and the
process of sex-role idertification. Two such identifiable source' of
stress are father absence and geographic mobility. Military families
are particularly susceptible to both these source'; of stress as military
service often requires the father to be absent from his family for extended periods of time and typically requires the family to move
periodically.
Many
familyt . researchers
have
also found
a relationship
between
•_.... absclnce
.... .
... , • developmefti
,vi~re
in males.
absent
father
an i sx-role
mls Father
Fte
asn
boys have been described as desperately seeking adult male attention
(Cortes & Fleming, 1968; Hodges, McCaudless, and Spiker,
1964-1966). More feminine sex-role preferences have also been
found among father absent males (Hetherington, 1966; Carlsmith,
1973; D'Andrade, 1973: Biller, 1969). Leichty (1960) reported that
in comparison with college men whose fathers were at home during
their childhood, their counterparts whose fathers were away in the
military, found it more difficult to identify with their father and to
take him as their ideal. Hillenbrand (19W5) suggested that certain
S

.
,

affe

-;bling

depend on

ý,Ax status. Ch Cound

significant correlations between father absence and increased quantitative ability, perception of maternal dominance, and maternal
identification (for late-beginning father absent males) for first born.
males but not for younger siblings. Ylillenbrand feels that father
absence may have some positive effects on the eldest son in the family, while having more adverse effects upon younger siblings.
In regard to mobility and the military, McKain (1973) has
reported that many todividual family members living in military
17
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communities are not well identified with or integrated into either the
civilian or military community. He found that this lack of identification with the military community was related to the family
menabers' feelings of alienation which were also associated with
marital role tension, marital problems in general, and children's
problems. McKain (1973) alo reported that moving differentially
affected wife-mothers, depending on their feelings of alienation. The
alienated wife and husband experience the move "as being filled
with negative consequences for themselves, their marriage, and their
family; and a year or more later look back on the move as even more
troublesome than i: seemed at the tim'"(p. 209). Moving is also
significantly ccrrelated with perceived childrei,'s problems.
Another important aspect of the military family is a strict
authoritarian style household witn clear lines of authority toward
the father (L.yon and Oldaker, 1967). This style household can be
seen as an extension of the father's military role as a strict
disciplinarian. Both father absence and military father have been
negatively associated with a child's self-concept deve!opment.
Rosenberg (1965) fx,vid that sons of men engaged in authoritarian
occupations (i.e., military, police) are unusually low in self-esteem.
Coopersmith (!967) found that children of fathers whose employment requires them to be absen, frequently manifest a
discrepancy between subjective and behavioral self-esteem. This
"finding was interpreted as being a result of a child's uncertainty
conccrnii_.,ng h;•.1 ,.,
than as a resuilt of a dcfinite low selfconcept (C-opersmith, 1967).
The present study was designed to assess familial and socialvocational role perceptions of adolescents raised in career military
families in comparison to a group of adolescents from non-military
families. In addition, self-concept data for both groups of
adolescents were coli,-cted.
Method

*

The subject'. for this sitidy were 117 sophomore students (62
male, 55 female) from a high school in rura! northern Maine. Sixtynine of the students were dependents of personnel assigned to an Air
Force Base in the community, and 48 were from local non-military
f".milies.
The questionnaire used in this study was distributed to all
subjects in school during class. The questioniaire included personal
and familial demographic items and a semantic differential (SD)
"evaluation of 19 social-vocational ind familial role or ro-e component concepts. The SD task required the subjects to judg,- the
familial concepts, My Father as: and My Mother ;'s: Successful,
Kind, and a Disciplinarian; My Father as a Husband, My Moh•her as
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a Wife, Broihers arid Sisters, and Myself. The social-vocational
concepts presented were: High School, Principal, Class Mates,
Guidance Counselors, Teacher, Career Military People, PolicC,
Farmers, and Discipline.
Each concept was ,ated on tell bipolar, seven-step scales
described by verbal opposites (worthless-valuable, good-bad, hardsoft, passive-active, hot-cold, dirty-clean, pleasant-unrpleasant,
weak-strong, tense-relaxed, and deep-shallow). These bipolar adjective pairs were selected from a list piovided by Osgood, Suci and
Tannerbaui. (1957).
Scores, for each individual on each concept were computed by
assigning values from one to seven (negative -o positive) to each
point between the adjective pairs and by summing these values for
the ten adjective pairs under each concept.
A two-way analysis of variance was computed on each of the
self-concept, family role, and social-vocational role concepts with
sex and type of family as main effects. Duncan's Multiple Range
Test was utilized to assess significance of interactions between the
four groups.
Results
The main effects of the two-way analyses of variance (Sex x
Type of Family and Social-Vocational Perceptions of Adolescents)
are presented in Table 2. 1.
Significant main effect sex differences were found on five of the
concepts, two family and three social-vocational. The combined
group of females in each case reported a more positive view of
Mother as Kind, Mother as a Disciplinarian, Teacher, Farmer, and
High School than did the combined group of males.
Significant main effect differences by family type were found
on three concepts, one family and two social-vocational. Military
dependents viewed Mother as Successful and Career Military as
more positive than i e natie students, while the reverse was true for

'•

)~

the concept Farmer.
Table 2.2 presents the mean evaluations of self and familial role
perceptions by sex and family status. It shows that male adolescents
from military families perceived the concepts Father as Husband,
Father as Kind, and Mother as Disciplinarian more positively than
did male adolescents from non-military families. Female military
dependents perceived the concep!s Mother; as Successful, as Kind,
and as a Disciplinarian more positively then did male non-military
subjects. Female non-military subjects perceived the concepts Father
as Kind, and Mother as Disciplinarian more positively than male
non-military subjects. No significant differences were found bet19
.~-
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TABLE2.1 Analysis of Variance of the Self Concept, F'amilh and
Social- Vocational Perceptionsof A dolescents

by Main Effects of Sex and Family Type

Main l-.ff'ct. f- Value
7Fvpc oJ I L1i61.
ScA

("on ept

Myself
I:athei as Successful

.232
.668

.2o8
1.313

Mother as Successful
Father as Husband
Mothe- as WAife
Father as Kind

1.560
.306
2.331
1.364

4.321
1-926
.-001
1.7(X)

Mother as Kiad

4.272*

3.076

Father as a Dlisciplinarian

.014

2.0317

Mot her as a Disciplinarian

5.872 *

2.234

.955

2.095

7.452
.162
2.827

.661
.160
2.550

Brothers and Sister,
Social- Vocational
High School
Principal
Class Mates

Guidance Counselors

2.893
10.635*

Teacher

.042
1 113

Career Military People

1.155

-. 714..

Police
I armers

3.336
7.748

.354"*
6.44-2

"[IN"W11i

C

395

*'< .05.
*p/?< .01

ween any of the groups on the concepts Myself, Father as Successful,
Father as Disciplinarian, Mother as Wife, and Brothers and Sisters.
Table 2.3 presents the evaluations of social-vocational role
concepts by sex and family status. It shows that male military
subjects perceived the concepts High School, Teacher, Police, and
Farmers more negatively and Career Military People more positively
ll
kc
..
S...
0lt
li.i"t,..
than female lon
was found between male military and male non-military subjects.
Male military subjects perceived the concept Farmer more
negatively. Table 2 also shows that female military subjects perceived the concepts of Career Military People more positively than
either male or female non-military subjects, and that male nonmilitary subjects perceive the concept teacher more negatively than
female non-military subjects.
Several patterns or trends in responding also appear in the data.
First, although significant main effect sex differences were found
only on the familial concepts Mother as Disciplinarian and Mother
as Kind, females viewed every familial concept more positively than
20
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males. Similarly, significant main effects sex differences were found
only on the social-vocational role concepts reacher, Farmers and
High School (again, females perceived each of these concepts more
positively than males), although females viewed every socialvocational concept more positively than males.
Next, examination of familial role concepts by type of family
revealed only one significant difference, military dependents per..
ceived the concept Mother as Successful more positively than nonmilitary adolescents. However, military adolescents viewed every
familial concept, except Mother as Wife, more positively than nonmilitary adolescents. Similarly, an examination of social-vocational
role concepts shows that non-military subjects view every concept,
except Career Military People and Police, more positively than
military subjects. Again, on only the concepts Career Military
People and Farmers were significant differences found.
When self-concept was examined, no differences were found
between types of families. This is contrary to prior findings
(Rosenberg, 1965; Coopersmith, 1967) which suggest that chi!dren,
particularly males from military families might have lower selfesteem.
There are differences by both tamily type and sex in the perceptions of familial and social-vocational roles. The male military
dependent group most often differs from the other groups.
L
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image of their fathers in the role of husband and their fathers as kind
than the male non-military group. At the same time they are more
positive in their percepiion of mother as a disciplinarian than
children from non-military families.
There does not appear here to be any evidence of an inability of
the male military dependent to identify with father. There is evidence
that in terms of the larger social-psychological environment these
males are more negative. They score significantly lower on five of
the social-vocational roles than other groups. They are more
negative than either female group in their perception of their High
School and Teachers, more negative than Jhe female military group
in assessing Police, and markedly more negative than any of the
other three groups in their evaluation of Farmers. These males
appear to be more positive about components of family functioning
than about the social-vocational environment. This appears to be
supportive of the findings of McKain (1973) at least in terms of these
males not being closely identified with the civilian cor imunity.
The female military dependents appear to be less influenced by
their family status. On three familial variables, Mother as Successful, Mother as Kind, and Mother as a Disciplinarian, they are
more positive than male non-military children in their evaluations.
23

They do not differ in their perceptions from their female counterparts on any of ,he family role components. They do differ from
other groups on five social-vocational concepts. They are more
positive than their male counterparts on their assessment of High
School, Teachers, Police, and Farmers.
They are less positive in evaluating their classmates than their
female counterparts, and more positive than either the male or
female groups in their perceptions of Career Military people.
Overall, they do not differ as dramatically from the female nonmilitary students in their perceptions as their male counterparts do
from their male classmates.
The non-military males and females differ on two familial and
one social concept, the females perceiving Father as Kinder, Mother
more positively as a Disciplinarian, and Teachers more positively.
In summary, the male military dependents appear most influenced by their family status; they appear to be both more
positively family-oriented and more negative about socialvocational components of their environment than the comparison
groups.
Conclusions
Obviously, the question raised here is best answered by
longitudinal asses;zment

AkI,

the

env'rnnmt i .hich

;,i

st..dA

took place is a very specific one. Comparisoiis of groups of
adolescents in a variety ol" settings (rural and urban, various
branches of the military) would provide more definitive res'lts.
The possibility that different results here and in prior studies
may have occurred due to differences in instrumentation cannot be
overlooked, or that changes in the social environment of the past
decade have influenced these teenagers. Certainly the move to an allvolunteer military and to a period of relative non-belligerency has a
potential impact on the respective perceptions of the military and the
3 dependent
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CHAPTER 3

TIJE ANDROGYNOUS WIFE AND
THE MILITARY CHILD

D. Stephen Nice
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The intact nuclear family has long been considered one of the
primary agents of socialization. The ever-increasing proportion of
single-parent families has, therefore, generated a great deal of
research in the social sciences. Although there is a recent movement
toward the investigation of single parent fathers (e6'. Gasser &
Taylor, 1976) the vast majority of the research has addressed the
issue of father absence. Extcellent reviews of this literature (Biller,
1971, 1974; Hetherington & Deur, 1971) indicate that, in general,
father absence appears to increase the probability of developmental
difficulties, particularly in males.
The effects of father abscncc pcr se, however, are often difficult
to isolate from such potentially concomitant influences as marital
conflict prior to separation, and changes in socioeconomic status
subsequent to separation. In addition, the complexity of such
variables as the social desirability of the precipitating cause; the
duration and frequency of the absence; and the age, sex, and birth
order of the child often hampers the generalization of specific
research findings. Recently, however, a number of investigators
have placed specific emphasis on studying the effects of different
kinds and degrees of separation on the child's development (Yarrow,
Campbell, & Burton, 1968; Rosenfeld & Rosenstein, 1973).
Father absence iii a military setting provides a particularly interesting situation because it is expected, appropriate, and temporary. While cne might expect these factors to mitigate against any
adverse developmental effects, such separation has been observed to
create a "crisis situation which challenges the family's capacity"
(Baker, Fagen, Janda, & Cove, 1967). In an extensive study on Stanford University families separated during World War II, Stoltz
27
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(1954) found that war-separated children were more dependent on
women, showed more symptoms of anxiety, and more hostile
aggression. Upon their return, fathers felt their sons to be unmasculine. In other widely cited studies of Norwegian sailor
families, Lynn and Sawrey (1959), and Tiller (1958) demonstrated
that boys in the father absent families were more dependent and
immature, had less adequate peer relationships, and showed more
compensatory overaggressiveness than controls. However, the
authors attribute the reported differences not to the absence of the
male mode. but rather to the effects of husband-absence on the
mother, as mediated by her to the child. Many of the wives in these
families were more isolated from social contacts, overprotective,
and more concerned with obedience. In addition Longabough (1973)
reports that ,ather absence seems to be associated with both
seduction and status envy in the mother-son relationships.
It therefore becomes apparent that during periods of paternal
deprivation, the mother-child relationship can hinder adequate
personality development. Gabower (1960). studying father absence
in military families, found that mothers of children who were
behavior problems were less community oriented and less active in
helping children find new friends in the area. In a similar investigatiorn, Selpin (1952) observed marked emotional retardation
and more behavior disturbance in such boys. In a study on enlisted
nuclear submarine personnel, Marsella, Dubanosk,, and Mohs
(1974) concluded that father presence and absence effects may be
mediated to the children by the alterations which occurred in
maternal attitudes under these conditions. Peterson (1966) compared
the extent of father absence in the histories of a group of emotionally
disturbed and a comparable group of normal male children in
military families. While the extent of father absence did not differ
between the groups, within the disturbed group the degree of father
absence was highly correlated with emotional disturbance. This
;elationship did not hold in the normal group. In addition, the
mothers of the disturbed children were significantly more disturbed
than the mothers of the normals. This finding lends itself to the
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absence may be a function of his inability to mediate between the
children and their disturbed mother.
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While there is a great deal of evidnce to indicate that inappropriate maternal behavior during periods of fathe, absence can
severely hamper the children's opportunities for interpersonal
growth, few investigators have focused on the positive, rather than
the pathological, aspects of separation. This is probably due in part
to the fact that "since most personality theory has been derived from
work with pathological groups, we are over-sensitized to these
aspects in respect both to overt and covert patterning and inade28
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quately sensitized to the stabilizing and maturity inducing aspects"
(MacFarlane, 1963). It has recently been suggested, however, that
father absence may be fruitfully investigated as a life stress which
can be growth-inducing (Hillenbrand, 1976; Lessing Zagorin, &
Nelson, 1)70; Garmezy, 1974). Similarly, Biller (1974) has urged for
research which can be useful for programs designed to maximize the
interpersonal and intellectual potential of father absent children and
to help mothers to become more effective parents during periods of
separation. Thus, the most recent literature seems to indicate that a
prevention oriented focus on health, rather than pathology, may be
of more pragmatic value than that espoused by the traditional
medkal model (Hillenbrand, 1976).
However, in order to focus on prevention, it is first necessary to
identify those characteristics of "invulnerable" families who adapt
and perform competently despite environmental stress. A major
criterion for wives to perform competently during sepacation would
appear to be sex role adaptability. While the military husband is
deployed, the wife must adopt a dual role of mother and father to
the children. Upon the husband's return, she must relinq~uish this
dual role and work toward reintegrating the father into the family
unit. Often, however, the wife has some initial difficulty adopting
the dual role and subsequently becomes reluctant to give it up. This
situation produces stress during both the separation and reunion
phases of routine military deployments (Baker, Cove, Fagan,
Fischer, & Janda, 1968; Crumley, !973). Much of this stress,
however, could apparently be minimized in families in which the
wife displayed sex role adaptability across situations.
In addition to reducing family stress, and its adverse effects on
the children, sex role adaptability has been shown to exhibit a direct
relationship with the emotional adjustment of the child. Lazowick
(1955) found greater "semantic similarity" between the parents of
his less anxious subjects than between those of his more anxious subjects. Wechsler (1957) found that subjects who perceived a high
degree of role differentiation between father and mother also experienced conflict in their self-perceptions. Finally, Manis (1958)
reported that his adjusted subjects saw their parents as more alike
than did the maladjusted subjects. Thus it appears that sex role
adaptability ma, affect the children's psychological adjustment in a
number of ways.
Sex role adaptability has been shown to b- one important
characteristic of the psychologically androgynous person (Bern,
1975). The androgynous person is seen to be both instrunental and
expressive, both assertive and yielding, both agenic and communal,
both masculine and feminine - depending upon the situational ap-

propriateness of these various behaviors (Bem i974). Bern (1974) has
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urged researcheýrs in the areas of sex differences and sex roles to
question the traditional assumptior that it is the sex-typed individual
who typifies meita) health and to begin focusing on the behavioral
and societai consequences of more flexible sex role concepts. She
believes that the androgynous individual will some day come to
define a new and more human standard of psychological health.
In pursuit of this objective, Bem (1975) has demonstrated the
behavior adaptability of the androgynous individual, as well as the
behavioral restriction of the person who is not androgynous.
Similarly, Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp (1975) found a strong
positive relationship between androgyny and self esteem and
suggested that possession of a high degree of both masculinity and
femininity may lead to the most socially desirable consequences, the
absolute strength of both components influencing attitudinal and
behavioral outcomes for the individual. In addition, these investigators found that androgynous individuals reported receiving
more honors and awards, dating more, and having a lower incidence
of childhood illness, than persons who were low in androgyny.
Androgynous individuals have also been shown to possess a greater
maturity of ego functioning (Block, 1973).
Since there is a great deal of evidence to indicate that androgyny
is related to sex role adzptability and perhaps psychological health,
this attribute was selected as a potentially useful factor to identify
the "invulnerable" family. The purpose of the study reported in this
chapter was to investigate the relationship between the androgyny of
the military wife and the changes in the social and personal adjustment of her children during periods of father absence incurred
through routine separation. Specifically, it was predicted that the
children of androgynous women, as measured by the Personal
Attributes Questionnaire (Spence, Helnireich, & Stapp, 1974),
would show relatively higher adjustment scores, as measured by the
California Test of Personality (Thorpe, Clark, & Tiege, 1953), than
the children of non-androgynous women. Io addition, it was
predicted that the children of androgynous women would show more
positive, or less negative, change in personality adjustment scores
during separation than the children of non-androgynous women.
Method
Subjects
The subjects were 36 families (12 officer and 24 enlisted) of
Navy aviator and support personnel scheduled for an eight-month
deployment into the Western Pacific aboard a Navy aircraft carrier.
Volunteer families with children in grades I through 12 were selected
from the total population of married officer and enlisted personnel
30

of fighter and attack squadrons assigned to the ship. The average
family had two children with a mean age of 9 (range 5 to 16). A total
of 53 children participated in the study.
Instruments
The short version of the Personal Attributes Questionnaire
(PAQ) (Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp, 1976) was used to identify
women on the basis of androgyny. Using this scale, subjects were
presented 24 bipolar items and for each were required to rate
themselves on a five-point scale. The PAQ consists of the following
three subscales a) male-valued, those items which reflect what
Parsonsand Bales (1955) have called "instrumental behaviors, " b)
female-valued, those items which reflect "expressive behaviors,"
and c) sex-specific, those items which represent a mixture of instrumental and expressive behaviors.*
For the purpose of this study, the sample was divided into two
groups. The androgynous group consisted of those women who were
above the median in masculine responses to the male-valued items
and above the median in feminine responses to the female-valued
items. These women possess a high proportion of the characteristics
typical of both sexes. The other group was comprised of all other

women.
Four age-specific forms of the California Test of Personality
(CTP) (Thorpe, Clark, & Tiegs; 1953) were used to assess the
i•_hidre,,'s adjust.ment. Atotal of 27 children were administered the
primary form (grades kindergarten - third), 19 children took the
elementary form (grades 4-7), two children took the intermediate
form (grades 8-10), and five children took the secondary (grades 912). Each form consisted of a number of questions in a true-false
format and was designed to assess total adjustment; social adjustmen, with subscales on social standards, social skills, anti-social
tendencies, family relations, and school relations; and personal
adjustment, with subscales on self-reliance, sense of personal worth,
sense of personal freedom, feeling of belonging, withdrawing
tendennirs , nervoiis •y'lTnolns.
Procedure
The California Test of Personality was administered to the
children in their home 1-4 months prior to the ship's departure and
again 1-3 months after the ship's return. This represents a time
interval of approximately one year. The Personal Attributes
Questionnaire was administered to the wives approximately 4-6
'These subscaies have been renamed "Masculinity,"
Femininity" by Spence.

"Femininity,"

and "Masulinity-
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months into the cruise and to thle husbands approximately 1-3
months after the ship's return.

Results
Tihe results of this study \\ill be presented in two parts. Tile first
section\will deal with an analysis of specific aspects of tile Personal
Attributes Questionnaire. In view of tile fact that this instrument is
relatively new, and the research interest in sex roles and andreoyny is
burgeoning, it is important to present data on the internal
characteristics of the questionnaire. This is particularly impor;ant
since the original development of the PAQ involved tlhe responses of
college students. In order to insure that research involvin, this instrument can be generalized, other populations, such as tile military
families in this study, should be tested and reported. The second section will address the primary hypotheses of this investigation.

"PAQ Test Characterisiis
In order to investigate the relationship beixmeen sellf perceptions
and stereotypic male-female perceptions collected on normative
populations, the mean self-ratings of' men and women were cornpared for each item of the PAQ. For 18 of the 24 items, t-tests for independent samples revealed significant differences in tile self ratings
of tile two sexes in tile direction of the stereotype. Of the 18, 7 of' the
8 sex specific items, 5 of the 8 female-valued, and 6 of the 8 malevalued were significant, (p < .05). This fliuidni

J
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ratings more ofter than not confirm stereotypic data. These data are
conm;istent with thcse of Spence, el al. (1975).
For each of the three subscales (i.e., male-valued, femalevalued, and sex specific) part-whole correlations were computed for
men and women separately between each item and the scale to which
it was assigned. Significant correlations (p < .05), ranging from .30
to .79 were found for every item in both the male and female sample.
This finding of internal consistency supports the earlier work of
Spence "' at. (1974, 1975).
Mean scores and standard deviations for male and female subjects on the three subscales of the PAQ are presented in Table 3.1. A
i-test for independent samples revealed that the sexes differed
significantly (p < .001) on all three of these measures with men in
comparison to women receiving more masculine scores. This finding
is also consistent with the work ofSpence, ei al. (1974, 1975).
The intercorrelations of the three subscales also are consistent
with the findings of Spence, er al. (1974, 1975). In both sexes,
masculinity, as tapped by the male-valued scale, is significantly and
positively correlated with i. sculinity on the sex specific scale and
32

TABLE 3.1 Means and SttrndardDeviationsfor Male-Female
Differences in the Three Subscales of the PA Q

Scale
Male-Valued
Female-Valued
Sex Specific

Men
S. D.
Mean
2.923
1.362
2.21 i

.574
.535
.450

Women
S.D.
Mean
2.594
1.047
1.605

I fdj = 70) p
3.55
3.86
!i.28

.594
.488
.469

< .001
< .001
< .001

with femininity on the female-valued scale. At this point, it should
be noted that all scales are scored in a masculine direction.
Therefore, a low score on the female-valued scale indicates a high
degree of femininity.* This pattern of results, as shown in Table 3.2,
suggests that far from being bipolar and negatively related,
masculinity and feminity, are, if not orthogonal, actually positively
related.
TABLE 3.2 CorrelationMatrix of the PAQ Subscalesfor Men and
Women (N = 36)

Scale

Male- Valued

Female-Valued

Sex Specific

MALE-VALUED
Men

-. 329*

.378*

Women

-. 363

.340*

FEMALE-VALUED
.233

Men

.455**

Women
4p < .05
S**P< .01

One final comparison of interest is between the PAQ scores of
college men and women and those of military men and their wives,
as shown in Table 3.3.
The means of the college men and women and those of the
military men and their wives appear extremely close. Unfortunately,
standard deviations on the normative group were not reported.
Therefore, further statistical analyses were precluded.

'This scoring procedure was presented in a Journal Supplement Abstract Service
Document, 1974, 4,43. The procedure was subsequently modified stich that high scores on the
feminity scale indicate a high degree of femininity.
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TABLE 3.3 Comparisonof the PA Q Subscale Means for Men
and Women of College and Military Populations
Stall

- llege

Nlltau.1

Men

2.77

2.92

Women

2.61

2.58

1.23

1.35

.92

1.04

Men

2.06

2.21

Womer;

1.65

1.60

MALE-VALUED

FEMALE-VALUED
Men
Women
SEX SPECIFIC

A ndrogyny and Chij/r Adjstment
Although this analysis of the PAQ provides support for the
original work of Spence and her colleagues, the primary purpose of
this investigation was to explore the relationship between androgynous military mothers and the personality adjustment of their
children. In view of the fact that androgynous women have been
found to possess greater sex role adaptability, more self-esteem, and
greater maturity of ego functioning, it was predicted that the
children of these women would demonstrate a higher degree of
personality adjustment :han the children of non-androgynous
women. To test this hypothesis, children of the androgynous and
non-androgynous women were compared using multiple t-tests for
independent samples on each of the 14 subscales of the California
Test of Personality. Due to the relatively large number of multiple ttests involved, a was set at .01. This analysis of the predeployment
data revealed no significant differences between the groups on any
of the subscales of the CTP.
In addition, it was predicted that the children of androgynous
..
womc.

would

show
.

o.e po¢tmve

r

fw••r

neglative

poaity

change scores during the fathers' absence than the children of the
non-androgynous women. Multiple t-tests for independent samples
were again conducted on the pre-to-post change scores of the 14
subscales of the CTP to analyze the differences between the children
of androgynous and non-androgynous women. Again a was set at
".01 and none of the differences were significant.
Finally multiple t-tests for related samples were conducted on
each of the 14 subscales of the CTP to analyze the differences
between the pre and post deployment scores for each child. As
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shown in Table 3.4, significant improvement in personality adjustment occurred on 11 of the 14 subscales of the CTP during the
period of the fathers' absence.
An analysis of sex differences in the children revealed no
significant results.
TABLE 3.4 A Comparisonof Preand Post Deployment
Mean Scores on Each Subscale of the CTP

Scale

Pre Deployment

Post Deployment

Self Reliance

67.34

70.55

1.13

NS

Sense of Personal Worth

72.79

82.98

3.26

<.01

Sense of Personal Freedom

70.45

79.17

2.71

<.01

Withdrawing Tendencies

76.08

86.15

3.16

<.01

Nervous Symptoms

61.09

65.36

1.31

NS

Total Personal Adustment

66.64

75.32

3.77

<.001

Social Standards

71.47

84.21

4.25

<.001

Social Skills

68.53

76.60

2.69

<.01

Freedom From
Anti Social Tendencies

61.83

72.77

2.54

<.02

It(df = 52) p

Freedom Front

Family Relations

70.43

83.89

4.43

<.001

School Relations

69.58

80.58

3.37

<.01

Community Relations

75.33

80.57

1.80

Total Social Adjustment

69.94

79.58

5.13

NS
<.001

Discussion
The present study has provided some interesting data regarding
the generalization of the Personal Attributes Questionnaire to
military populations. Results from this study indicate that self-rated
sex role attributes of married, military couples are very similar to
those of unmarried college students. In both groups, significant
differences in self-ratings occur between males and females in the
direction of sex role stereotypes. This similarity lends support to
Spence, el al's (1975) conclusion that, in the absence of data to the
contrary, self-ratings of sex-related attributes can be accorded the
same degree of confidence as other self-related measures.
Data from this study also support Spence's (1975) conceptualization of masculinity
S)
and femininity as a dualism: each a
separate, socially desirable component, present in both sexes,
though typically in different degrees. In the present study, mean selfratings of the two sexes were on opposite sides of the midpoint of the
bipolar scales for only 5 of the 24 items. These data are consistent
with those of Spence and support her conclusion that it is usually less
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accurate to characterize men as masculine and women as feminine
on a given attribute than it is to describe the sexes as differing in
their degree of masculinity on some attributes and their degree of
femininity on others.
The data regarding the male-valued and female-valuei items are
also consistent with those of Spence and her colleagues and are of
particular theoretical relevance. Although these two types of items
were distinguished empirically by Spence and her colieagues (1974)
on the basis of ratings of the ideal male and female, the agencycommunion (Bakan, 1966) dichotomy (or the parallel instrumentalexpressive distinction of Parson and Bales, 1955) is clearly reflected
in their content. Further, the positive correlation in both sexes
between femininity on female-valued items and masculinity on malevalued items seems to follow quite directly from the dualistic interpretation of Spence et al (1975).
The significant part-whole correlations which were found for
both men and women between each item and the scale to which it
was assigned, further support the internal consistency of this instrument.
Although these results speak well for the internal validity of the
PAQ, this instrument was not effective in predicting a family's invulnerability to stress. It was predicted that the children of androgynous women would have better personality adjustment prior to
their father's deployment and that during his absence, they would
demonstrate less negative, or more positive change in personality adjustment than childien of non-androgynous women. Neither of these
hypotheses were supported by the data.
The presence of this null result brings to mind the following
three alternative explanations, a) there is no significant relationship
between the androgyny of the mother and the personality adjustment of the child, b) there is a relationship between androgyny and
child adjustment, but the effect was washed out by uncontrolled, extraneous variables such as child's constitutional characteristics,
mother's reaction to husband-absence, quality of mother-child interactions, or the availability of surrogate models, or, c) there is a
relationship between androgyny and child adjustment, but the
dependent measure (i.e., the CTP) was not sensitive enough to pick
it up. Unfortunately, the correct alternative cannot be identified at
this time. The broad scope of this pilot study and the relatively small
sample size could not allow for the instrumentation and control required to selectively eliminate these alternatives.
The results did indicate, however, that during the deployment,
the children manifested significant gains in their overall personality
adjustment. Although the lack of a control group ptecludes
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definitive statements concerning tfe rela6ive extent of t' is growth, or
the effects of variables such as history, testing, or maturation, it is
clear that personality development increased rather than decreased
during the period of father absence. This finding lends support to
the relatively small but growing amount of evidence wbich suggess
.the .-possibility---tiat- father b-atncý '&.ay" be associated with :some
"positive effects. Gregory (1965), for example, found that man,'
college
o,students with a history of paternal absence were academic
achievers. Peterson (1966) found suggestive evidence in male
military dependents that father absence may facilitate emotional
adjustment in some normal boys. And Garmezy (1974) in his studies
of stress-resistant, competent children, observes that "father absence is not an uncommon feature" (p. 107).
Considering the relative paucity of research directed toward the
effects of temporary father absence and the complex nature of this
phenomenon, it would be wise at this time to plan systematic,
longitudinal studies in this area while guarding against the Type III
error which Herzog and Sudia (1971) define as "the erroneous belief
that available evidence is adequate to support a firm and
generalizable conclusion" (Herzog & Sudia, 1971, p. 91).
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CHA 1 TER 4

THE ABSENT

P4RENT AND THE RORSCHACH
RESPONSE

"T"

Gael E. Pierce
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IOuring a recent Rorschach Workshop, John Exner, Jr. (1974),
stated that his research has seemed to indicate that the Rorschach
texture (T) response differed from the norm for rejected children or
childien with an absent parent during the ages from birth to five
years. If the parent is absent during that critical age period, the "T"
response tends towards zero; if the parent is absent after age five,
there is, conversely, a surplus of "T" responses.
Under the Comprehensive System (Exner, 1974) the absence of
a "T" response indicates extreme affective impoverishment early in
life so that the person no longer strives for deep or meaningful interpersonal experiences. Exner has since changed this view
son-lewhat to indicate that the "T"' response is, in fluct, a btcttLcr
measure of dependency needs. In gcneral, the "T" response is best
interpreted as indicating needs for affective interpersonal contact a form of cautious reaching out for affectively rewarding relationships. It is more infantile than adult, and more common to late
adolescence. When frequent, the needs are intense and disruptive
(Exner, 1974).
As a school psychologist with the Department of Defense
Dependent Schools on Clark Air Force Base in the Philippine
Islands, I was in an excellent position to test this theory with children
who had absent paren~ts, especially fathers in the military. Many of
the fathers were in Vietnam for a year or more, and many of these
children were referred to our Guidance Center.
'The population of the study reported in this chapter consisted
of 52 children (40 males, 12 females) who had been referred to the
Guidance Center either by the school or by parents. The children

__11
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ranged in age from six to sevenicen with a mean age of 12.2 years.
All had experienced an absent parent when aged seven yeýars or
below. Forty-two had absent fathers, 7 had absent mothers, and for
3, both parents were absent. Within the group 29 fathers were absent
because they were serving in the military, 11 fathers were absent due
to divorce, and two fathers had died. All of the children were given
the Rorschach which was scored and interpreted using the Comprehensive System. Mean scores and standard deviations were compiled, even though statisticians aid others warn against the use of
means from ratios because of the variability in numbers of
responses. For this study, the mean response (R) was 20.25 with an
S.D. of 6.74.
In examining the "T" responses, there was a total of 16 T's in 7
of the 52 protocols for a mean score of .23, which fell well below the
norm of .32. The standard deviation (.67) was high because of the
seven who gave a T response, two gave three each, and one subject
gave two T's. If these three protocols are dropped, the mean for the
group drops to .06.
!t would appear that childre;i with an absent parent learn to
achieve affective control through a form of guardedness based on
defensiveness. They seem to pay for this affective control with a rejection of conventionality (the mean P response was 4.83), a lack of
organized responses, and a surplus of forces impinging on them or
not working for them. Where affect is concerned, they seemed to be
able to organize it, accept it, but then backed off from it. Strong affective constriction also seemed to be part ol the price they were
forced to pay for containment of feelings normally given and received via the absent parent. The results seermed to indicate that also included in the price of learning to cope with an absent parent is an impairmient of perceptual accuracy. This deficit may be due to an
"anger effect," perhaps brought about by the negative affect state
caused by the very fact of the absence.
This conclusion is supported in part by the low "T" response
and indications of dependency needs. Additionally, these children's
protocols showed much move anxiety and/or helplessness than is
n.o..rma. fom the•fi age group -- nearvy fonr times as much. They also
revealed a low self focus, much lower than normal, which seems to
emphasize the low FE as a possible measure of ego development and
low egocentricity. In terms of ego and affect flexibility, findings based upon these children seemed to indicate that having a parent absent during the critical years from birth to seven years of age
hindered later development and accentuated dependency needs.
A search was made in the Free Association in the protocols for a
similarity in responses on Plates # IV (authority) and # VIIl
(femaleness), but none was found, although many of the un-
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flattering responses came on the plate that maiched the absent
parent.
Even though the smail sample makes conclus'ions highly
tenuous an examination was made of the subgroups, within the tolal
sample. In summarizing the responses of the children with at, abent
father due to military service (N = 29), it was found thai based on
the children's scores the absent father does appear to have an adverse effect on the children. l)ata for the children with mean ages
between I I and 12 seerned to indicate many more forccs impinging
on them, with affect discharged internally. There were indications of
much affcctive constriction and a tendency to withdrav, from affective stimuli. The children also showed mouh frustration and
anxiety or helplessness, and a high negative affect state (The norm
for S is 1.1; this group scored 2.8).
What appeared to have happened was that this group had
learned to control affective responses by a form of internal discharge
of affect, and by becoming introversive and excessively convenionally oriented. These children had become thinking (internal)
individuals rather than affective (outuoing) ones.
In other words, in order to cope with an absent father at an
early age, these children turned to a cognitive form of personality
with constricted affective urges and expressions. Although they
became internalizers, they a!so bent and distorted reality and did not
dwell on sell focus or egocentricity. This situation resulted in a great
Oeal of stress, helplessness, and dependency, with which the children
nonetheless learned to cope. Perhaps this process is part of !he
crucible that produces the type of character thait
e' ",•
.h. abilt:
to handle stress of conmbat and military ife.
"The children of fathers absevt because of divorce (IN = 11),
unlike the children of absent military fathers who seemed able to
invent an internal world and survive, seem to suffer more
psychological pain perhaps pai fy a result of their attempting to set
goals beyond their abilities. It also appeared that children with
fathers in the miltiaty gained some measure of pride in the father's
absence, while children of fathers absent because of divorce often
internalized guilt feelings from assutming part of the blame for the
ruptured marriage. Thus, these latter chitdren seemed to vithdraw,
both from affective stinii:li and much social interactimo, and become
cautious and defensive.
The total group (N = 52) showed a mean S response frequencv
which compares with those of patients for that age group and is
much higher (2.58) than the norm of 1.10. This finding again indicates a negativism which could impinge on the children's reality
contacts and create an "anger effect" which could account for the
poor form qualiiy. This conlusion is further supported by the
43
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primitive FM and m responses. Forty-three of the children gave one

"or morc S responses, with 21 giving three or more (SD = 2.23).
These 21 childreo who gave the surplus S responses had a F + %o
mean score of 57.52 which could very well account for the total low
F -+ 01o
Finally, the protocols were examined to see which children did
and which did not give the "T" responses. No clear reason was
found for the three "T" responses in the 36 children under five years
of age when thc parent was absent, except that two were boys and
still enuretic, and a!I three were dyslexic. The mean ' T" response
for this group was .08, supporting ,tie theory of a low to absence of
"T" responses \Nhen a parent was absent prior to age five.
Of the group of children who were five years of age and over
when the parent was absent, only four children gave "T" responses
(3, 1, 2 and 3 each). These data give a mean "T" response of .56,
nearly double the norm. But then the question arises, why did not
the rest of this group have a surplus of "T" responses instead of zero
"T" similar to the under five group? Part of the answer may be in
that 10* out of the 16 had lost a mother, 8 through parental divorce,
and 2 mothers had died. It could very well be that loss of a mother
moves the zero "T" response upwards in age since these seven
children were between the ages of 6-7 when the mother-loss occurred.
This study also seems to support Exner's theory that there will
be a zero "T- response when the parent is absent before the child
rcach•s age five. lHowcvcr, there seem to be exceptions when the
parent is absent when the child is over five, in that an absent mother
appears to prolong the lack of "T" in Rorschach responses.
*liIlk f~guuc v higher than ih liigurc a b.elit Il i
• -"
1 beca. ise II.rce of thewe in a.lhcrý
di Orced lhe t:l cr a0h1e htC
11C ;-t 0awe,n . Th11e.len paret c, unted
lhic
hw
dv %
a'd. th.
lit firsl

parent absent
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COMM UN! TYVSER VICES. THE MILITARYIFAMILY,
AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Rarbara Ithealland
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Reentry education* has become a process of access and opportunity for persons whose education has been interrupted or uncompleted to pursue further academic and career development. It is
the process of continuing educati, i with life-long learning opportunities as provided for in the Education Amendments of 1972.
This chapter explores the impact on the communily where reentry
programs have been in operation with child development centers. It
was prepared in response to the growing and continuing needs of the
education practitioners of all levels and of the community. It serves
as a response to Santa Clara educators for understanding the
distinguishing features between child development and child care
services and legislative and fiscal decision makers who set values for
society by the allocation of funds.
Goals of the Study
From the descrip~ion of the problems in operating appropriate
child development programs for families of the armed forces and
from the rationaie for extending knowledge for improvement of the
situation, the study reported in this chapter sought to (a) investigate
the components and benefits of the model REP/CDC which could
be instituted by the Department of Defense (DOD) on armed forces
sites; (b) examine the demonstrated qualities of child development
ce.tcr!-r for mecting needs of adults and children who are members of
military families, and (c) document the capabilities of REP/CDC
*In this report the terms used will separate Women's Reentry Educational Program as
WREP from the Reentry Educational Piogtam for all stulents as REP. For thte pfograrns
coordinated with a child develol)Itrent center. the terms used will be WREP/CDC or
REP/CDC.
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for r-cplical ioln and adapt al ion in various sCtlilug (Such locations+as a
cain pus, a rcsidcniljal conintl nhitN, or specialiied facilitv, iricluding
niilitary insti allat ions•).
I'he in formation lfor thiS study lais beCn

aCt
hered from public

documents, jiltervies\', w\ivhh principal participants and ol-site obscr\ alions. A surncy \was also made of the public records of' ricnirl
an.ld child developmntl programns in Santa Clara (oUtnly ulndCr Tiill
I (HEA, 1965). In the revieý, the grant proposals, rcportl to 1funl1dillg
agencies, adid published iaticrials to instiitiiions alld ci itinlllllllli
\Nere examined. The sitidy also involved a SeriCeS of ,seinisrtlcitured
interiicr\s. Additional parentls and iepresen tat ives of child

developmlent centers \were also interviewed, and recorded observations \+crc nmade from the National Iask Force for Child Care
in the Mii litary at tihe 1976 National A ssociation for Education of
Young Children Conference.
History of Reentry Education
The reentry education programs were begun in the Santa Clara
Valley where the cities of Sunnyvale and Cupertino are served by
DeAnza Community College. Sunnyvale, an industrial, residential
city of 107,000 with electronic plants, Lockheed, Westinghouse,
NASA, and Moffett Field, as well as the remnants of agriculture and
Libby canning, is the second largest city in Santa Clara County. The
population is 17 percent ethnic minority with a lesser percentage of
economic culturally disadvantaged amidst the population with a
median income of $14,911 - just over the county-wide median of
CIA
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iaority of

these families

have been described in an SRI report (SRI Report, 1971) as the
affluent, electronic-engi neer, Lockheed syndrome families.
The community college also serves the bedroom community of
Cupertino with employment mainly in the electronic firms, 93
percent Caucasian, and median income of $20,215. The college
attendance area is spread over seven municipalities and constitutes a
good sample. The common denominator of this population derives
from the opportunities of post-secondary education. Therefore, the
importance of the reentry program evolves in overcoming the
barriers to fuji participation. Ethnicity and economic needs cornpound the problems which are those of the educationally disadvantaged who did not realize their capabilities to use the community
college for their personal, academic, or career development and
advancement. The Women's Reentry Educational Program was
begin in 1970, with the first effort a Consumer-Homemaking course
funded under the Vocational Education Act, 1968. With complenmentary Title I Higher Education Act (HEA) funding between
1971-74, broader goals and a full range of support services were
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developed for the pilot WREP including the vital child development
center.
The Tile I (HEA) funding, 1971-74, also provided an outreach
capacity tor expanding the programs to other community collcges of
the Santa Clara Valley. Each WREP initiated replication of the
philosophy, academic and support components which required the
institutions to incorporate a new approach to meet student needs for
each different geographic area and population. Each adaptation was
made for the diverse needs and problems of women, their children
and families.
Subsequently, the WREP/CDC Title I (HEA) consultant team
assisted in program development for over 30 community colleges,
other state colleges and universities of California and in five other
states. WREP was proclaimed a Congressional model (U.S. Congressional Record, 1973) to assist the Community Colleges establish
the WREP as the model for the state system to develop continuing
education for all non-traditional students, in addition to the pilot
population focus of educationally disadvantaged women (California
Community Colleges, 1974).
The study of REP/CDC includes military families. The Child
Development Center was the primary support service,required by the
women who had small children, in order that they could fulfill the
dual responsibilities of family and adult personal growth. Among
the women of the reentry program in the several communities of
Santa Clara Valley were wives of servicemen living in the residential
area, wives who lived on base with their families, women who had
served in the armed forces, and women who were currently service
personnel and had children. A tepiesentativc number Of th.ce
women had just come to the United States, and reentry involved
language and cultural uniqueness.
An empirical assessment considers the seven year period between 1971 and 1977 from the inception of WREP through the continually evolving forms of REPiCDC. Experience from the pilot
and the subsequent REP/CDC established in Santa Clara County includes the Village Avante Child Development and Adult Training
Programs serving a bilingual and multicultural community in a
HUD housing complex in Morgan Hill, California. This area is
rural, semi-urban with few industrial and transportation suppot is. It
is undergoing a rapid growth of residential building, double sessions
for schools, a high tax rate, and aisplacement of the agricultural occupations (San Jose Mercury, 1977).
The Reentry Educational Program/Child Development Centers
(REP/CDC) of California present a demonstrated approach, which
is designed and established to meet the needs of both the adults and
their children. REP/CDC was an undeveloped concept before 1970,
-
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when it emerged as a pilot in the Callfornia Community Colleges.
We shall also relate the essential suppori fuinctions of the child
development program to the factors of family life 'hich
have
dcmonstrated beneficial results for the participating military
families.
The REP/CDC model encompasses Community-Family
Guided Education (Wilson, 1971), which presents a philosophical
position on effectiveness of human development based on ihe
qualities of parents as the first teachers of their children and of the
tota', community as teacher-participants in education. A comparison

is made of the essential components that form a child development
program with existing child care now. available in the military. A
further comparison is made with a historical review of successful
examples suitable for replication for families in the Armed Services.
Related Literatureand Rationale
The investigation of reentry child development services for
families in the military was stimulated by prior research (Slobodin,
1975) regarding the experiences of Drs. Edith Dowley and Lois M.
Stoltz in the Kaiser Child Service Centers of Oregon during World
War 11. Slobodin's work established that the federal government
helped to finance such child care ptograms at that time. At Kaiser
the fees to parents were low, with the remainder of the operating
costs borne by the Kaiser Company; the net costs were added to the
operating cost of the shipyard, then absorbed by the government
through the purchase of the ships. "In addition, the original costs of
financing the construction of the child centers were paid for by the
United States Maritime Commission" (Slobodin. 1975).
Other locations and child care centers generally were provided
for under the Lanham Act, making financing available for the socalled "war nurseries." The quality of the Kaiser Child Services is
credited to Edgar Kaiser who insisted that the salary schedule of the
Lanham Act was too low, and Kaiser had the teacheis paid in
keeping with wages at the shipyard as a whole. The Kaiser center
thus was able to attract the most highly skilled professionals in the
field (Slobodin, 1975). Other features of these Kaiser Child Service
Cen.ers were an infirmary, counseling, location near work sites,
temporary care in emergencies, 24 hour care, nutritionally balanced
meals cooked in the center's kitchen for use either in the center or
packaged to take home, and informational booklets on care, recipes,
mending and shopping services (Slobodin, 1915).
There was a thoroughness in planning and attention to beauty
and to purpose. The architectual design placed the children in context with the place where their mothers worked. This feature is considered by Slobidin as "preserving, in a measure, the age and role in50
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tegration of the family," and is referred to currently by such leading
experts as Urie Bronfenbrenner and Bruno Bettelheim (Slobodin,
1975). Responsiveness to the family and children's needs was a factor valued in the World War 11 program that also predominates in
the RDP/CDC, and which this author offers as a hypothesis to meet
the needs of military families. The hypothesis echoes Slobodin's
view of Henry Kaiser, "It will be easier to find those who have the
necessary planning skills than it will be to find those in a position of
power with the same commitment. It is relatively easy to adopt a successfully established working model. It is a lot harder to duplicate
the same sense of priority, motivation, and leadership that made it
all possible" (Slobodin, 1975).
As the limited resources of our earth become more apparent and
population trends change, the perceived value of our children may
be realigned. Currently, under the value system described by Lois
and Martin Hoffman (Hoffman & Hoffman, 1973), "The value of
children can be thought of as the functions they serve or the needs
they fulfill for parents." The Hoffmans list eight categories of noneconomic values of a psychological nature that parents derive from
children or motives in wanting them. In the ninth category are the
values of children as economic assets. The economic benefits are
delineated by Harvey Leibenstein (Leibenstein, 1963) as a source of
finanrial security in old age or emergencies and as productive agents.
For many women, children have been the fulfillment of a
socially-defined, acceptable role. In addition, the Hoffmans' list includes: children contribute to the personal growth of their parents, a
sens.ý of being uneeded. coi:tribution to the good of others, form emot;o.al security with the permanent institution ot 1he family,
Sti!
Iim
ateP exciting ,,,,1nv h,, nd acto,,n to. r~eliv....
....... y u I• V1-:1achievement with creativity and competency, offer power and influence over others, and elevate social prestige and prowess. These
values could be especially important in modern society where increased geographic mobility and growing bureaucracies threaten individual identities and enhance a feeling of impersonality (Hoffman
and Hoffman, 1973).
The concept of costs is also described and corresponds to the
disadvantages of having children. Economic costs are of two types:
direct maintenance costs of bearing and raising children, and the opportunity costs (Mueller, I,713). Thi:c, ategories of opportunity
costs are cited: relinquishing certain consumption expenditures,
resulting in a lower standard of living; reducing opportunities to
save and invest; and the wife giving up income-earning possibilities.
Noneconomic costs include emotional and psychological burdens
(Population Bulletin, 1977). Women suffer from all of these factors,
and it is our contention that Reentry Education/Child Development
Programs are prudent, both in human and in economic terms.
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The \aluc and costs of raising children, spccifically in fle
United States, are discussed in several studies v,liikh consider
wxhcther raising children is pcrccised by the parcnts as beins, fairly
eazy economically, somnewhat of a burdcn, or a heavyv ',nancial
burden; by a list of reasons for \\anting a de,,ircd number of
children; and by rreference of sex lot progenly (iPopulation Bulletin,
1977). The direct maintenance costs (which arc for childbirth,
raising to age 18, and a four year college education) are estimated by
data provided by tlhe United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), and up-dated to 1977 by Reed and McIntosh with Consumer Price Index Information from the Bnreau of Labor Statistics.
The item of housing is noý generally the leading cost in childrearing, followed by food and then transportation (Population
Bulletin, 1977).
These data point to an investment in cur children, snowing the
child value to parents and country in our society. Particularly when
the substance for the family is under the direct authority and
responsibility of government financing, as in the military, the
quality of child development services is considered essential to be
judged for effective delivery. The present study is concerned with
specifying the qualities of a proven-approach reenforcement of
family values by utilizing the model of reentry for adults and
corresponding child development programs in the new setting of
military residential and working sites.
Investigations have not been actively pursued to bring adequate
programs of this nature to families of the Armed Services. The
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) had only two
childI ca
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and David Nesenholtz, January, !976. Corey studied the needs of
children living on military installations. He pointed out the difficulties of offering child care programs where the government has
not seen fit to include the military "into certain social welfare
programs of welfare programs whereby child development would be
provided (Corey, 1971). He lists the problems rising from
regulations that all day care must be "self sustaining" with parents
paying for the programs. This is felt as a hardship by personnel in
the low-pay ranges of service. No federal programs supply funds
tkot
,Nit"arv' f-r tdy care, he reonrt,. Therefore, even
A;dirtly
those programs that he found to exist were not reaching those who
often need it most. Corey's conclusion, which may differ from the
evidence of REP/CDC, where the need for child development
programs is not limited to the economic ability of the family to
secure services, but is likely to include family stress and problems in
areas of nurturing, as indicators of need for a program like
•REP/CDC. In any case, both areas of need are represented in the
armed forces. Corey identified appropriation problems for facilities
52
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that should bc safe physical environments for children. Tile lack of
standards foi licensing and for the type and quality of child care
were emphasized. His general conclusion was that programs are
underfunded and lack coordination. Corey also cited servicemen at
poverty levels and asserted that some of the problems related to
servicemen who have been forced to go on Welfare could be cased by
increase of family income "by having the w~oman assume some
working responsibility and at the same time providing the child with
an educational curriculum" (Corey, 1971). The demonstrated
success of REP/CDC for both of those needs is realistic for assisting
military families.
A more recent reviewv by David Nescýnholth (197() carries similar
statements about the pictUIre of child care systcms operatcd on the
Department of D)efense (D)OD) facilities. Nesenholiz sent
questionnaires to 153 centers operating as non-appropriated fund
progranis and received 30 responses. As a result of this sUtrvey, hie
found wide variances in services and standards from thosc that
would be expected in the civilian provisions for children. He also
reported no ýcpcial training for the teachers and aides. He conciuded
that "there appear to be t\wo chief reasons that account for the
difficulty in inmintaining adequate quality day care progranis on
military facilities. The first reason is the problem of tranisiencc. In

terms of survey data, it is evident that a hi2h per,2enItige of children
in military day care are drop-ir.s. This characteristi: creates difficulties in maintaining a continuity of curriculum during thle day.
The children who, themselves, are dropped-in may feel rejected or
frightened, creating still further demands on staff. Discontinuous
days, as well as discontinuous weeks and nmonths, place stress upon
the care-giver-child relationship, and add frustrations and anxiety to
an... ...... , high-risk set of circun.an,'" (Nes, -hl i•. 1976).
The second reason for the inadequate day care programs is the

military "nonappropriated fund status." Nonappropriated funds
are used for recreational serices that must, in most cases, be selfsustaining or profit making. It is a concern of the present study to
examine ways to provide child development prospects for military
premiscs which bring complementary resources. The REP/CDC
model has been shown as transportable to a variety ot situations and
locations and could be proposed as adaptable to the needs of
military installations.
In regard to the preparation of personnel to staff child
development programs, another project in New York merits
recognition. Beverly Fuchs writes about the training of Family Day
Care Mothers under funding of the Vocational Educational Act
(VEA) of 1968, at the State of New York Agricultural and Technical
College, Farmingdale. Where many mothers of family day care
suffer from isolation, they have special "needs to share problems,
.53
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get ideas for solutions, have more self-confidence, and feel that they
not just babysitters" (Fuchs, 1975). To meet the needs, the New
York project employed a variety of educational techniques and a
curriculum of basic topics. The educational and cultural
backgrounds and experie ces were diversified. Such consideration
required teaching "active mothering" as something good, valuable,
and fun. Specific information about child growth and development
was also the subject matter for classes and on-site training to individual needs. An important decision was made that the training
could best be run by an independent institution rmther than by the
child care agency itself. The greater advantages of the independent
institution were seen to include "prestige, the possibility of granting
credit, greater resources, and a confidentiality between instructors
and students that could never exist if the instructor were paid by the
agency" (Fuchs, 1975). The similarities to the California REP/CDC
training accentuates the research expectations of benefits.

-are

RES UL TS
ITh- interviews with both the parents and professional participa~ats of the child development programs supplied data for the
REP/CDC study ab(.at the activities over a seven year period. Grant
proposals, reports to tne funding agencies, and reports for
workshops contained a combination of planning material and of
successful practices. The goals, objectives, and concepts of both the
non-traditional approaches and the sound education about child
growth and development were found in these publications. It is im-
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establishment of child development programs in a variety of settings. The components of the REP/CDC model can be described as
administrative, curricular, and financial. These components serve
two functions: the development of children and the corresponding
development of their parents. The reinforcement of family strength
results in increased capacity for rcles of lcadcrship, confidence, and
communication. Personal competency is increased in relationships
with a variety cf people and in divek se situations. Moreover, the improved integration of the family adds to the efficiency and effect ivness nf men and w4-imen in their work aind other life siti1-ti;,-b.

Benefits to be derived from similar child development for
families on armed forces sites are g-ouped in three areas:
-1Adjustment within the Community

"*

New peer groups for both adult and child provided a
stable association balancing the contivual process of
establishing home and social life a- new locations eithcr on
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the base or in the surrounding area.

"The physical change of localion and the social remoteness

"*
"*

as a condition of living was bridged through the use of
community resources for th-e child development program,
aiding tie parent in securing services for the family.
Child development services provided time for the adult to
participate in and contribute to the broader community.
The assimulation of differing cultural and language skills
on a daily basis promoted growth for the members of
families moving into different sections of the United
States, into other countries, and coming to the United
Staies from other countries.

Adjustment Between Persons

*

The child development program provided nurturing
functions for security within self, the interdependence of
caring and sharing, and a sense of community.
Social strength gained by sharing knowledge and services
promoted a cornmon goal of self-determination. Selfdetermination was the quality recognized among the reentry students which carried with it their mutual interest,
warmth and caring-basis for friendship.

Adiusintent within the Family
*

U:.c of community resources for emeigencies eased the
diffickilt task for military families to connect with agencies
wad individuals who could be helpful in time of stress and
h,,ih- the modiher and younger child attended the child
dc',:vloprnent center, their expanded skills and knowledge
R'o.t education were helpful to the parents in assisting the
dck.pcndz.,i' childien in their school experiences regardless
/

alF1,
gcS.

"The child development program relationships supported

/

,
|

the parent in management of the family during the
absence of the husband.
As child services were available, free time for the adult
allowed pursuit of individual desires and needs for selfactualization through academic, creative, and career
development.
Child development center activities opened an
occupational field for employment through patent par-
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ticipation in the program of the center, involvement in the
governance and advisement of the program, and the
required education about child growth and development.
As the adult acquired the necessary information and skills
as a parent, the satisfaction and enjoyment of children
increased.
.4 REPLICA TION OF THE REPiCDCMODEL
Programs replicating the model have used the complementary
selection of program elements and matching multiple sources of
funding. The Village Avamite Bilingual/Bicultural CDC and Adult
'training P-oject (City of Morgan Hill), for example, has constructed its program in an off-campus location. The project uses
existing buildings with small modifications at a HUD housing
compiex. The project of Village Avante has expanded from the
initial child development center and paren,, trainii,g to provide
employment opportunity through funds of the Comprehensive
Employment Training Act (CETA), as we'll as a career ladder approach to education for the bilingual and/or non-traditional student
whose exposure to education has been limited (Luksus, 1976).
During the summer months, manpower monies (SPEDY) are also
used to provide employment and training for economically disadvantaged youth in the community.
The purpose of the adult program was to design and implement
a bilingual para-professional program for teacher-aides. The
program focused on the training and/or retraining of unskilled,
bilMg"al adults (both men -and women). tn help ithem fill the critical

needs for well-prepared workers within their own community. The
strategy has been to develop basic educational skills and bilingual
competencies to a degree that qualifies the pacticipan, for occupational training in an educational setting. The child development
center functions as the laboratory and source of employmeni for the
adult students. The work allows opportunity for individual
development, regardless of the traditional credentials or other arbitrary symbols of status, and permits advancement to instruction
and duties of greater challenge and responsibility (Luksus, 1976).
Like the CDC model at De ANiza, thc Village Avante child
services are under a grant frori the California State Department of
Educati)n, Office of Child Development. This funding operates a
full-day program for children from 2.5 to 6 years of age. An
auxiliary Extended Day Care Program uses the same funding for
children 6 to 14 years of age. The same standards, services, and child
Sdevelopment concepts are provided for both age groups. A further
expansion of service established a cluster of Family Day Care
Homes, using the CDC as a guiding and supporting program to train
56

the mother-teachers. Thifs funding is from state special legislation to
develop alternative delivery systems. Currently, Village Avante is
concerned with program possibilities for the older youth. Senator
Birch Bayh (Bayh Report, 1977) clearly stated the extent of the
problems of youth. The need to decrease juvenile delinquency and
crime is prevalent in our local community, in the military, and in our
national society.
CONCLUSIONS
This study reported in this chapter tound that the manner in
which reentry aLcomodates the adult student with supportive services, the major one being the Child Development Center, shows
that the military mother's need for child development services
paralleled that of the typical reentry student. For the purposes of
Child Development Programs, non-traditional students with unique
needs are considered as all those whose parenting education, as well
as personal and academic development, has been interrupted. Information from the interviews continually attested to the need for
improved services for child development in order that parents might
obtain further experiences for parenting education that is lacking or
unsatisfactory in nature in most provisions for child care in the
military. Program personnel and parent participants alike staled
that armed forces provisions for dependents in the area of child
services were inadequate, concurring with the previous researchers'
data.
Encouragement and incentive to develop realistic approaches
for military use came froan Mrs. Tana Brende, executive director of
the National Ta k Force for Child Care in the Miliitaiy. This
organization is uedicatcd to crea'- an information exchange on
programs, administration, standards, and regulations; improve
standards of child care on military installations and advocate
Department of Defense monies for child care. Nesenholtz estimates
22,000 children of mi!itary personnel are receiving care. Hie adds
reliable evidence of the types of needs to be met in advocating appropriated funds for child care centers be specifically included in the
DOD budget for "a high quality of service to support the special
stress of military life on children, support the need of some military
wives to work, and serve military famihici at prices "th.. can. . ,,"'o"
(Nesenholhz, 1976). The Task Force has made presentations for the
last three years at the conference of the National Association for
Education of Young Children. Comments of the Task Force at
NAEYC and documents by Corey in 1971, are reaffirmed by
Nesenholtz in January, 1976. The NAEYC meeting of November,
1976, specified the same needs and problems. The difficulties
suffered for this length of time without resolution denotes that a new
appiroach would be beneficial.
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From the investigation of REP/CDC during a similar period of
seven years, the model and its adapted replica, using the REP concepts and application of services have been opcrating through postsecondary institutions. The following elements were found to match
the needs cf the military in order to conduct quality child developmerit programs:
6 b Through experience, the reentry consulting team has skills
in outreach and program development that have
demonstrated success.
•
The reentry/child-development programs have experience
with military family needs and with participants who
demonstrate language, cultural, and community diversity.
*
The administration of REP/CDC has been a pilot in
which continued adaptation aided the program to improve
and included services shown to be needed by participants.
It also provided a model in which the essential parts were
known and could be transported to another situation or
area. Finally, it incorporated programs established in
"othercolleges and in the community iiself.
*
The curriculum of child development centers using the
reentry approach has proved to be realistic for families of
differing ethnic and economic groups.
*
Reentry is evolved with all the levels of adult training and
career development which the consulting team is prepared
to utilize for instituting new program; appropriate for
armed forces sites. This training capability would assist in
the establishment of standards and the practical ability of
staff to perform under them.
•
Expertise in securing funding from a variety of public
sources for the components of the programs and for
bringing the services of community agencies to the reentry
and child development can be demonstrated in constructing programs for the military centers.
•
The sense of mission and commitment necessary to
pioneer, develop, and radiate the enabling use of this kind
fsrv
f--n-----s
-r
are kindred to military precepts.
The challenge is similar to the large-scale, long-range effort
described in Project Talent, begun in 1959 "to determine the best
methods for identification, development, and utilization of human
talent" (Flanagan, 1962). Reentry programs define the new
dimensions for adults with their needs for development and require
services to enhance the talents of both adults and children of contemporary families. The experienced consulting team from post58
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secondary education has shown the wide array of services and
resources which t-an, be applied to development of consistent
standards and comprcehensive programs for use of the armed forces,
as well as the broader community.
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CHAPTER 6

MIXED CHILDREN: SOME OBSER VA TIONS
AND SPECULA TIONS

Ann Baker Cottrell
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Research on Mixed Children
,nncernirtp children of mixed couples in
•t,4i
ý,....tll
the military and one other which mentions such chiidren are known
to me (Chang, 1974; Spaulding and Cantrell, 1974; Druss, 1965).
Therefore, this paper will first discuss findings of research on
children of mixed parents (interfaith and interracial as well as international) and, second, raise questions regarding the experience of
children with cross-national parents in the n.ilitary. Observations in

of
41r ntrivate correspondence Ruth Hill Useem. who has been studying children
third of the cchi161V i ih01
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the first part of this paper are drawn from existing literature and
from my research on children of British-Indian/Pakistani couples in
Britain.*
Mixed Childrenare Troubled Children

*

Reviewing the literature on children of mixed parents one can
conclude that such children are doomed to be deeply troubled individuals. As Berman notes, "writers on mixed marriage can find
one area on which they can agree ... mixed marriages are not well
adapted to raising children" (1968, p. 554).
Reports concerning mixed children focus primarily on problems
of identity. Childien who have a split or dual heritage experience
both socia! and psychological marginality making it difficult, if not
impossible, to answer the question "who am l?" Some children
grow up feeling they belong nowhere; others are torn by a sense of
loyalty to two, often conflicting groups and belief systems. Cases are
reported in which the children have become the battleground in
"wars" between families, or even between parents. Albert Gordon,
a rabbi and social scientist who has studied mixed marriages states:
[that] my experience with the children of mixed marriages has led me to believe that, more often than their
well-intentioned parents may realize, such children are
faced with problems which tend to produce within them
reactions of guilt, insecurity and emotional instability
(1964, p. 321).
T-•,s an•als:soýa one young man's problems is representative of such
reports:
w with him the fact that he had never identified
m
either
with his mother's church or his .father's made him a
"nothing.' Hie was simply not a real person. He was a
"nobody' with no respect for himself as a person. He was
always tense, anxious, ill-at-ease and had no desire to acquire any learning or take any courses that would
ultimately lead to a degree. "'What was the use," he asked,
"I'm a nothing. Everybody should be something and I'm
(G-Wdon, 19K4, p. 319).
just a plain big nothi.."
Such personal insecurity is seen to be manifest in various kinds
of pathological behavior - either withdrawal, apathy, lack of
achievement, or aggressive, disruptive, deviant behavior and
sometimes even criminal behavior. To quote Gordon again:
Children of mixed marriagesmay express their insecurity
in many different ways. They may be highly irritable,
*4This
study was supported, in part, by the Arnei ican Philosophical Society.
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overly sensitive, hostile either directly or indirectly,
negative in their responses to other persons, suspicious of
others verbally or even express guilt feelings in one of
many different ways. Parents may not always recognize
any of these symptoms, yet psychiatrists have injormed
me that they believe that they exist more frequently in the
children of mixed marriages than in others (1964, pp.
321-2).
There are numerous reports of case studies tracing an individual's behavior problems to her/his mixed background (Batta,
1976, Berman, 1968; Piskacek & Golub, 1973). David Batta, a social
worker in England, supports this relationship with truly striking
data from the Department of Social Services in Bradford. He found
that:
The half-coloured had by far the highest rate for juvenile
delinquency at almost five times the rate jar the Asian
group anddouble the ratefor the remainderof the population. In addition, more of the half-coloureds were multiofjenders. In particular,the half-Asians had a ratio of approximately four indictable offenses to every nonindictable one, approximately two to one for all other
groups(1976, p. 3). *
He concluded that:

t")

. . . the most likely cause of the higher rate of crime
amongst the half-coloured may be due to an internal
conflict of identity . . . he is not coloured because his
mother is whiite, born in England, he is English. I-He shares
with whites their customs and tradition and amusements.
He makes every effort to affiliate himself with the whites
with whom he claims his kinslit himsle denying his ties
with the coloured people, but he find5 himself more and
more disadvantagedall around. Whites do not accept him
as one of their own and he repudiates coloureds (Batta,
1976, p. 4).
Also arguing that mixed children are troubled children is the
only study directly concerned with mixed children in the military
known to me. Spaulding and Cantrell, administrators of the DOD
High School in Yokosuka, Japan, report on the Amerasian student.
"the student whose father is an American serviceman and mother is
orienta!." "He is the blending of cultures that results from military
deployment in foreign countries for the past 29 years" yet, they
report, "often... he does not blend; he does not identify; he does
*The British use of the term "colouied"
Africans.

includes Asians as well as West Indians and
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not belong" (Spaulding & Cantrell, 1974). Their concern for the
Awerasian student derived from the fact that while Amerasians
(mixed national children and children with two Asian parents)
coi-prised 50 percent of the DOD student body, they accounted for
81 percent of the overt educational and behavioral problems.
Although Spaulding and Cantrell began their report with a
statement of concern for the mixed race child, their conclusion
indicated that the significant variable may not be mixed parentage,
but rather Japanese socialization. The children with low self concept
and low academic achievement were the Nisei children and the
children of mixed parents who had lived all their lives in Japan. The
children of American fathers and Oriental mothers who had lived in
the United States four or more years while school-aged were similar
to the American children on these two measures.
A More Positive View
In contrast to the above, there are a few studies which indicate
that mixed parentage is not detrimental to children. In fact, on
selected measures it may even provide an advantage. Chang (1974)
compared Kansas school children with parents of different
nationalities (all happened to be military dependents) with children
having t -o American parents (some military arid some nonmilitary). The children of mixed parents had both a better self
concept and higher school achievement than the American children.
Frideres, Goldstein and Gilbert (1971) likewise found that while
children of Jewish-Gentile parents were less likely to be active in the
Jewish community than those of Jewish parents, there was no
difference between them on measures of alienation, anxiety oj se,esteem. Harre reported that discussions with social workers and an
educational psychologist "indicated th-i, :n general the children of
mixed marriages (Maori and whitek . .,w Zealand) did not constitute either a social or a psychological problem" (1966, p. 140). His
observations were based on interviews with Maori-white couples.
Critiqueof the Literature
The literature on mixed children is, however, predominantly

nega.ive.

e
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why the portrayal of mixed

children in the literature is so negative - authors' backgrounds,
research funding, and choice of explanatory variables. Many of the
articles and books about mixed couples and their children have been
written by people who have met their subjects in a professional role
-- counselors, psychiatrists, rabbis, pficsis or ministers. As people
in the helping professions, it is not surprih, ng that they tend to meet
mixed couples arnd their children who need help. A second reason for
the largely negative view of mixed families is that it is easier to secure
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funding for problem-oriented research than for research on adjusted
individuals.
Thirdly, mixed parentage is sometimes inappropriately blamed
for an individual's difficulties. Mixed parentage is an outstanding
feature of a person's case history, and it is a characteristic which is
widely believed to cause difficulties. Therefore, it is expeditious to
attribute difficulties to this characteristic without looking deeper.
Two of the studies cited earlier provide examples of this. Spaulding
and Cantrell (1974) began their paper with a statement about the
behavioral problems of Ainerasians-chiidren who have American
fathers and Oriental mothers. Yet, as has been pointed out, their
data indicated that the crucial variable is Japanese socialization, not
mixed parentage per se. Although Batta (1975) did not interview the
childrcn who make up the statistics of delinquency and use of child
care facilities, he concluded that identity problems underlie their
delinquent behavior. While I am certain that this contributed, I find
it significant that the half-coloured were more than twice as likely as
white boys to be illegitimate and more than twice as likely as white
children to be abandoned. The rate of illegitimacy and abandonment
is, however, a reflection of one kind of British-Asian liaison or
marriage. It is highly probable that parents of such children are
lower-or-working-class British girls who have married or had affairs
with Indian, or more likely, with Pakistani immigrants. Many of
these lower class immigrants have had very little experience with the
West prior to coming to Britain, and many dc not speak English.
They are often married to Pakistani or Indian wives. Since both
partners are uneducated and have virtually nothing in common
except the extreme resistance of friends and relatives on both sides,
COn1f1lic is generally extreme. It is not uncommon for the Asian to
desert his wife/girl friend. In cases where tim English family has
rejected the girl for this relationship and she cannot make enough
money to support the child, she may abandon it. Such relationships
should not be taken as typical of Asian-British marriages. Hurlh
(1972) is the one author who did attribute the marginality of war
children in Korea 'American military fathers, Korean mothers)
primarily to other variables, namely the stigma of being illegitimate
children of prostitute mothers.
Thus. mixed parentage is not necessarily a primary and negative
-ete-aim"w
i
ot
. a ... rienc-.m
hough it can be). Thus. I
agree, with Piskacek and Golub that the "racial problem is not a
causal factor related to any specific clinical maladjustment, but,
rather, a stress factor that affects general problems of living and
creates additional pressures on the children and their families."
(1973, pp. 53-4). Although this statement appears early in their article, Piskacek and Golub, who are psychiatrists, devoted most of the
article to documenting the difficulties encountered by children with
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mixed backgrounds because of this heritage.
The articles presenting a more positive view of mixed children
are not any more helpful than the negative reports as a basis for truly
understanding the mixed child's experience because the positive
reports tend to be based on single measures (e.g., educational
achievement, personality tests). Though it is impressive to note that
the subjects of Frideres, Goldstein and Gilbert (1971), with mixed
parents (id well on alienation, anxiety and self-esteem criteria, for
all of these are thought to be areas in which mixed children are
especially prone to difficulty,
Mixed Children-ComplexPeople, Complex Experiences
I do not question the validity of the data supporting either the
pathological or the normal characteristics of mixed children. Individual case studies undoubtedly present valid data on the dynamics
of self hate, withdrawal etc. on the part of individuals who have
been deeply hurt by their parentage. But we have no indication of
how representative these individuals are. Data like that of Chang

(1974) arid Frideres !~ al (1971) which included responses from a
more representative group of mixed children have not given insight
into the experiences and feelings about these experiences.
In-depth interviews with 20 children of British-Asian couples in
England completed by this writer give us some insight into both the
difficulties and benefits of having mixed parents. Children in the
study were all from intact families which weie largely, though not
exclusively, middle class. Although a few of the families raised their
children within the Sikh or Muslim tradition, most of these children
had been raised in a predominantly English social and cultural environment. Two of the children interviewed were extremely
withdrawn during the interview and appeared to have very real problems. These children presented a somewhat unusual case. The
daughter was obviously the daughter of the mother only, and it was
widely known in Muslim circles that she was illegitimate, a situation
completely unacceptable to the orthodox Mulims with whom the
husband wished the family to associate. In addition, the English wife
was either slightly retarded, or had a severe speech defect which also
stigmatized her. The children were being raised as strict Muslims
which made it impossible for the daugltcr #o prt.icinat- in the activities of English school girls. In addition they lived in a council
estate* marked by racial hostility, some of which was directed at
them as one of the first Muslim families in the estate.
With the study group an additional three children showed some
-Council
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estate" refers to public housing for poor families.

signs of rebellion which the parents attributed to uncertainty
regarding identity or to difficult social relationships due to color
and/or mixed culture. One couple dealt with the problem by
changing their son's school; the other two families who were raising
the children in an Asian tradition sent the children to India for
schooling in an effort to solidify their Asian identity. Many similar
stories are heard about the children of Indian and Pakistani couples
residing permanently or semi-permanently in Britain. These children
find it difficult to identify with a country they have never seen and a
calture perpetuated in a language they do not understand well.
As a group the 20 children interviewed were perceived by the interviewer as normally adjusted. That is not to say that they had not
experienced difficulties related to their mixed background. All the
children interviewed had experienced some degree of racialism
(racism) and had experienced varying degrees of social or
psychological marginality. The most common form of racism is
name calling

-

"Paki"

or "wog,"

"chocolate face"

-

and being

told to "go back where you come from." One girl, however, did suffer a concussion when a white English boy to whom she would not
give her seat on a bus shoved her against a railing.
Feelings of social marginality vary according to time and place.
It appears to be experienced most acutely in new situations -- when a
child begins to play with neighborhood children or in a new school
Swhen faced with the need to identify herself/himself in terms
which are meaningful to others. This is difficult when the child looks
Asian but acts and thinks like an English child. Another sensitive
period is the early teen years when dating becomes important. Even
those children who have many friends are recognized, formally and
informally, as leaders in their schools admit to some feelings of
marginality. One giri with many friends adinillel itat f a w,...L:boy
asked for a date she assumed it was because he had failed to find a
white date. If a colored boy asked her out, on the other hand, she
felt it was because she was the only colored girl in the school. She
also reported that she felt herself to be an outsider when friends
made racist comments or told racist jokes. A young man who was an
acknowledged leader of his classmates said, "you're like Spock (of
the TV program, Star Trek), you're one of them, but you are always
aware that you are different, it's just there."
The question of self-identity is, as the literature insists, an
important and difficult one for children of mixed parents, but it is
not necessarily as debilitating as sometimes suggested. Al! 20
children interviewed definitely saw themselves as half-and-half,
which is as their parents encouraged. If this were their only identity,
it might very well cause great difficulty for many of them, but it is
not. Identity is multifaceted; cultural heritage is only one part of an
identity. These children also saw themselves as English and
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"sometties as Indian or Pakistani. What they felt and how they fel,
about that identity ,as ed (as does the feeling of marginality) with
time and place. A common way of coping with the uncertainty of an
identity which does not fit neatly into societal expectations is to emphasize other, non-questionable, facets of identity, e.g. region "I'm a Yorkshireman," "I'm a Londoner, everyone outside of Lon-don accepts that, betause 1 ondoners are a weird and mixed bunch;"
religion - "I'm a Muslim," or occupation - "PI'm a scientist;
nationality is irrelevant in science."
Although it is apparent that the question of identity concerns
these respondents and sumetimes does ceate tension, one respondent felt this to be an advantage: "At least I found out who I was a
long time before my friends did; I had to son it out at a much earlier
age." Another frankly enjoys the attention she recei\es because she
is different and exotic.
Although all the children reported at least occasional discomfort associated with being mixed heritage, all of the respondents also
recognized benefits associated with their mixed heritage. There was
virit ally complete consensus that children of mixed national/race
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parents have a broader world view, are more open-minded and less
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prejudiced than their English peers, and more aware of and sensitive
to woild problems and problems of minorities. Underscoring the
complexity of their experiences is the feeling ,lhat being more broadminded and more aware is to be valued. Yet, at the same time it can
be a slight disadvantage because it sets them apart from their
friends. Several respondents reported trying to help their friends see
the world in a different light, especially to have a better undlerstan~ding of Asian inmgat nBritain,
.ingThe important point to be made here is not that Ihese British-

i

"Asian young people did not have difficulties associated with their
background, but that most of them had coped with it and found it
has some benefits. Parental support is very important as a foundation for coping. The parents interviewed were very conscious of the
need to provide a secure retreat, assurance of worth and, where
necessary, and possible, change in the child's social environment.
Darnauer (1976) cited several studies which indicate that the child's
behavior in milit;,ry families is more closely related to the way in
which tl,e patents deal widt him. dr.n #, thc conditions of the
physical environnieit. The role of the military parent and the crossculturally married parents are quite similar iik pioviding an essentia!
sui')port system for children coping with unorthodox life styles.
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Children of Cross-Ct.
fiural Parentsin Mhe
AMilitary: Some Speculations
As can bc seen there are vast difference,, in the experiences of
mixed children arid in their ability to cope. Much of this difference
can be explained by differences in the children's situations. As the
military is a unique social environment, it provides an excellent
opportunity for studying the impact of social environmental facto s
on the children of mixed marriages and a better understanding of
how mixed children in the military develop. Such understanding wiil
sensitize us to why or when such children might present special
problems with which the military would need to be concerned.
At present, it does not appear that children with cross-national
or interracial parents in the military present extraordinary behavior
or psychological problems. If they did one would expect more than
one of the 153 military family studies reviewed by Farish, Baker and
Robertson (1976) to examine mixed couples and their children. The
single article in that review which does concern cross-cultural
families, that by Druss (1965), provides a somewhat more convincing demonstration of the couples' difficulties than difficulty on
the part of their children. Druss reported that eight percent of new
cases in a Mental Hygiene Consultation Service during a six-month
period had problems related to a foreign marriages. Based on
available data, cross-national families can be estimated at 10-30
percent of the military, the eight percent rate is not noteworthy.
Two cautions must be kept in mind, however, before concluding that children of mixed race/national parents are no different
than other military children. First, absence of overt behavior
problems does not necessarily mean absence of tension. It may mean
only that the children have learned to cope with their tensions. This
in itself is important. Second, it is possible that children of crossnational parents experience more difficulty when stationed in the
foreign parent's country. This would not show up in the available
literature, since most studies reported have been done on United
States military bases.
Let us now look more specificaily at the military as a social
environment, focusing on those factors which might make life for
e mixedf c-hild easzier tl-an elsewhere as well as factors which could
potentially place suclt a child under special pressures. At issue are
aspects of military lif e affecting the child's sense of identity, feeling
of social and psychological marginality, and adjustment within the
family.
Speculation about how the experience of children with a mixed
national background in the military compares with that of such
children in civilian families will be presented in the form of testable
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propositions. That it is not easy to conclude whether children with
parents of different nationalities find adjustment easier or .lore
difficult in the military can be seen by the fact that propositions
listed under positive features of the military are in direct contradiction to propositions listed under negative features of military
life.
FactorsContributingto Ease of Adjustment for
Children of Cross-NationalParentsin the Military

k

The remainder of the paper deals with children of crossnationally married couples in the military. To facilitate discussion,
children of Americans married to Koreans will be used as an
example. The reader should keep in mind that this is merely an
example and not an indication that Amer-Koreun children are in any
way different Jronm other Amer-Asian children. It is likely, however,
that Amer-Asian children do face greater potential strain than
children of Americans married to Europeans because of racial
characteristicsand because differences between the parents' cultures
are greater.
(Childrenof Cross-Nationally married parents in the military
will have less uncertainty or conflict regarding their identity than
those who are not in the military. It is likely that growing up as a
military dependent reduces, but does not completely eliminate the
Ainer-Korean child's uncertainty regarding identity. Military affiliation provides an unquestionable, overriding identity similar to
the certainty of religious, regional o; occupational identities
mentioned by Britisn-Asiar children in Britain - either you are a
i..n.
military d:pendent or you are noi. ,An, espccially for .
on base, this shared, definite identity is buttressed by a shared and
somewhat distinct lifestyle characterized by a high degree of
mobility and use of base facilities for entertainment and shopping.
The identity of military dependent also has the advantage of being
one which the Amer-Korean child shares with other children; it
includes him in a community. This is in contrast to the Asian-British
child who is raised in Britain as Muslim (a definite identity) but who
knows no other Muslim children.
In addition, ther,- may be less sense of uncertainty over national
identity in an enviroiiment such as the military which eiiphasiz-Us
nationality and national pride. One's "Americanness" would be
constantly reinforced. To the extent that the parents reinforce this
dominant nationality and culture, the child could have a more secure
sense of national identity than the child reared in a less nationalistic
atmosphere. An Amer-Korean child's American identity would
undoubtedly be strengthened even more when the family is stationed
abroad, and the child finds it is his "Americanness" which sets him
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apart from the host nationals. Children of British-Asian parents
interviewed in England for this study reported that in the United
Kingdom they think of themselves as half English and half Indian/Pakistani, and that this is how they respond when asked what
they are. In another country they say they would identify themselves
as Englsh and would see themselves as English. I have also observed
this tendency of a sojourn abroad to strengthen sense of one's
national identity among Black American students who were in
Africa on a summer program with me.
Being stationed in Korea is likely to be quite a different experience for the Amer-Korean child than bceng stationed in other
foreign countries. The potential tensions arising in such a situation
will be discussed below. It is possible, however, that for some AmerKorean children the experience of living in Korea would serve to
strengthen the child's self-concept. One potential source of in"securityfor the mixed child is lack of knowledge of understanding of
half his heritage. This is especially true when the only sources of
impressions about Korea are negative stereotypes. Many of the
British and Indian or Pakistani parents in my United Kingdom study
identified lack of knowledge about India/Pakistwiv as a source of
frustration for their children. Their children were physicaily
identified as Asian, but most knew little or nothing of Indian/Pakistani culture aside from the prevalent negative
stereotypes. Two of the families who felt their sons were having
slight emotional difficulties due to uncertainty about being partly
Asian sent the boys to India and Pakistan fcr schooling. Both
families reported that this experience, and the experience of meeting
Asian relatives and other Asians, and seeing Asian culture as real
and vital, had helped the boys. Similarly, Amer-Korean children
could perhaps benefit from a change for peisonal involvement with
Koreans and their culture.
Children with cross-nationally married parents will experience
less social marginality in a military environment than they would in
civilian life. Informal conversation with military personnel and
dependents indiý.ate that children of cross-national parents do not
experience a noticeable arnount of social marginality. Three reasons
for the relative ease with which such children are integrated into the
social life of military dependents are (a) the shared lifestyle and
soia b.ndng among r iltMory denendents. (b) the reduced level
of
prejudice among military dependents, and (c) the wor'd view -.har,-d
by military decendents and cross-national children.
The Amer-Korean military child is generally accepted by other
military dependents because he is one of them -- he shares the
characteristics of military life which distinguish dependents, in
particular those living in military housing, from civilian youth. They
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experience the same degree of mobility which can inhibit complete
social integration into civilian social circles, they share use of base
facilities for recreation and shopping and, to the extent there is
prejudice against military families, they share that as well.
Darnauer's (1976) research suggests that military adolescents do
not perceive their lives as significantly different from those of
civilian teens except for the high degree of mobility which does set
them apart. My conversations with numerous military dependents
indicate that, while they do feel their interests and activities are no
different from those of other young Americans, they do, in many
cases, feel different from and somewhat marginal to civilian teens.
These differences have been felt particularly strongly by children of
non-commissioned officers who have felt antagonism toward
military dependents in some schools. In many cases, therefore, the
dependents, white and non-white, remain together rather than
making friends with the civilian students.
The bond between military dependenis is likely to be particularly strong when stationed abroad. In other countries, not only
military life, but also the American culture is a strong point of
commonat ity between the Amer-Korean and other Americans. It is
possible that the special situation of being stationed in Korea could
enhance the Amer-Korean child's status if he is knowledgeable about
the people and their customs. He could serve as an interpreter for his
American peers.
A seccnd, perhaps more important, reason for the apparent
ease with which the Amer-Korean child is accepted by military
dependents is the world view and racial attitudes of most military
dependents. Military families' mobility and contact with other
cultures and people, as "wc'IIl as military policy regarding racial iritegration, make them more tolerant of differences, than many
civilians. Indication of the importance of army policy toward racial
integration is found in Darti~uer's statement that "positive army
policies regarding racial integration were reported by subjects to
account for the difference between army and civilian (racial) attitudes (1976, p. 58). Darnauer reported that 75 percent of the
military children he interviewed did not consider race an important
factor in friendship choice. The same percent said that race, rank
and religion are not important to most army children in selection of
friends. MnIVIalvo':(197) research supports this; the military
children he interviewed found it difficult to accepi peers who were
prejudiced toward blacks and foreigners. It would be worthwhile.
nowever, ,o explore the possibility that mixed race/nationality boys
and girls have different experiences in the military; Darnauer did
find that 40 percent of girls said race, rank and religion were important in their choice of friends.
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It is more than lack of prejudice which helps to integrate the
Amer-Korean child into the military dependents' peer groups: it is
the more positive fact that, to a great degree, being a military depen"dent appears to foster the same world view that being the child of
cross-nationally married parents does. It is noteworthy that
respondents in Darnauer's (1976) study made virtually the same
comments regarding the positive aspects of being a military dependent that British-Asian children in England made about having
cross-culturally married parents. In both cases they cited broader life
experiences and tolerance of differences in people. The respondents
in my English study reported that although they had many English
friends they felt different from those friends because their friends
did not share their world view, their interest in and concern with
other peoples and with broader world issues. The world view that
these military dependents and the children of British-Asian couples
in England share is characteristic of the world view of what John
and Ruth Hill Useem have labeled the "Third Culture." People in
the third culture are individuals who mediate between societies, e.g.,
"diplomats, missionaries, international businessmen, exchange faculty members, etc. The Useems found in their studies of two kinds of
third culture people -- American-educated Indians and Indians in
America -- that they shared a similar broader perspective, "an
enlarged world view growing out of having personally experienced
contrasting milieus. They look upon the world around them and
themselves in a different way" (Unseem & Useem, 1968, p. 151). For
further discussion of their culture idea see, Useem and Useem
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FactorsCreatingStressfor
Children of

Cross-NationalParentsin i..?
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Identity will be a difficult issue for the child of cross-national
parenws regardless of how she/he is socialized. 'The question of identity is the most frequently mentioned problem in the literature about
children of mixed marriages. There are two general appio aches to
dealing with the question of identity. One philosophy is that the
child should consider himself a member of one society and culture,
the other side of his heritage representing little more than a matter of
historical interest. Socialization within a patriotic institution such as
the mihitary would support this orientation and could, as mentioned
above, alleviate identity problems as long as that reference group accepts the Amer-Korean child as a member. The second approach is
to encourage the child to identify as strongly as possible with both of
his parents' cultures.
Using the Amer-Koreaii child as an example, we can see potential difficulties with either philosophy for a child raised in a setting
which is so stiongly representative of one culture, the American. The
__ _-_...
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choice of identifying with one culture supported by the military environment may reduce the stress of divided loyalty. Yet it raises the
possibility of problems associated with the feeling that the child only
knows half of what he is, and thus feels himself an incomplete person. This approach is especially problematic when the child is identified by others as Korean because of his physical characteristics, yet
doesn't know what it means to be Korean.
Amer-Korean children raised as Americans, without real
knowledge of their Korean background, arc particularly vulnerable
to negative images of Korea, feeling these most apply to themselves.
Such a problem could arise for the American socialized AmerKorean child stationed in Korea, especially if, in an effort to be
completely accepted by his friends he has tried to be 100 percent
American. If such a child dislikes what he sees in Korea he could
easily experience a great deal of tension trying to resolve the conflict
of disliking something to which he partially belongs. The characteristics he does not like about Koreans cannot be dismissed as the
habits of a strange and foreign people; they are the characteristics of

•

his people. He is confronted with that half of himself wvich lie has
worked to reject, forget or hide -- he sees a side of himself he does
not like.
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There are however, also possible difficulties if parents try to
raise an Amer-Korean child in the American military to identify
strongly with both Korea and America. There is little or no support
for the Korean socialization pattern outside the family. Efforts to
strengthen the child's identification with Korea - language training,
etc. - only serve to set the Amer-Korean child apart from his
American peers. Children generally do not appreciate activities
which make them different. Respondents in my English stud-_
reported that they would greatly appreciate the chance to know noire
about the Indian/Pakistani culture if it occurred naturally. Many
said they would be more comfortable if they knew more of their
Ask.n heritage and thus could make it more completely a part of
A
theit personal identity. But, at the same tiie, they admitted that
they would have greatly resented being pushed into language or
cultural studies in a situation where there were not others participatinig in that culture with whom they associated regularly.
The experience Qf social marginality will increase for the
chi'dren of cross-nationallymarried parents when stationed in the
foreign parent'scountry. An Amer-Korean child stationed in Korea
is likely to experience more social marginality than he would in the
States. The feeling of social marginality can be especially
great because of the potential there for experiencing a degree of
marginality to both Koreans and Americans. In the United States in
contrast, the Amer-Korean military dependent probably has little if
contact with Koreans, thus, is not in a position to experience
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marginality to that group. And, as was pointed out above, it does
not appear that mixed race children experience a great deal of
marginality among peers whcn stationed in the U.S.
Relations with American peers in Korea could change if the
Amer-Korean child is identified by the other dependents as "one of
them" or "like the Koreans," and therefore an outsider. The
tendency to identify the Amer-Korean child with the Koreans will be
strengthened if it is known that he visits Korean relatives. The most
severe manifestation of this, complete ostracizing, is unlikely to occur, but even supposedly innocent behavior on the part of American
dependents such as negative comments about the Koreans and racial
jokes or name-calling directed at the Koreans can make the AmerKorean child feel socially marginal to some degree. This point was
brought out by a number of my British-Asian respondents. One girl
who had close English friends said that often when she was enjoying
herself and was feeling very much part of the group, someone would
make a racist remark about Asians, and she was forcefully brought
to the realization that she could never be completely part of that
group, completely able to share t heir views and values.
A stronger feeling of social marginality is likely to be experienced by the Amer-Korean child in his relations with Koreans. Both
Koreans and Americans (parents as well as children, in many cases)
are likely to believe that a child with parents from two cultures will
naturally be able to interact easily with individuals from both
societies. This expectation creates a great deal of tension from
children who have been socialized predominantly or completely in
only one of the cultures when they are confronted with the other. As
this is likely to be the case with the Amer-Korean military dependent,
associating with Korean. may be even more difficult for him than
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expected to understand Korean customs and thus are praised rather
than blamed for mistakes which indicate an effort to learn.
iintergroup
and internationalrelations will affect the social and
psychological marginality of children with cross-nationallymarried
parents in the military. An even, or situation which identifies and
polarizes groups is likely, ultimately, to affect the social position and
therefore the psychological well-being ol' individuals who are related
to both groups. In situations where members of different races or
&
nationalities associate freely with one another, race and nationality
are not particularly important, When the barrier beiweea groups
high and relatively impermeable there is great pressure to associate
with only your own kind, and not to associate with representatives of
the other group. In such a situation the child of mixed race or nationality does not clearly belong to either group. Even if such a person does affiliate with one group it can have a psychological cost,
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for one demonstration of fidelity is d,-meaning the other group, in
this case one's other half.
One factor which could have a significant effect on relations
between Amer-Korean children and other children of military
personnel is the nature of international relations. Similarly, changes
in race relations can easily affect relations between black and white
military dependents, and therefore, possibly the social position of
children of black-white couples. It would be interesting to know, for
example, what impact, if any, the 1977 incident at Camp Pendleton
(Black Marines breaking into what they thought was a KKK meeting
and the subsequent events) had on relations between black and white
youth on that base. Relations within the military undoubtedly reflect
relations in the world around, yet I have seen no reference in the
literature to how international or intergroup relations affect military
families or relationships among military dependents. It is not difficul! to imagine how extremely difficult it would be for the ArnerKorean child in the military if, for some reason, relations between
American and Korea deteriorate, especially if this reaches the extreme of taking opposite sides in conflict. Americans would then
define Koreans as the enemy; social interaction with them would be
tabu. The Amer-Korean child would very likely be rejected by other
children, if his father remained in the service.
Children of cross-natio,tally married parents will experience
greater distress duringfather absence than other military children. A
number of studies have looked at the effect of father absence on
military children, but none, to my knowledge, consider how the
experience of children such as the Amer-Korean child might differ
from that of American children. Several studies reporn that boys
whose fathers are absent or who have experienced a greater degree of
..... absnce
t
than others have more behavior and identity
problems. If it is true, as Piskacek and Golub (1973) suggest, that
(mixed) race is a stress factor which adds pressure to normal stresses,
than we should expect to observe somewhat greater stress when their
fathers are away among Airer-Korean children and others like them
than the American children.
Baker, Fagen et al. (1967) found poorer peer adjustment and
greater masculine striving among father absent boys; Pedersen
(1966) found greater emotional disturbance; and McCubbin, Hunter
and Metres (1974) found that children with fathers missing in
Victnam showed dif-fi"itics rel.ated t, identity formation and interpersonal relations. On these dimensions one can point to reasons
why Amer-Korean children are likely to be even more vulnerable to
stress during father abW.ence than American children. For example, it
may be difficult for a boy to develop his masculine identity when his
fathei is gone for long periods, but identity-formation must be even
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more difficult for the Amer-Korean boy whose only remaining
parent in an American social environment is Korean.
The Amer-Korean child may also experience greater difficulty
in social relations and familial relations during father absence than
the American child, for he is dependent upon a foreign mother
whose understanding of American culture, especially the youth
culture, is extremely limited, a parent who may not even speak
English fluently. One of the major points of disagreement between
American men and their East Asian wives is how strict to be with
children. Devos, in his study of Japanese-American marriac7es found
that "one of the most significant areas of culture difference is the attitude concerned with child rearing" (1973, p. 71). The Asian
mother's strict behavior codes can cause tension in the family at any
time, but the stress would be particularly great when the American
partner is not present to intervene, explain, relax the rules.
Gabower's (1960) study indirectly supports the idea that Asian
parents' strictness may create some behavior problems. His research
indicates that the behavior of military children is more closely
related to how they are treated at home than to the conditions of
their physical environment. Druss reported that one-third of the
children in his study (three girls out of ten children) had unusual problems aggravated by their "'motherswho were unusually strict, who
were not attuned to and were rather frightened by the relative
freedom of American teenage culture [and who] were not on terms
familiar enough with American born mothers to share ideas on child
rearing" (1965, p. 225). The special difficulty of girls with Asian
mothers in the American environment is suggested by the fact that
all three of the children with unusual problems related to foreign
mothers in the study reported in this chapter were girls. This is undoubtedly because girls look to their mothers as role models, and an
unacculturated foreign mother is an inappropriate role model for the
girl's social environment.

I

Manifestation of the conflict over expectations is not limited to
the home. The Korean mother's insistence on stricter rules and fear
of American children's freedom may lead he to restrict the AmerKorean child's participation in the activities of American children or
to single them out by making them come home earlier, etc. Another
way in which the social interaction of some Amer-Korean children
may be inhibited by a Korean mother is the children's embarrassmenrt about bringing friends home to i-mect a mother who knows little
English, speaks with a strong accent, imposes seemingly
unreasonable rules or is entertaining Korean friends. These problems are all difficulties mentioned by respondents in my English
study of British-Asian children. Several children commented that
their Indian/Pakistani father's lack of understanding of British
youth culture made things difficult for them. For example, girls
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resented being kept close to home, and boys resented the fact that
their fathers did not appreciate the importance of sports to English
teens. Children of one couple commented upon their embarrassment
when riends could not understand their father because of his accent.
This problem was alleviated to sonic degree by the fact that their
father was a doctor and commanded respect because of his high
status occupation. Most Asian military wives would not have the
high status necessary to counteract their foreignness.
An additionai disadvantage for Amer-Korean children during
father absence is their mother's lack of integration into either the
military or the civilian community. Montalvo (1976) noted that
foreign wives are estranged from the civilian communities in general
and have few, if any, friends in military housing. And Druss (1965)
reported that soldiers with foreign wives feel they are snubbed, picked on and abused by their neighbors. Instead, they tend, according
to Druss, to associate with others of their own nationality. Because
of this isolation, the Korean mother is unable to help the AmerKorean child integrate into a new community as well as an American
mother can help her child. Even when the family has not moved, the
mother's isolation cuts the family off from important informal support in time of stress. Druss further noted that the foreign wives in
his sample were especially isolated "during illness, childbirth and
other crisis peric Is" (Druss, 1965, p. 224). Although foreign wives
seek help from agencies as often as American wives, according to
Montalvo (1976) they do not participate in the informal social networks through which American wives get a great deal of help and
support. Although Montalvo states that foreign wives make as much
use of services as American wives (though they use military services
more while American wives use civilian resources) McCubbin, Dahl
and Hunter (1976), reviewing the original 1968 study by Montalvo,
reported that Montalvo "noted the significantly greater amount of
difficulties exhibited by wives of foreiga oiigin and their genieral
isolation from the mainstream of life in the community. Although
these wives were found to be more dependent upon the military com-.
munity for assistance, they were rý,latively unknowledgeable of services in the community to assist them in time of need" (McCubbin,
Dahl and Hunter, 1976, p. 309, emphasis added). This isolation and
lack of help can certainly affect the children as well.
Summarjy
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mitted us to speculate about the experiences of children of crosscultural couples in the military. It appears that there are many factors which ease the acceptance of mixed children by peers and thus
reduce social marginality. Research with children in Britain indica' -s
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that even socially accepted and integrated children of cross-cultural
parents have periods of self doubt about their identity and continue
to feel somewhat different froir their friends. An important question to ask is whether the military provides a strong enough shared
identity to reduce these feelings of psychological uncertainty about
identity or whether this is an inherent qucstion with which all mixed
children must deal. Two other important questions which need fur.ther exploration concern the effect of foreign assignment on the experience of mixed race/nationality children in the military and the
effect of racial or international tensions on relations between mixed
r...e/nationality childrca and their peers. Further research on these
questions would be of practical value to the military arid of great
theoretical value to social scientists.
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CHAPTER 7

LANGUAGE LEARNINGS OF INTERNATIONALLY MOBILE
MILITAR Y YOUTH:
SOME THIRD CUL TURE COMPARISONS

Mary C. Rainey
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While childhood learnings lay foundations, the individual in
later life may choose to forget to maintain and develop earlier ways
of communicating, feeling and acting. This chapter explores what
factors shape the language learnings of dependent children of internationally mobile American military families. The experiences of
military youth are compared to those of other American children
raised in the overseas community.
The Third Culture Framework
This socialization experience is considered as occurring within
the context of the Third Culture. A third culture is generated by a
community which spans two or more societies. It is a "set of shared
expectations which perform a function of mediation between
societies and cultures." A distinct composite of values, role-related
norms, and social structures "are generated which set such communities apart from the societies they span." Third cultures are
maintained through ". . the self conscious effort on the part of its
carriers to cicate the common ground for living and working
together "(Useem, 1962).
The concept was originally advanced to describe Americans in
India who participated in various ways as missionaries,
businessmen, diplomats and technical assistants and the particular
cross-cultural problems arising as a consequence. The concept was
later expanded to include dependents and others associated with the
American community. Within this context the dependent American
youth participates not directly in Third Culture relationships but
indirectly through the institutions of the community which surround
and support the American pi esence (1 seeM..
..
99•e•
m 1972).
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".haracierisricsof the Populomion of Overseas Dependent Children
IIn the last threL decades mnt-re Americans than ever bcforc have
resided abroad (see Table 7.1). The increase reported betv ccn 1950
aad 1960 is most dramatic. Between 1960 and 1970 although increases occurred in the total numbei of Americans residing abroad,
this increase was greatest in (he category of Armed Forcs Personnel. There was a decrease in the U. S. civilianr population abroad
for primarily by the decreasc in ihe numbce of Department of Defense dependcnts (see Table 7.2).
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TABLE 7.1 United States PopulationAbroad 1900-1970O
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1900

9),219

1910

5,.608

1920

1,238

1930

89.453

1940

1 I9s X3

1950

40l1,5,5

1960

1,374,4211

0I0

1,737,,36

*Adapted frow U.S. Cenius
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7ABLE 7.2 Cornparisoý,of United Swates Population Living
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Sponsor

US Civilian Population Abroad
Fý•cral C"vi tan Emlo•,yeeb
Deptndents of Fcd. Employees
Armed Forccs
Fed. Cik, Employees

1noa~

680,60
O1822-

761.892

~'~
110 •0

-8l

35.325

56,448

- 21 ,11( 1

503,40W

37!,336

-132,0)>

462,504

31-1,996

40,896

53.367

-144,50.
-
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12.4 71t + 2.21%)

Crews of Merchant Vcsscls
Other 'itizenb

32,466

15,910

-1 J.55f (-5I •,•)

190,701

236,336

-t 45,f'35 ( -t 199q)

,;med lorces

609,720

1,05'),776

*Adapled from the U.S. Cenus, of the PopLILhion

*
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1970, Americans Li'iwq. Abriad.

The 1970 Census of ovcrscas Americn lssprcIn~
326,416 dependent children from birth through 24 as resident
outside of thc United States. As divided by the Census into spoilsorship categories, 63 percent were children of Armned Forces per-

sonnel, I11 percent we~re tchildreu of Federal Civilians and 26 percent
were dependents of "Other Citizens" (see Table 7.3).

TABLE 7.3 Number and Percentage Distributionof Overseas
Dependent Childreni from Birth to 24 by Sputisorship of Parents,
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~1 ý'73*

4

32o.416

Total

206.305

Avimed I mice. Ahioad
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(aFederal
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* tier Cit ircnV Abroad

If VI

63 0.

34.420

110

85.691

26 UO

*Adapicd from ihe U.S, Censu' of: hc PopuI'uion
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LaniguageLearnings of Overseas Exp~eriencedAm~ericýan Youth

Two kinds of data are reviewed in this chapter- to identify social
factors predictive of self-reported proficiency ratings in speaking
languages other thtan English among American ieenag.ý! dependents.
First, the U. S. Census ;s reviewed for factors suggestive oi language
learnings. Secondly, findings fromn a study of a research population
Identii 'ation of Census Data Related to Language Learnings

41960
[

VITOf~

~Sponsorshipof Parent. The sponsorship of ihe parent is defined
as the organization which employs the head of the household. Thei

Census summarized knowledge of' local languages other than

English among dependents aged. 14 - 24 by three sponsorship
categories. Sponsorship was indicative of abiiiiy to speak the local
language. More than one our of five (72%) 1)epva-tment of Defense
teenage dependents learned to speak the local li'nguave. H-owever.
they were less likely thian dependents of Federal Civilians (52%) or
"Othier Citiz~ens"' (720%4) to learn (see Table 7.4).
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TABLE 7.4 Number and Percentage Distribution of Reported
Ability to Speak the Local Language Other t ',an English of 14 - 24
Year-O.'d A 'nerican Dependents Overseas By A rea of Rcsidence and
by Sponsorshipof Parents,April 1, 1960.

Area of Resitdence
Of I"hotxe Reporting
Abii.'y to Speak
Local Language. (f
Othe, Inan Enghmh

All
Cit:Zenm
Atroad

Armed
Iorces.
Abrcad

ALL AREAS

31.976

14.844

3,C46

14.08f-

Spcak'. Loýal Languagc

14.990

3.296

1,592

10,102

(46)

(22)

(52)

172)

ASIA

6,808

3,020

1,058

2.730

Spcaks Local .atiguage

Percent

Civihan
Entph yevee'
A broad

"'Oht'r
Ciizen'"
A lravd

2.212

306

382

1.524

Perceti

(32)

(10)

(36t

(56)

AFRICA

1.3J0

528

156

616

Speaks Local Language
Percert
EUROPE& USSR
SpeaLs Local Language

498

78

7-

352

(38)

(14)

(46)

(57)

16.860

10.176

1,148

5.5 36

7.870

2.726

700

4.444

(27)

(61)

(SO)

302

80

1,804
1.444

-irxm(47)
CA NA CA ex MEXICO

2,186

Speak', Local Language

1.542

52

46

(70)

(17)

(58)

(8,)

A .ERICAN texcept
CANADA & MEXIMOj

3.286

210

420

2.650

Spcaks Locai Laniuagc

2,674

114

362

2,i98

Percent
O•.hER

(82)
I.542

(S4)
60b

(,61
184

(83)
750

Percent

Slwaks Local Language
Perceut

194

24

30

140

(13)

(4)

(16)

419)

The chat-acteristic of sponsorship was thought to be descriptive
of a number of factors controlling access to th-! opportunity to learn
languages. Two Qf these factors ennumerated in thk 196G Census of
Overseas Ametricans oiclude area of residence 6nd birthplace of
parents.
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Area of Residence and Sponsorship. The 1960 Census shows the
distribution of American dependents aged five through twenty-four
in differc,it sponsorship groups by the region in which they reside. If
residence in an area indicates thr.,t ,_the language spoken there is likely
to be learned, then inspection of modal distributions suggest that
larger preportions of Armed Force dependents will learn Languages
spoken in Europe; dependents of Federal Civilians will learn those
spoken in Asia and Europe, and dependents of "Other Citizens"
will report learning the local languages of America, Asia and
Europe.
Birthplace of ?'arents and Sponsorship. When Census data on
the overseas child is considered with regard to the origin of his
parents, an important factor emerges wihich may help explain
language leatnings. Based on the 1960 Census over oni-fo.,rih of all
dependents aged birth to 24 have one or both parents who were born
outside of the United States. This propc rtion of foreign born parents
is higher among all Americans overseas than citizens residing in the
United States. The pioportion alse differs among sponsorship
groups. More ,han one-fifth of the children of Armed Foices personnel aged birth through 13 have one or rno.e foi eign born parents;
Civilians
ofthe
Federal
dependents
minor
oi the
one-twird and
more
dependents
of
close
to fifty
percent of
fall in than
this category
Other Citizens fall in this category.
Lenith of Stay and Sponsorship. Sponsorship was also thought
to be predictive of length of stay. Ervin-Tripp (1967) found in her
.
of apanesse. women inthe
s,,dy of the second ianyuage 1 1.a.i.
United States married to Americans that her subjects learned as a
function of time. It was hypo;.hesized that members ,of different
sponsorship groups would reside in countries for different periods of
time with Department of Defensc dependents moving most
frequently and missionary youth least. The Census provides no
information to support or contr-dici this hypothesisCriteriafor Selection of the Research Population

/'•

To explore and expand upon social factors identified in the
Census as related to laqguage learnings among individuals who had
spent a rnin;mam of one teen year abroad, data were assembled on a
research population of individuals who met the following criteria:
I1. Enrol'.ma.nt in an accr-edit::d college or university in the
Unrted States;
2.
3.

Undergraduate status;
kcsidency for a minimum of one teen year overseas;
89
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4.

5.

Status as a wenage dependent of an overseas American.
Subjects were considered dependents when their parents
were resident overseas, whether or vot the child was in the
same country; and
Holding United States citizenship either by birth or by
naturalization while residing for one teen year overseas.
Dual citizens were included where one country of
citizenship is the United States.

Categoriesof A nalysis
Several dimensions were selec-ed as probable characteristics
along which the experience of language learning would vary. These
are the sponsorship of parent, the area of residence and sex. The
research population was sele,'ted to rough!y balance in these
categories.
Collectionof Data
inventofory adThree
personnelsubjects
were
for identifying
the
of a student
use utilized
were the
Theymethods
study.

•[

ministered to entering I -eshman at a large land grant university; a
list of students who hat resided abroad who were enrolled at a
church affiliated colleg., and a ,ombination of newspaper ads,
referrals and inspection of a campus telephone directory for persons
with American sounding last names but foreign hotne addresses.
Characteristicsof the Research Population
r

-

One hundred and fifty ind;viduals met the criteria for the study.
Distribution of the research population by sponsorship of parents
indicated that three categories contained thirty or more dependents
(see Table 7.5). They were Department of Defense, Missionary and
Business. Twenty-eight subject-s qualified as Federal Civilian
dependents, a category which combines both civilians working for
the Department of Defense and those employeg by such agencies as
the Department of State and the Agency for International
Development. Employees in this group have the same PX-type
-

-

and continue to seek employment abrý-',d on their own

-prv-i-e-es

initiative.

The fewer number of males present in the Federal Civilian and
Business categories may have been due to their atteridance at colleges
and universities in the Eastern United States which are not vell
*;epresented in this study. Two biasing factrs were the large
proportion of milita-y dependents who attended the Frankfurt
American High School and the large group of business depdndtnti
who attended the Amcrican Community Schooi in Beruit, Lebanon.
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TABILE 7.5 Distribution of 150 College Undergraduai'es withi a
Minimum of Otte Year Overseas ExLperience as a Teenage Dependent
of A mericans A broad by, Sponsorship of Parent_ý by Sex
Spon~surshiip of) 'arentsf
Sex

D efei se

Male,

1.8

Females
To(alIs

Civilians

Mtissionaries

BJusiness

Other

1(401

9

2:

13

7

68

12

19

17

.22

12

82

30

2S

38

35

19

150

Resear.-Ji Instrum ents
Language learnings wereý measured by using a self-reported
proficiency rating in reading and speaking different languages
developed by Fishman and ieportcd1 in Language Loyalty, in the
United States (19166). The information was obtained in a seven-paged
questionnaire an~d related to data gathered in a 31-page instrument
which covered areas ranging fiom academnic achievement and
friendship preference to health. Two itemrs were selected to explore
their relationship with language iearnings, one of which is reported
later on in this discussion. They are overall grade point average in
secondary school and intellectual self-con,:ept. Finally, inaiepth
intervievis were cnutdon
a cross-section of the rese-arch
poultaionie to obana-nestnigo
h dynamics of facts
Findings
Languages Learned
Languages learned among overseas dependents in this study,
compared to high school foreign language students in the United
States. differ with respect to the three n- At frequently learned
laniguages and to the learning of "additional languages." The
United States high school language students choose to learn Spanish
most ofter, French second. and Giermnan ihird. Oversea, idetj
this study choose French most frequently, Gerinan second and
Spanish third. The United Statc'ý public school !anguiage students of
languages other then [reach, Spanish, German, Latin aaid Greek
accountr-d for less than~ one-half of one percent of the foreign
language enrollments (Kant, 1970). In sharp contrast, 26 pe2rcent of
all the ioreigi. lauguages claimed by overseas students are living
languages in the '1 add-tional language" category.
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Overscas cvperienCet American youth can be characterized as
language lezrtiers. Of the 150 research subje.cts in this study, 92
peCeLnt clanimed to know one oi more foreign languages. More that]
half (57%1) reported knowing two or viore floreign languages. If, as it
appears, 9 foreign set ting teaches in a far mo-, compelling way, the
sign ificar.:cý- of knowing a language in addition to English, whyi didl
tweb-e subjecut, in the study ctaim to know only Englis>i?
iý'actors Related to Claiming to KnowlEnglish Only
Twelve subjects c~laimed to know English only. While no
statistically significant conc~usions can be drawn, a case by case
analysis suggests several hypotheseýs. In the research populazion,
four Dt-partment of der'-ndents, four missionary dependents, two
persons in the ý.aiegc~ry "Ohr"one business dependent and one
Federal Civilian repcrtcd knowing no foreign language.
An hypotnesis is that D~epartnment of Defense sporio,.ship mnay
be piedictiv*' -3f lower proficiency in speaking foreign !anpuages.
Urilik,ý other groups of Arreriý:ans ab~road, members of the miilitary
community are less liktely to oe sent oierseas to work with or meet
host natioials. CI'ildicn tond to be more mobile than dependents in,
three of the ofthr sponsorship categories. The learning of a foreign
language in~ DOtJ schools is not emphasized as strongly as in othte.r
schools attended by overseas A~mericani dependents. In military
schools oile reason for- ttac1li , foreign langtiages is to prepare
students for- coilegr entrance. An hypoflhesis su~ggested by case study
data is that k&ei.ngXi a foreig-n lan gua c is part of an overall orientation towards achie'diny success in school All four of the DOD
depenidents who did not claimn zo know a torcign language had B
minus or lowNer gracle point averages in secondary school.

lin ccnw.-st to the Department of Defense group. a primary
concern of those in the missionary category was the ability to
comiunicate with tiost nationals. All of the missionary dependents
vý'ho did now claim v-, know, a fcoreign language wer-e resident in ar-eas
where English was spoken by the educated elite. Thus, it was not
n.c'-ýssary for them to learn a local language to work with a segment
of' the host nationals,. ThFry weVýre resident ir. countries where a
number of tubal arid regional languages were spoken by the host
nationals in diffcren-, areas throughout the country. IThese countries
wcre Tanzania, Nigeria, Kenya and the Republic of the Ph ilippiklf.-S

f

These as w-tll as the renmaining cases uphold the hypothZ.ýs ismat those
cieperiden's resident in areas where a local language is not a comnprehcnsive language spoken th oughovit the country, are less likely
to learn the local language. Dependents residing iii arcas where
English is spoken are less likely to learn oti~er local languagesMoreover, those who are Seotraphicaily motbi~e in an area wh~ere
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several tribal languages arc spoken or who live in urban centers
where a number of local languages are spoken are seen as less likely
tc learn local languages. However, as exemplified by the experience
of one subject who later became a Peace Corps trainee, exposure to a
variety of languages at an early age may provide the linguistic flexibili:y needed to acquire languages during a latter period.
Factors;Relatcd to Speaking Spoanish
Of the 150 Third Culture children in the research population, 41
or 27 pcrccn claimed to speak Spanish with a rating of excellent,
good or fair.
Residency in a Spanish speaking area was strongly predictive of
claiming to speak Spanish. A Spanish speaking area is defined as a
country listed in Muller's The World's Living Languages as having a
large number of persons whose first language is Spanish. Subjects
resided in three kinds of areas. They lived where Spanish was not
spoken o,- was a non-local language as for example in Afganistan.
They resided in areas where Spanish is the language of a limited elite
as in the Republic of the Philippines. A number lived in areas where
Spanish is a comprehensive language, that is spoken throughout the
country as in Argentina.
Statistical analysis shows that residence in an area where
Spanish is a local language is strongly predictive of both selfreported ability to speak and self-claimed proficiency ratings of
excellent or good in speaking. Two factors were suggestive of these
Spanish proficiency -atings. Business or missionary sponsorship
may indicate higher proficiency among resident speakers while an
orientation. towali

achivv1ent•.i

in school

suggests

hi.gher

se..f-

reported proficiency ratings among non-resident speakers.
Factors Related to Speaking German
Forty-eight subjects or 32 percent of the research populaiion
claimed to speak German. Three factors are storgly predictive of
claims to speak that language. Residency in a German speaking area
i• a poýLrful factor in piedictin6 ability to speak German. Sponsorshtip of parent is statistically significant in predicting who learns
(jerman, with a high proporticn of Beparti-nnt of Defense and
Fed,Pral Civilian depeadents in this category. Data also suggest that,
when compared with other groups, military dependents claim fewer
high proficiency ratings. Attendance at DOD schools, a factor
linkea to membership in this sponsorship category, is also predictive
of -•,wem speaking profk.ciency.
Thc dala do not •upport statitirally significant
ikith respect to
diffcr•iuces between inahs and femalea,
?earning German. howev:!-, two trends supa.esti c of
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gender rok diffkrences can be observed; one suggests that
males who are resident where German is spoken claim
higher proficiency ratings than femnales; secondly, among
non-resident German speakers, females claimi higher
proficiency ratings. Still another hypothesis suggestive of
higher proficiency ratings in speaking German, was lontger
termi resi'dence in a German speaking area. An illustration:
sonic of the conditions conducive to learning German ar-e
illustrated by case interview data from a Department of
Defense femnale %-who resided in Turkey and Germany.
Because of the distance to school, she was required to use
local tiansportal ion instead of a military bus. She and her
brother enjoyed developing contacts with the German host
nationals. An American girl friend, who was a long-term
resident in Germany anid knew Getman well, provided
company and security for her ventures into the host
culture. She found most Germans wanted to spend their
time learning Enghish from her. In her own words:
I like being withj people who spcak German. I learned
it traveling on the train a lot, talking to people about their
country, comparing d~fferences. I fell short on learning
the culture,- I v as hindered by being with Germans who
knew or wanted to learn English.
I picked zip mnore German than French from my
Fietich teacher. He talked to me in German while riding
on tiw bus- The trip took, one hour.
4f firvi my parents were afraid to let me go oui after
dark~ They were concerned about kcids getting invPtu1ivtin
drinking as there were no drinking laws, They started
letting me hu ye more freedom after we moved frorn Me
city, to a rural town. I met a lot of people, went to mnovies
with German friends, to the Gasthaus and the soccer
gamer. We would meet a group of Ger-man kids and go
downtown to the discotheques and in the sumnmer time to
cafes and conc~rts with folk singers.
On weekends, I stayed with a girl friend who had
li sed n1Ge 1.ý- sm,&fe she was tiwo. Their homne was like a
German home. It had German knickknacks, Ito werbo_,xs
in every wvindow, a huge basement and wine cellar and a
sink in every bedroomn.
There was a German lady who livtd across the street
who wa~s mnarriedl to an Air Force Colonel. She introd'iced
r~i to a German guy. When we went out, he talked about
c:'rs, iiohes0w and the places we went to. He thought
At7m.YericaS we2re impressed by these things, but I wasn 't.

tz
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He would degrade his language, saying it sounded crude
and harsh and that he wanted to learn English. I thought
he didn't mean it, that he wasn 't sincere.
My brother did a lot more than ! did. He was more
independent. He was allowed to be by miy parents. lie
would do thinýýs and tell afterwards. I would ask first.
Once he and a friend wanted to hitchhike to Strasbourg.
They were afraid to ask because mother would be afraid
for their safety. lie left a note saying when he would be
back and left. Dad was angry at first because he was
worried. He asked, "Did you have a good time? What did
you do?" They had a couple of laughs. After that Dad let
him go. He figured there wasn't anything he could do to
stop him.
They were worried because he wouldfall asleep. Once
he went to the French border on the train before he woke
up. It was after a soccer game. He had to come home
alone.
Once they didn't want me to go to Stuttgart for a
weekend to my girl friend's house. I took a suitcase with
me when I went to school. They were really angry. Mother
said, "'You're just a damn independent kid. " They were
upset because they didn't think they had any control over
me. I didn't think they should. Af;er that they got less
restrictive with us.
FactorsRelatea to Speaking "rench
Over half (53%) of the research population claimed to speak
French. Again, residency in a French speaking area was strongly
predictive of self-reported ability to speak. Sponsorship of parent
which is also predictive of area of residence and type of school attended was predictive of claiming to speak French; higher
proportions of business dependents and those in the category
"Other" were "French speakers"; Department of Defense and
missionary der, dents were less likely to report speaking French. A
biasing factc .. the large number of subjects who as business
dependents attended the American Community Sch-ool in Beruii,
Lebanon. These students resided in an area where French was
spoken by a local elite and were enrolled in a curriculum which
stressed the learning of French.
A third statistically significant factor predictive of claims to
speak French was sex. Females were more likely to bc "French
1,peakers" than males both among residents and non-residents in
French speaking areas. These findings support an hypothesis that
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among dependen's in the study there is a norm which parallels that
commonly held to be true for language students in the United States;
it is more approptiatefor females to learn French than males.

However, there was no difference between males and females in selfreported proficiency rates in speaking French either among residents
or non-residents in this research population.
Twelve subjects lived where French was spoken but did not
claim to know French. Inspection showed that all twelve were
residents where French is not a comprehensive language. They lived
either where French was the language of a limited elite as in Viet
Nam or where French was a regional language as in Switzerland and
Canada.
FactorsRelated to Claims to Know Additional Languages
No factor tt-sted was significantly related to self-reported claims
to speak one of the twenty-four different languages reported as
learned in this category. However, four factors were suggested as
predictive of speaking proficiency.
Again, Residence in an area where an "additional language" is
spoken suggests who will learn. Non-residents who claimed to speak
an additional language had ethnic surnames suggesting these
learnings were passed on by family members in the home.
Sponsorship of parent was again suggestive of which language
is learned. Missionaries tended not to claim "additional languages"
spoken in Europe while military dependents in this research
population reported fewer occurrences of claiming to know additioni languages spoken in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
When proficiency ratings were examined, it was found ,tat
higher ratings in speaking were claimed by longer term residents
compared to those present in the country for fewer years.
Summary of Findings
Analyses identified a number of related factors, some
powerfully indicative and others merely suggestive of language
learnings.
Sponsorship of Pare.... A. major hypothesis of this study was
that language learnings differ depending upon the sponsorship uf the
parents. Persons in the same sponsorship group were viewed as
"belonging to the same international community and culture no
matter where they may reside in the world. With regard to the
learning of languages, members of those sponsorship groups for
whom interaction with host nationals is important, and who were
longer term residents seemed to emphasize the achievement of
proficiency in the local language. Those who were members of
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sponsorship gro,!ps for whom interaction with Ilost nationals is not
required in day to day work and therefore for whom tIransf er bet-

wveen positions is not as difficult, were predicted to learn languages
which can be transferred to other locales.
Findings showed that sponsorship is predictive of language learnings. Department of Defense dependents who resided in Germany
learned German but claimed lower proficiency ratings than nonDOD dependents who resided in German-speaking areas. Few
military dependents claimed to know languages other than (German,
Spanish or French. These findings support the hypothesis that
among sponsorship groups whose members do not interact with host
nationals in their day to day work, the local language is learned
when instruction is thought to be available in that language at other
posts. The resulhs also support the hypothesis that higher proficiency
ratings in the local language will not be claimed by members of these
groups.
Missionary and business dependents who resided where
Japanese and the African, American, Asian and Near Eastern
languages are spoken, claimed to speak these languages. Dependents
of missionaries who were resident Spanish speakers, and business
dependents who were resident Spanish or French speakers, claimed
higher proficiency ratings than dependents in the other sponsorship
categories. These findings support the hypothesis that higher proficiency ratings are claimed in French and Spanish, and that nonEuropean languages are learned by members of those sponsorship
groups who are longer term residents and for whom interaction with
host nationals is important.
Mebesf tdiffe rert Knrnsnrkhin groups, who
L-en.gti Uf wj
resided in one country only varied in their length of stay abroad.
Earlier research on Japanese women married to Americans who
reside in the United States indicated that length of stay may be
predictive of Inguage learnings. Data from the present study were
available to tes, this hypothesis, but only for persons who resided in
one country during their entire stay overseas; they suggested that
length of stay may be predictive of the ability to speak among resident speakers of French, German or an additional language other
than Portugese, Italian or an "other European" language.
two reasons are oii•ie•ut
jA•pLIjtt..piI 1
LLl,
""o
number of countries in Latin America, including Spanish speaking
areas as well as Brazil where Portugese is spoken, the law requires
that all secondary students enroll in the local language in school.
Thus, even the one year resident would probably claim to know
Spanish or Portugese. In the case of Italian and "other European"
languages, it may be that ethnic roots are more predictive of the
ability to speak.
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Gender Role. It was thought that differences would exist
between males and females in language learnings. Interviews
suggested that females are more restricted than males in interacting
with a host natioi'al society. An hypoilhcsis was that inales would bc
more proficient in speaking the local language. No diffcrence was
thought to exist between males and females who claimed to know the
language of the area in which they reside. Findings indicated that
gender roles were strong predictors of those who learn French. Both
among residents and non-residents, more females claimed to know
French. However, among resident German speakers, males were
more likely than females to claim high proficiency ratings. No trends
were observed among resident Spanish or French speakers. One
explanation may be that there is a pattern among military dependents, who constituted a large number of the German speakers in
this study, which discourages females from contact with the host
national society.
Sponsorship of School. Although sponsorship of school has not

been separated out as a separate influence from sponsorship of
parent, it is a contributing factor. Schools attended by overseas
dependents vary in their efforts to teach languages. Based on a
description of schools in the virectory of Overseas Schools (Rainey,
1968), it is known that in some institutions, a language instruction
other than English is used; in others, foreign languages are required
courses; in still others, foreign languages are electives. The
nationality of the student body and of the teaching staff also vary.
Area of Residence. Sponsorship groups differ in the regions of
the world in which they reside. One hypothesis was that the area of
residence is predictive of learning the local language. The findings
indicated that resdence is sirongly

prdie••At

of learning for

speakers of French, Spanish and German, and in a majority of cases
for those who speak Portugese, Italian, Japanese, "other"
European, Near Eastern and African, American and Asian
languages.
A second hypothesis tested was that residence is predictive of
proficiency in speaking the local language. The data showed that it is
an important factor in predicting fluency in speaking Spanish and
suggestive of speaking proticiency for French and German speakers.
Overall Grade Point Average in Secondry, School. ,AlthuA.oh
residency was predictive of proficiency, it was hypothesized that an
exception would occur among those non-residents with high grade
point averages. Data suggest that an orientation towards high
achievement in school is predictive of higher proficiency ratings
among non-resident Spanish speakers; GPA of non-residents may be
more strongly related to high proficiency in reading.
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A Conclusionfrom Case Data
These statistical findings have established and suggested ways in
which the Third Culture context of the overseas community influences proficiency in speaking foreign ianguages. Case study data
indicate how dependents in each of the sponsorship groups who
achieved speaking proficiency gained access to new roles. Teenaged
dependents were made primarily responsible for answering phones
and conducting public relation activities for school principals, for
obtaining food, lodging and directions on family vacation trips, for
buying and selling the family car, for translating business letters, for
hiring and firing the household servants and for entertaining "he
monolingual wives of host national dinner guests. Performanc,: of
these roles allowed some dependents to learn and achieve the poise
arid sophistication needed to mediate between cultures. They also
provided experience by which to sort out identity and develop
aspirations and commitmew to long term careers and family roles in
communities which span cultures.
Implications
If we believe that the kind of language learning documented
here, which takes place in the process of socialization in Third
Culture families and communities, is of value in a globally interdependent society, we are lead to ask how we can arrange our
resources to make it possible to enhance rather than ignore the
human resources created. Several questions are offered for
discussion as to the kind of efforts which might be made:
,,
Would it be useful to csabli,.sh a network, of research.ers,
parents, school administrators, teachers, counselors,
university admissions officers who would exchange ideas
on how to systematically assist overseas experienced youth
develop their strengths prior to and upon re-entry to the
United States?
*
Would it be worthwhile to investigate systematically how
the home overseas can be strengthened io act as a learning
center linked to and in cooperation with community and
school to initiate, reinforce and filter strategies which
prepare persons tor living and working in oversead. scitings?
"* Would it be of benefit to sponsor a popular research-based
family life education column for parents in a vchicle like
Stars & Stripes as a means of exchanging suggestions and
sharing experiences on how to cope in and ,ake advantage
of the Third Culiure setting?
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Would it be appropriate to design and sponsor events and
services for returned overseas dependents which would
expand their options to build on their intercultural skills
including sponsoring high school reunio-ns to provide peer
reference poits by which to judge their own development,
supporting internships and fellowships to study and work
in Third Culture communities and providing career and
tIai.ly counseling?
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A tetrospective study of child abuse and neglect was conducted
at Madigan Army Medical Center and Fort Lewis, Washingtion (a
typical military community). The study was undertaken to gain a
better understanding of what influence, ill any, the "mili-kry life
style" of scrvice families has on the reported incidence of child
abuse and neglect ,:ompared to published studies using similar
selected variables, The study reported in this chapter looked at
differcnces and similarities betwecn iiiiary parents .. -.,cdivilian
parents who maltreat their children, as well as reasons for these
differences. The study reviewed the reporting of child abuse, the
support system, and how intervention and treatment process functions in thc military community.
Study Design
The study included all families who were identified to an Army
Child Advocacy program (ACAP) as abusive and/or grossly
negl.ctful parents during ihe four-year pe iod January 1972 through
the end of 1975 (N = 225). Demographic profiles were developed
which were then compared with published profiles of child abuse
studies in ihe civilian community.
Data for the study were obtained from the Child Protection and
Case Management Team (CPCMT) at Madigan Army Medical
Center (MANIC). The CPCMT is a part of the Army Child Advocacy Program. Responsibilities foi the ACAP arc shared jointly
by Fort Lewis and MAMC.
Madigan is one of the Army's major medical teaching centers.
It is a 365-bed acute care facility which provides outpatient ca. e and
hospitalization support to over 142,700 active duty and retired
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personnel and their families in the Tacoma, Olympia, and Seattle
areas. It is a specialty referral center for all military and VA medical
facilities in the Northwestern United States, Alaska, and the Far
Last. Madigan has an averagc daily admission rate of 43 and
provides care for over 2,500 outpatient.s per day. Mvdigan hos 80
residents and 37 interns who take training in 11 diffecrnt medical
specialties. It also has a LPN school, a residency program for Health
Care Administration Graduates, a nurse anesthetists course and a
fellowship program. The Center operates in direct support of a
combat division. It provides primary medical care to the assigned
personnel and families of a large Air Force base (McChord AFB).
Primary medical care is also provided to personnel and families
from a number of other major headquarters and command elements
which are located in the immediate area. Medical and psychosocial
care is provided for the more than 2,500 personnel and their families
who are assigned to MAMC. There is also a large number of retired
military families in the area, as well as a number of Navy and Coast
Guard personnel and their families in the area.
Definition
As used in this study, child abuse and neglect refer to the intentional or nonaccidentai use of ph.ysical forc- t maltreat or injure
a child by parent(s) or other guardians and to nonaccidental acts of
omission on the part of a parent or other caretaker aimed at hurting,
injuring or destroying that child. This includes shaking, beating,
burning, failure to provide the necessities of life, actions leading to
failure to thrive, and sexual abuse (incest or other sexual activity
within the family with a minor chi!d). The acts of omission also
include failure to provide warmth, attention, supervision and
normal living experiences. The study recognized that verbal abuse
(excessive yelling, belittling, and excessive teasing) is also a problem.
poblemer, o families were included where this was the primary
problem or predominant complaint at the time of referral.
The Child Protection and Case Management Team
The Child Protection and Case Management Team (CPCMT) is
a team established under Army Regulation, MAMC Regulation, and
in accordance with the Revised Code of the State of Washington.
The Team meets on a weekly basis to receive reports of alleged incidents of child abuse and/or neglect, to collect information concerning each alleged incident, anid to make recommendations
concerning the disposition of the chiid and the family. The CPCMT
is Vo iposed of representatives from the professional, legal, law
enfoikcement, and medical community at MANIC, Fort Lewis and
McChord AFB. It also has a regular representative from the local
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county Children's Protective Services (CPS), Department of Social
and Health Services (See Figure 8. 1).
The CPCMT (formerly Children's Protective Services Committec) has been in effect at MANIC since 1967. Currently, an
average of two new cases is referred to the team each week. Between
eight and ten ongoing cases are reviewed and updated at each of the
meetings.
Source of Referral
Referrals were made to the CPCMT from 12 different sources.
However, over 60 percent of the referrals came from just threc
sources: the MAIMC Emergency Room, 28 percent; Department of
Pediatrics, 23 percent; and neighbors, 11 percent. A total of about
30 percent came from schools, county Cnildren's Protective Services
agency; parents (self-referrals); relatives, military police; civilian
police; Community Health Nurse; Community Mental Hea!th
Activity; and babysitters. Slightly less than W0 percent came from a
variety of sources which were categorized as miscellaneous. The
large number of referring agencies lends some credence to this being
a -it-ary
,onnmi nitv based program rather than merely a
medical/hospital program.
Profile on Abusive Military Famnilies
The following is a brief summary of the demographic data on
the 225 families included in the studies. These families were compared on similar variables with families from national studies on
child abuse and neglect by David Gil (1970) and with a survey of
child abuse literature by Marc F. Maden (1974).
Age of Children
*Children in the study ranged in age from less than one month to
16 years old. However, our data indicate child abuse in the MAMC
study tends to occur at an earlier age than it does in the civilian
community. Thirty-two percent were less than one year old.
Fourteen percent were between one and two years of age and an
additional 23 percent were between two and four years of age. Over
25 percent of the child abuse in the MAMC study occurred to
children less than six months of age, and almost a third were less
than one year of age at the time of the abuse. An additional methird were less than four years of age at the time of the abuse.
Figure 8.2 shows the age distribution of children at the inme they
came to the attention of the Child Protection and Case Management
Team.
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The national study of Gil (1970) found less than 8 perceni were
less than six mondhs of age and an additional 5.5 percent less than
one year of age. Based on Gil's national studies, one would conclude
that the age at which child abuse occurs in the civilian community
differs significantly from the age at which it occurs within tihe
military community.
Age of Parent
In the MAMC study it was found that the population parents
were very young. Both the mother and tile father were younger than
that which was reported in other studies. The military mothers
ranged in age from 16 to 44 years. However, the majority were in
their late teens and early twenties. Over 42 percent of the mothers in
the MAMC study were 20 years old or younger, and fully two-thirds
of them were 23 years old and younger. Gil (1970) and Maden (1974)
reported that slightly over 9 percent of their mothers were less than
20 years old and an additional 26 percent were less than 26 years of
age.
Fathers in our study tended to be about two years older than
mothers. Ten percent of the fathers were 19 years old or younger-,
with over one-third of them between ages 20-22 and almost one-half
between ages 23-25. In other wotds, over 70 percent of the military
fathers were only 25 years old or younger. Gil and Maden reported
that less than three percent of their fathers were under 26 years of
age and an additional 16 percent were between ages 20-25. Less than
one-fifth of the civilian fatl;ers were under 25 years of age as
compared to 70 percent of the military fathers. Thus, both the
abusive mother and the abusive father in the MAMC siudy were
younger than their counterparts in the civilian community.
Type of A buse
We found that in about two-thirds of our subjects, abuse was
the primary problem, with a combination of abuse and neglect
occurring only one-third of the time. This finding is just the opposite
of national statistics. One explanation perhaps is that this study was
conducted in a medical setting where abuse is more noticeable, and
military physicians are trained to report suspicious cases. Other
factors may be the case with which a military physician can report
and act upon cases of alleged child maltreatment. Moreover, the
reporting of child maltreatment is not a time consuming endeavor
for the military physician. Lack of rapport and lack of trust in
community agencies which deal with child abuse is not a major
factor for the military physician. It has been estimated that less than
two percent of child abuse is reported by private physicians, whereas
50 percent of the cases in the MNAMC study were initially reported by
108
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eilthe the physicians in the hospital emergency room or by the
physicians in the Department of Pediatrics.
Sex f/ 4bused Child

The NIAMC study found that the male child is abused miore
than the female child on nearly a 6. to 40 ratio. (iii found that in age
category bciow%12 years old, boys wvere slightly outnumbered by girls
on a 51 percent to 41 percent ratio. Ho%%ever, in the teen years girls
weCe o0tnumbt.red by bo3 s at a 63 percent to 37 percent ratio. The

Uii study also found a nearly 2 to I rate towlards girls beitg most
abused iil the teenage years. Less than 10 percent of lhe abuse in tile
MANIC study occurred in the teenage years. Maden found that sex
was not a significant factor in that the ratio was a 52 to 48 one, with
males slightly in the lead. Because most of the children (700,'o) in thle
study were less than four years of age, it is felt that the sex factor
does not differ significantly from the findings of tile national
studies.
Relation.shil)of A tuser to Child
The MANIC study found that fathcrs were abusers about 10
found
Gil
more11 otten
perc.nt
1) the
1
A mothers
1'-""(1970)
M 1'."
'than 0mothers.
I -1 I V"""
IV-, Mal
abu.,O:.-, s"8
that (a) step-parents and fathers are equally abusirg; (b) for children
under two years old, mothers are the abusers three times as
frequently as fathers; (c) unemployed fathers are more likely to
abuse young children; employed fathers older children; and (d) the
youngest child was most likely to be injured by the mother; thle
oldest child by the father. Maden concluded that mothers inflict
too: e serious injuries and are responsible for more fatalities.
The MAMC findings are different from national studies.
Nearly one-half (46%) of the children in the MANIC study were less
than two years of age, and all of the fathers in the study, except one,
were gainfully employed. Yet fathers in our military study were
identified as the abusers more often than the mothers. One is
therefore led to believe that there are other phenomena at work
which aie not examined in the previously quoted studies.
Length of Alarriage
It was found that child abuse occurred a disproportionate
amount of the time among families who had been married a
relatively short period of time. Nearly one-fifth of the parents in the
MANIC study had been married less than one year, and atn additional one-third had been married between one and two years.
Thus, over one-half of the abusive parents in the study had been
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married lce,s than I\\o \,ears, and almost Iwo-lhtird:. had been married
lc,,, than drtcre veins at 111 thic le thley- v\crc reported to tile Cl'CNI1 .
I tie othici 1wo studies deal WNith miarit at ,tat us in a different mannecr

and cannot be accurately compared w it h this stUdIV.

In thle NI A.IC StUds' it wvas found that 40 percenit offlie fanlijihes
had bceen in thle area less than one vear. Gil (1970) found that necarliv
one-hialt ol thle faimilies had lived inl thle homne one year or less ait 11he
tine of thle incident, about one- iftti had been inl the home11 from oneC
to three \-cars, and about 72 percent had been in the home threccsear's
or lolneer. The Niaden (197/4) study concluded that despite ~he tact
Amecric~ans are Characterist ically mobile, studies of chIilld abuse
families showed that they w-ere considerably more nomiadic than niationwide estnimates;, thus, the evidence strongly suggests that child
abusing families aire uinusually mobile. Despite the hilgh mobilityv rat ,
ot the military familyl, this does not( appear to lie a dist i igus~ihiiit
characteristic of the m~iit ary Child abuser. Ini fact, lie child abttsinirZ

faimily in the milit arv is very' much like his cis ilian CounIl tepa rt onl thle
factor of mobility.
MiliturY Rank amd A nnualt A verage c'
fl()t
Military 7ank of thle sponsors was used to determinfe weice,
sociot-conornieally, Child abuse was most likelsI to occur. Rank \' as
also used to Compute average annual incomec so that it Could be
related to other studies. Nearlsy tox-thirds (63"%') of child abuse Inl
ttw, M'AWI study occurred in famnilies where-L tile father was between
the rank- of Private First Class anid Sergeant (E3-3 to E3-5). ONver 90
percent occurred in families \\here tile 'ather was between thle rank
of Private and Staff Sergeant (E-2 to E-6). It should be pointed otut,
however, that some child abuse occurred in all of thle rank struciurc~s. The dispor-portionaic rerirCesetatiotl iii thle lower rank structures may be related to such factors as thle general life style of junior
enlisted personnel; related to wh~ere they are located within thle peer
structure of thle millitary systemn; related to Such things as imiages of
themselves and job satisfaction and demands being made upon them
by a young family. Many people have initially taken onl ma~rital and

fatuity responsibilities Iin order to have their own needs of setlf-worthi
miet and Iin order to have somneonec to give to themi and to provide for
them from a psychosocial point of view; however, it is soon learne'd
that with a young, demanding child it is the parent who has been
placed in a "mote giving situation"' rather than one wherce his needs
canl be miet.
Ini the rank of1-3 to E3-5 wfE
here two-thirds of thle child abusej
occurs, the average annual income ranlge wvas $7,850 to $9,850. By
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tnnual income range of E-2 to F-6, which inincluding the average
cludes ovcr 92 percent of our reported child abuse familie,, tihe
average annual income 1'r.Igc

is

fromn $7,15(0 to $12,770.* The in-

come distributo, !'or abusing families reported by the (111 (1970)
study as compared writh MANIC niulitarr lamilie>. is show n in Table
8.1.
TA BLE 8.1 A VERA GE. i NNUA L INCOME
FOR CHILD A BUSERRS
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15,000) and alb \ c
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The Maden (1974) study found that 79 percent of the abused
children and 52 Iei cemn of the nonabused children came from low income families. Since nearly three-fourths of the military abusive
families w\ere iIn the $7,000-S9,850 income bracket, it would appear
that lack of income is not a sianificant factor in child abuse in the

military, as it has been found to be in other studies. It is the conclusion of this author that the lack of job satisfac~ion and the lak of
meaninglful employment are perhaps more importani factors than
the income variable when looked at in more controlled settings.
Race o4f A buser
In tle MAMC study it was found that a disproportionate
percentage of the child abusers were white. The minority target
population was about 15 percent (for all minority groups) and about
85 percent Caucasian. The reported incidences of child abust were
94 percent white and 6 percent for all minorities, with 4 percent of
tlhat bring for black families. One finds consider ibl variation in
other studies in regards to race of the abusive parents.
Gil (1970) found that about one-third of the abused children
oi quarters and +,ubsi',uxe
*A.ciage annual income include'. bacie pa). cash 'alue
a:';l'; ance, and iax ad'antage ot thes., tl\o allokmanicc. The a%-rirage i. Ih'l all ,oldicr, il the
'aiei pay grade. 1ni' idual pay "ill %ary depouding on louge¢ ii,, tax _rcimstmaiccs, family
SILC, arid o, hle, tactorT A rmr Tit ,, October 29, 1975. p. 13.
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wereno-white1 1'19-10). A 1968 1)elnvet, Colorado, study- founid that
N'ýgroes acck)otitiedF! 21 percent of al' abuse cases but Comprised
only 1) percent of thle City's population; however, in a controlled
study, minority children were less likely to be abused than whites
ovcrF(Madeni, 1974). Or-, canl t herefore conclude Jhat thle Sligzht
kecpinig
in
is
study
MANIC
the
in
tamillics
representation of white
coniw~ith lie finldin2., Of Other Studies of abusive familics, -whenl
trolled [fo the factor of race.
Typ~e o.1 AssiigflmlU?
Iathci 's job and/or wxorb assignment is a factor w\hich has not
been exami~ned in other studies of child abuse and neglecti. This study
01
therketorc looked at the general category of job based on the typle
the
1
nII it ary unit to which the fat her was assigned, and based up1'
combat armis izroulp to which thle sponlsor classified hinisel f/herself
at the time of the initial referral to the;C-PCNI V.
MANIC operate,, in direc~t support of 'Acomlbat ready' itifawtrv
at
division. Troops from the lDi~isionl 01.titnniber aarrisotn soldiers
considerably morc than a 5 to I ratio, The other assignmients whlich
tequire a considerable amiount of technical training and a high level
of skill account for a rather low\ pe~rcentage of the child abuse and
neglecct families. To some extent there may be spurious"ness in Figure
8.3 and 8.4 in that soldici s who arc identified as being, assigned 10)
garrison in Figure 8.3 are also identified as bcing. in al support
elementII inl Figure1 8.4. These data, however. Mend further suppor)01t to
is
the Iinding that it is thle garrison/support soldier who
parent.
disproportionatecly represented as being a child abusing
7'Ii'pe of Ch ildA husers
Mlilitary child abusers, like their civilian couruecrparts, canl be
classified as either chronic child abusers, episodic abusers, or acute
aene
abusers. Diferent nicihousui i c~twamLiI"~ ~e
will
iiiteirventioil
of
mlethods%
and
ment
for each type. Issues of treat
de,ýcriptioul
b'rief,
a
However,
paper.
another
be discuIssed ill depth in
wvill be given of each of the above types.
The safety and welfare of' the chiid is usually ai st alc withl the
to
chr-onic abusing parent. It is theorefore frequent11[! ncces:iary
other
ith
"
intervenling
while
home
the
remove the child Crom
1herapeCutiC tc~hniqueCs \Nit h the parenlts. 'Airooic child abusing
parents have usually had poor childhood expcriences, wer.e abused
and(
anid/ or nmaltreated themiselves as children, havec puo'r self.- im1age,
exmten
the
to
drugs
and
alcohol
With
are likely to be heavil v invlvedC
of affecting their social and job funictioninlg.
[pisodic abusin~g Is liely' to occur when parents p)erceive that
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they do not have any other viable alternatives in dealing with their
cilildren. The parents usually lack knowledge of parenting skills and
have not had models of successful families from which to learn.
When intervention is started early it is usually riot necessary to
removc the child from the home of episodic abusing parents. One of
the major methods of intervention with the parents is the teaching of
parenting skills and providing successful models such as parent aides
in the homes for these parents.
Acute abuse is likely to occur as the result of stress within the
family and is likely to occur in families who are socially isolated.
Such parents experience frequent crises related to such things as job,
finances, legal problems or illness. The usually tolerant and controlled parent "t-,kes it out" on his child due to the lack of other
readily available ,jable alternatives. With the acute abuser it usually
is not necessary to remove the child from the home while teaching
new parenting skills and helping to resolve the other crises which
precipitated the abuse.
It is often asked, why do military parents abuse and neglect
their children? It is also frequently assumed (even by those who
should know better) that military parents are more abusive than
other parents. The study examined these two questions.
The study and the experience of the CPCMT reveal that military
parents abuse and neglect their children for the same reasons as
other parents. These are summarized in the following eight general
categories.
Ilnmma uritv. A large percentage of the military families
were in this category. These couples were usually very
young, insecure patents who often did not understand the
needs and behavior of their young child. These can also be
young service families who are removed from their civilian
-Mtended family arn

*

community of origin. This situation

puts them in a totally new and different society at a time
when they are least prepared for it.
Unrealistic Expectations. Some parents expect their
children to behave like adults in all stages of their
psychosocial development. These parents generally had
little or no understanding of what was "normal behavior"
for their children.
Parent's Unmet Umotional Needs. Some parents cannot
even relate well to other adults. These parents usually
expect their children to satisfy their own need for love,
protection and feeling of high self-esteem. These couples
are likely to be young service families where the husband is
often away on military training exercises, guard duty or
other job reiated details, and the young, lonely wife
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decided that the house would seem less lonely with a child.
Therc is little awareness of the financial and emotional
Cost this young child will represent to the family.
Parents in Frequent Crises. Some familics live from crisis
to crisis and tend to take their frustrations out on their
children. Crises with these families may be about such
things as family finances, job and/or employment, law
and/or the legal system, or major illness or death in the
family. Prior to the report of tile child maltreatment, the
father is likely to have received several punishments under
Article XV (minor punishment), letters of indebtedness,
and may have been involved in domestic disturbances in
the neighborhood in which the couple lives.
Lack of Parenting Knowledge. This category made up a
large percentage of the parents in the MAMC study. These
were young parents who simply d(id not know the various
stages of child development and who did not have access
to an older adult to whom they could turn for such information. They were parents who did not have models of
successful family relationships from which they could gain
information about parenting skills.
.'lutal1As•dia in• . This is
ofac
'more vih
tends
to permeate the other categories. Social isolation can be
due to many things. However, in the MANIC study the
couples in this category tended to be young parents who
did not live on the military post; who were away from
hom- alone for the first time; whose own parents and
relatives lived several hundred or a thousand miles away;
and who distrusted the military system and the potential
services it could make available to them. These socially
isolated families usually did not have close friends or
fm-ily t, ,,hm they Crlrd 1urn to share the heavv
demands of trying to rear a small child, usually for the
first time.
Parents who had Poor Childhood Experiences. Some
parents had been mistreated themselves as children. These
varents characteristically exhibited a low sense of worth
and usually had a poor self-image. They are likely to
constitute a large percentage of the chronic child abusers
who are unable to be objective about their own complicity
in what happens to them as parents. This category is likely
to include some parents who are borderline psychotics and
who experience severe emotional problems.
Parents with Problems of Drug and Alcohol Abuse. . he
excessive use of drugs and/or alcohol limits parents'
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ability to care properly for their children. Parents in this
category can usually also be categorized in one or more of
the other groups, such as immaturity, or unmee emotional
needs.
The above categories are neither all encompassing nor mutually
exclusive. Several of them may be found together.
Rate of A base
There are no valid data to support the contention that the
lifestyle and occupation of a soldier tend to make military parents
more abusive than their civilian counterparts (Miller, 1976). A 1976
study by the 'Tacoma Area Junior League did not support that often

stated contention. Military personnel and their families account for
10-12 percent of the population in the Tacoma-Pierce County,
Washington, area. Military families accounted for slightly less than
10 percent of the reported cases of child abuse and neglect during
calendar year 1975 (State of Washingtion, 1976). This low figure was
in spite of the tighter military reporting system, the relative youth of
the military family and other factors mentioned in this study.
System of Treatment and Intervention
Child abuse is not just an individual problem but a fami"y
problem, In order to be successful, treatment and intervention
should be aimed not only at the abuser, but at the entire family. A
high degree of coordination and communication is needed between
agencies to manage a child advocacy treatment program in the
military community properly.
The resources of the medical treatment facility (especially
emergency room and department of pediatrics) are needed in order
to provide for the medical evaluation, diagnosis and treatment of the
battered and/or neglected child. The expertise of the psychiatrist is
needed in order to help assess potential damnage to the battcred child;
to help the team better understand the intrapsychic dynamics of the
battering parents; and to help recommend the best type of
disposition and treatment for the entire family. The psychology
services are needed as part of the treatment team to assist with the
testing, evaluation and treatment of both the battered child and the
batiering parents. The treatment, evaluation and assessment role of
the social worker is a critical one. Social work can usually begin
intervention and assessment at the time of crisis. They can provide
marital and family counseling; they use reparcnting as a treatment
model and focus on correcting their distorted images and negative
experience of being parents; they can provide positive group experience; and can open up new avenues of parent education and
parent effectivcness training for the battering parents. The social
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worker, as primary therapist, can also piovid'ý an assessment of
interpersonal relationships, another critical area with the battering
parents. The community health nurse provides the necessary home
assessment and progress reports of the battered child who remains in
the home. The community health nurse can also help assess other
community resources (military and civilian) which can be made
available as part of the treatment plan for the family. The chaplain
frequently is the first to develop a helping relationship with parents
while the child is hospitalized. He can assist the family with moral
and spiritual guidance and help with the assistance of family life
education programs. The chaplaincy also provides the assessment
and treatment team with a broader and somewhat different
prospective than that provided by other members of the helping
profession. The post community mental health activity and the
mental hygiene consultation service (MHCS) provide an important
linkage to the soldier's unit. These agencies can provide leverage in
the unit and can help troop units bring pressure on the battering
soldier/parent to follow recommended programs of treatment.
These agencies, which are already dealing with troop units, can be a
source of education for the battering parent as well as for the unit.
The Army Community Service is the liaison to the command and the
provider of volunteers for various aspects of the program.
Volunteers are used as parent aides and homemakers for many of
tihe younu,
UitraugIt . vIce faiiiilies. Parent aides can also provide
positive parenting models or can be a friend to share the hcavy
burden of parenting. The Judge Advocate General (JAG)
representative makes sure the dispositions and recommendations
made are legal and within the limits of the law. The JAG
representative can also provide legal counsel for possible court
appearances of team members and guidance for anticipated action
of specific cases which appear before the team. The role of the
Children's Protective Services (CPS) worker from the local county is
indeed a critical one. The CPS worker provides the necessary court
orders
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lacking or slow in coining. The CPS worker provides for the foster
home placement and the representation of foster home worker to the
CFCMT. The CPS worker assists and works with cases for court
appearance and arranges for placement of children in custody when
it has been deemed necessary by the court. The CPS worker indeed
provides an important link to the civilian community and helps
insure a close working relationship for those military families who
reside off post, as did a majority of the families in the study. There
are times when each of the professions and each agency wants to
stake-out and guard its own turf zealously. The assistance, coordination, and professional expertise of all are needed in order to
provide the comprehensive system of services which need to be
available to the abusing parents in the military community.
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Conclusion
The study reported in this chapter was retrospective analysis of
military families who appeared before a Child Protection and Case
Management Team during the four year period January 1972 December 1975. Military families were compared with civilian child
abuse a.milies on similar variables. The study found that there are
both similarities and differences. Military child abusers and their
victims tend to be younger; military victims -re more likely to suffer
from abuse rather than neglect; sex of the abused child is not substantially different with the military victim; minority group families
were slightly under-represented as is the case when controlling for
the factor of race in civilian studies; surprisingly, mobility per .-e did
not seem to make a difference with the military abusing family.
Other studies have usually discussed lack of income as a major
factor of child abuse. Lack of income did not appear to be a major
factor with the military child abuser. A more significant factor than
income is the position of the abusing parent within the military rank
structure, the type of military unit to which he is assigned, and the
feelings of self-esteem which he gets from the job he performs. These
findings, of course, require further investigation.
Types of child abusers, i.e., acute, sporadic, and chronic, do
ot diffcr from
..
. ,,r ,,lohe civilian sector. Both sets of parents
tend to abuse their children for the same reasons. However, a more
comprehensive system of treatment and intervention is needed in the
ni.litary community. The successful military intervention and
treatment program requires liaison, coordination, and communication both within various service treatment agencies and with
agencies in the civilian community.
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CHAPTER 9

GROUP TREATMENT: ANAUXILIARY TO EMERGENCY
FOSTER CARESER VICE INA MILITARY COMMUNITY*

Amelia Wallace
JeanneDycvMs

&

---------

~Ii

*The project reported in this chapter was funded by the National Ccnt.-r on Child Abuse
and Neglect. Department oi Health, Education and Welfare.
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The Demonstration Project for Coordinated Delivery of Social
Services to Children resid-ig on a Military Base and in Surrounding
Rural Counties serves the Fort Campbell Army Post and the adjoining Tennessee civilian community through a research and
demonstration grant from the National Center on Child Abuse. The
objectives of the Project are to promote a coordinated system of
protective services in a semi-rural area using local, state, and
milit.ary resources• under the comprehensive emergency services
model. Services provided include investigation, homemaker,
caretaker, emergency foster care, and out-reach and follow-up
services.
Fort Campbell is located on land which is under the civil
jurisdiction of two states: Tennessee and Kentucky and four local
counties: Montgomery and Stewart in Tennessee and Trigg and
Christian in Kentucky. The military population includes 23,000
active duty personnel with 14,580 dependents off-post and 7,670
dependents on-post. There are 68,000 military retired and their
depend
cnts sers'ed
by Fort Campbell. The Project's target
population are those military personnel, active and retired, and their
dependents who live in Montgomery and Stewart Counties, Tennessee, as well as the 72,000 civilian population of that area.
During 1976, the Project received 483 referrals of abuse or
neglect. Each referral was investigated and 130 were validated to be
abuse, 268 neglect, and 85 both abuse and neglect. Sixty percent of
the total number of referrals were civilian, and forty percent were
military-related. Abuse occurred more often in the military-related
referrals than in the civilian referrals. Forty-nine percent of the total
military referrals had elements of abuse, while forty-one percent of
the civilian referrals were abuse-related.
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The Project providcd services onl every referral received. In addition to investigation; caretaker, homemaker, emergency financial
assistance, and outreach and follow-up services were provided to
families in 393 referrals in order that the children might remain in
their own homes. In 45 referrals, the crisis was too severe for the
children to remain in their own homes, and emergency foster care
services were provided 80 children.
The informaticin presentea in this chapter is based on an
analysis of 40 of the 45 families who were provided emergency foster
care service by the Project during 1976. Of the total 45 families, 25
were military and 20 were civilian. The forty families discussed include 20 military and 20 civilian families.
These 40 families will be described. A profile of the parents of
children in foster care served by the Project will he given and then
related to the classic profile of the abusing parent. Next, a comparison of the characteristics of the 20 military and 20 civilian
parents will be made. The perpetrator will be discussed and further
analyzed by comparing characteristics of the mothers according to
referrals where the mother alone abused with instances where the
mother and father together abused. The areas of family functioning
where emotional support and social sanctions were missing will be
pointed out. Group-work methods of intervention used to provide
emotional support and social sanctions to nine of the 40 families will
be desciibed in relation to the effect group participation has on the
mothers' behavior and social isolation. Changes in the mothers'
behavior occurring after group participation will be related to reoccurrence of foster care placements and the mothers' behavior and
social isolation at the time the second placement occurred.
These 40 families were primarily two-parent families with an
average of 2.5 children per family. The average age of the father was
31 and the mother 27. They each had II years of education. The
average family income was $5,537.
Of the 20 civilian families, the majority were two-parent
o
1hu
fa-illiies wvith dilee childieln pvla famd1ily. Te aveliage ac UL
fathers was 34, and the mothers, 33. Both parents had completed 10
years of school. Eight families were unemployed, and the remaining
12 of the 20 civilian families had blue-collar jobs. The average yearly
income of those employed was $3,962.
Of the 20 military f'amilies, the majority w.ere also predominately two-parent families. a here was an average of 2 children per family. The average age of the fathers was 29 and the mothers 25. Both
parents had completed 12 years of school. The average yearly income from the military was $7,112. Of the 20 couples, three were
retired military, and 17 were active duty personnel. Five were of124
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licers, and 15 were enlisted men. The average length of service was
cight years.

Comparing the two groups, we found, then, that the military

S

families were younger, and had more income and education, but
fewer children than the civilian families. Their marital status was
more stable in that all but two of the 20 military parents were lcgally
married at the time of referral; only eight of the 20 civilian parents
were legally married. The military families were more socially
isolated than the civilian families. One-half of the civilian families
had extended family living nearby on which they were dependent at
the time ol crises. Only three of the 20 military families had extended
family living nearby. Of those, two families were dependent upon
their extended families, and one family was estranged.
As stated previously, the need for protective services was
identified in all of the 40 referrals where emergency foster care
p!acements occurred. Thirty-eight were acute crises. All of the 20
military referrals, and 18 of the 20 civilian referrals were acute. Two
civilian referrals were chronic neglect situations where a crisis
precipitated foster care placement. Of the 40 referrals; 9 were abuse,
14 were neglect, and 17 were abuse and neglect. Validation of abuse
was 8 percent greater among the military referrals than among the
civilian referrals.
Literature on abuse and neglect points out that, typically,
parents who harm their children have low self-esteem, are unable to
handle stress, are isolated and have marital and financial problems.
The mother is more likely to abuse than the father. In both the
military and civilian families in the target population, the mother
contributed to the harm in over half the referrals. In the civilian
families, the mother was the perpetrator in eight referrals, the
in two
father
eight
in ill
together
mother and
the military
With
referrals. the
tworeferrals,
father"
a substitute
and father
referrals
families, the mother was the perpetrator in eleven referrals, the
minother and father together in seven reicriams, iiic •atlci iU uiic
referral, and a brother in one referral. Thus, the mothers were more
actively involved in the abuse/neglect incidences than the fathers.
The Project provided every family whose child was in foster
care with services such as counseling, homemaker service, and
transportation, as well as foster care service. 1he parents were also
refe red to local state and military resources for medical,
psychological, and other support services as needed. The parents'
needs were identified from a family diagnosis made jointly by a Project Counselor who served as the family'- case manager and a multidisciplinary protective service child a..use team. In making the
diagnoses and developing service plans with the families, it was
found that individual parents were having personal adjustment pro125

blems; couples were having maritma
oblein.;. and families wcre not
well-integrated into community life.
Since the mothers were involved as perpetrators most often,
their functioning was examined in referrals where the mother alone
abused and where the mother and father together abused iMrelation
to degree of emotional maturity, marital compatibility and social
isolation. Emotional maturity was rated according to whether the
mother could cope with stress; exhibited withdrawn or actin.g-out
behavior, had outbursts of anger or frustration, or had a diagnosed
emotional or intellectual problem. These factors were ranked so thai
the mothers' emotional maturity \as described on a scale of I to 4,
with 4 being the least mature (Sec Tables 9.1 and 9.2).
Compatibility in marriage was rated according to whether the
mother wa:, separated from her husband; the marital relationship
had elements of physical abuse or emotional abuse, or the mother or
father were engaged in extramarital relationships These factors
were ranked so that marital adjustment was described on a scale of I
to 4, with 4 being the poorest adjustment.
TABLE 9.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTHERS WHO WERE
SOLE PERPETRA TORS

A.li'trv

Civiliun
Eimotional
Maturity

Marital
Adjustment

3

N.A.

I

2

3

2

4

N.A.

1

4

4

2

4

NA.

1

4

3

N.A.

1

4

3

1

3

0

2

3

3

3

3

N.A.

1

4

0

3

3

N.A.

2

3

3

a

3

2

2

4

3

2

1

0

3

0

4

0

Social
Isolation

lmotional
NMatumuim

Marital
Adw,onwmt

Social
i.olation

2

2

The extent of social isolation was ranked according to the
capacity of the mother to ask for help and form close relationships;
the mother's established social ties in the community, or the
mother's dependence upon extended family. These factors were
ranked so that the extem of social isolation was described on a scale
of I to 3, with 3 being the most isolated.
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TABLE 9.2 CHARACIERISTICS OF MOTHERS WHOI WERE
,lOINTPERPETRA TORS
Ailiwary

C'Av iian
F nIoiimI al

NMaiurity

Marni at
Adjustmcnt

Emotional

Social
Isolation

Ntaturiit
4

Social
MNa[rital
Adj ,Usinunt Isolation1
3

4

23

3

4

t

0

I

3

2

2

4

3

3

2

3

2

I

()

4

1

2

4

4

3

4

3

2

4

4

3

3

0

3

3

2

2

3

2

I

Study of the group where the mothers were sole perpetrators
showed that emotional maturity was the most important factor
among military and civilian families, The military mothers were iess
mature than the civilian mothers. Sozial isolation was the second
greatest factor, and military mothers were more isolated than
iianth rs. Among the civilian mothers, two of the eight were
married. One had no marital problems, and one had minor marital
problems. All of the clcv.en military mothers were married. Six had
major marital problems, two had minor marital problems, and three
had no marital problems.
In the grou'p where the mothers were joint perpetrators,
emotional maturity was again the most significant factor among
military and civilian families. The military and civilian mothers were
equally immature and were ranked hilgh in immaturity. The military
and civilian mothers were also ranked equally in relation to social
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In comparing civilian ioothers who were sole perpetrators with
civilian mothers who were joint perpetrators, there w~as no difference in their emotional maturity. The mothers who were joint
perpetrators were more socially isolated tnan those who were sole
perp:.trators. Those mothers alsc, suffered emotional abuse in their
marital relationships.
In comparing military mothers who were sole perpetrators with
military mothers who were joint perpetrators, there was no difference in their emotional maturity, marital adjustnme1 ,ts, or social
isolation.
The Project concluded from this data that problems experienced by the 40 families were most directly related to the per127

sonality development of the nmot hers and to thle degree to w\hich the
mothers wcre socialhv isolated. None of the 40 mothers were asscssed
as having achieved a level of emotional maturity sufficient for independent functioning as a wife and mother. All of the mothers had
poor communication skills. They also manifested little or inappropriate interest in their physical appearance, and lacked the skills
needed to fulfill homemaking and child caring I esponsibilit ies.
The isolation which occurred in every referral had twvo
dimensions. On an individual basis, the mothers suffered self
isolation due to inadequate interpersonal relationships and no or
poor marital relationships. On a family basis, the mothers suffered
from a lack of integration into the community and a lack of extended family ties.
Services \\•hich ý\ere available and were pro\ided to these 40
families were designed to strengthen individual behavior and
homemaking and parenting skills. For the most part, the services
"were provided by Project counselors, homemakers, and caretakers,
and foster parents through individual casewvork services. In light of
the degree of emotional immaturity and the extent of social isolation
of the mothers referred, as illustrated by the samnple population
described here, the Project felt its existing service delivery methods
and resources were not sufficient to meet the mothers' needs for
personality growth atnd soCial conL acL . I I.,,.. .....
..
. .. .
initiated group treatment as \\ell as individual counseling and
supportive services. Participation in the group, however, was
voluntary.
The group which was formed named itself Parents Talking
T(,gether. It was made up of 12 mothers, eight of whom were from
the 40 families \~iose children were in emergency fostIer care.
Treatment was planned and carried out with a multidisciplinary
approach. The group's objectives \were socialization, recreation, and
education. The goals were to:
"* Promote trust, personal growth, and communication
skills among the mothers
"* Encourage the development of social tics among group
members and between the group members and the
*

community
Provide a substitute for the support and sanctions of

absent extended families
*
Promote and reinforce kno',,ledge and skills in the areas
of child care and family life
The Gtcup met w\eekly for three hours. Each meeting began
with a war-nup time for v isiting. 1 he period of socialization was
follo',ed by a rap session where the mothers could unload their fears
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and frustrations and brag on their a'zcomplishments through the
grotp process. F-ollowing tie rap sessions, the group moved into a
period of activity where recreation and/or education was promoted.
During the group's exis'ence, social and recreational activities
have included crafts; a trip to the state park for picnicking, swimmuing and tennis; pot-luck lunches and lunch in a restaurant; trips to
an art gallery and to museums. Educational activities have included
a parent-effectiveness training course; a consumer education course;
sessions on personal grooming and health and hygiene, including
family planning and venereal disease; a course on nutrition and food
preparation where the mothers shared recipes and dishes; and a
course on child health and development.

The group had ongoing leadership provided by the Department
of Human Services Project Coordinator, a Public Health and a
school nurse, and a psychologist. Consultants were brought in from
the community to supplement the educational component of group
activity. Project caretakers transported group members to the
meetings and provided any needed child care during meetings. Each
group member had a Project Counselor from whom sl'e received
individual counseling. Those two counselors were avail; )le to the
group during mneetings upon request by any mothet to iandle individual counseling needs that developed during tht rap sessicins.
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of increased contact with their individual coupselors as well as
contact with group leaders and outside consultants. They also had
benefit of contact with other mothers in the group that mothers not
participating in the group did not have.

/"

The individual counselors were available to build immediately
on the progress the individual mothers made in recognizing and
working through their feelings of inadequacy in relation to their
roles as wife and mother, during the group process. In addition, due
to a one-to-three ratio o group leaders to group members, the group
leaders were available to talk and counsei with gioup members on a
one-to-one or small-group basis during the socialization and
educational phases of each group meeting.
The group's structure, leadership, and activities provided the
mothers friendship, acceptance, and a sense of accomplishment. The
group leaders also orovided role models for the mothers.
Relationships developed rapidly due to relaxation of traditional
counselor/client roles by the structure oil the group meetings,
variation in where the meetings occ:urred, and planning of activities
such as crafts in which the leaders and mothers were mutually
engrossed. The group members provided support to each other. It
was found that the mothers formed interpersonal relations which the
group process nurtured. The relationships, in fact, extended beyond
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group meetings and thus, promoted social life in the community.
Of the 12 mothers in the group, nine were from the population
ot 40 mothers discussed in this paper. Thosc nine mothers have
participated in group treatment from one to 18 month periods. The
average length of participation has been seven months.
The mothers in the group had the characteristics shown in Table
9.3.
TABLE 9.3 CHARACTERISTICS OFMOTHERS IN GROUP

Sole Prpetraior
Civilian
Militarv
E.M. M.A. S.I.

3

M.A. S i. -

0

E.M. ,

,oin." Perpetralor
Civilian
Military

A. S.I

2
A

3

1

4

0

3

3

3

1

4

3

2

I

1

l

L.M. M.A. S.1-

3

4

I

3

2

I

EM. M.A. S.1.

4

3

3

MaritalAdjustment
Social Isolation

Characteristics of the mothers in the group were similar to t rose
of the mothers described previously in relation to degree of
emotional matuilty, marital compatibility, and social isolation.
Of the nine mothers in the group, the mothers who were either
sole perpetrators or joint perpetrators were equally immature. The
sole perpetrators, however, were more isolated. Marital problems
were non-existent in two families, were minvi in two families, andA
major in five families. While there was a difference in emotional
maturity of the civilian and military mothers in the 40 mothers, there
was no difference in the eniotioral maturity of the civilian and
military mothers in the treatment group. Social isolation was minor
for the military and civilian group mothers in all but two instances
where military mothers suffered from major isolation. The military
mothers in the treatment group were less isolated than the military
mothers in the target population.
Two mothers in the treatment group had no marital problems,
minor marital problems existed in two instances, and major marital
problems in five instances. There were no differences in the marital
130
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adjustments of the mothers in the treatment group and in the 40
mothers in the target population.
During participation in the treatment group, the nine mothers
experienced changes in their toles as mothers in that their children
were returned from foster care. Incidences of reoccurrence in
families where the mother was in the treatment group were compared with incidences in the 40 mother target population. Comparisons were also made of the nine moddhers' individual emotional
maturity, marital adjustment, and social isolation at the time of
referral, at the tirrne abuse or neglect reoccurred, and at the time the
mothers left the treatment group.
Of the nine mothers in the group, eight had their child returned.
Seven had children returned to their care on a permanent basis, and
one had a mentally delayed child returned to her care from a
residential facility on holidays and weekends. One child was placed
with his grandmother from emergency foster care.
Of the seven who were reunited with the children, three did not
have to have their children replaced in foster care. Two were military
mothers, one of which was the sole perpetrator, and one was a joint
perpetrator. One was a civilian mother and a joint perpetrator. Five
mothers were required to return their children to foster care. o0f
those five, one mother was able to care for the child without insuring
placements after a two-day emergency foster care placeinent due to
the mother's illness; one mother was able to voluntarily surrender
her child for adoption; one mother was able to recogni:e stress in
relation to her developmentally delayed child and ask for respite care
when needed on weekends. Two mothers have not learned to cope
with or resolve their impulse to harm their children, The two
mothers who achieved no success represented both the civilian and
military population. One mother's child was placed in long-term
foster care when replacement in foster care occurred, and one
mother fled to another state where she was picked up as a referral on
a new abuse incident. Two military and one civilian mother
developed acceptable coping alternatives to providing permanent
care. Thus, of the nine group mothers, the majority of which were
military, more were able than not able to cope with their parenting
responsibilities after group treatment. Of those mothers who were
not in the treatment group, less than half were able to develop
methods of coping with their parenti"- responsibilities when
reunited with their child and were involved warn further harm to the
child. The success of the mothers in the treatment group was related
to changes in the status of their emotional maturity and social
isolation, as shown in Table 9.4.
The emotional maturity of the mothers in the treatment group
increased in six of the eight mothers whose children were returned
and had to be replaced. Emotional maturity remained stable in two
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TABLE 9.4 CHA NGE IN MOTHERS' CHA RA CTER IS TICS

Mother

Chara(lerw(.s
At Time"of
Intiai Refe-rral
F.,. M.A. S.I.

1

('huracieri,,, 5 hen
. hild Returned ome,
Had to be Replaced
F.M. M.A. S.I.

Chatacterivi¢%
,A t Time Alother
Left Group
E...

3

4

1

4

4

I

3

34

2

1

4

2

I

2

4

0

3
4

3

3

I

5

4

3

I

6

4

0

0

7

4

0

8
9

4
i

3
I

M.A. S.,.
1 1
1

I

1
0

1

3

0

4

0

I

I

4

0

I

i

I

(

3

3

0

2

3

0

2

2
I

2
I

2
1

0
0

2
1

2

0
0

1

of the mothers. There was temporary regression in emotional
maturity in two mothers when the replacement occurred; however,
there was no permanent regression in any mother.

S~

The,- marital adjustment of the mothers in the treatment group
improved for six of the eight niothers whosc children were returned
and had to be replaced. It remained constant for one mother but
became worse for another mother. There were no significant differences in the mothers' marital adjustments between the time the
replacements, occurred aid the time the mothers left the treatment
group.
Social isolation of the mothers in the treatment group was
eliminated in three of the eignt mothers whose children were
returned and had to bc replaced. It was improved for one mother
and4 -emainpfd rcnnsljtnt for four mothers.

The effect the treatment group had on the mothers has been

attributed to the mother's establishing social ties both within and
outside the group setting and to the group providing its members a
pseudo-extended family.
"The group process enabled the mothcrs to establish relationships with each other. These relationships were also carried over
outside the setting of group meetings. The mothers now have social
ties in their communities. Of the eight mothers in the group, six have
established patterns of interaction which include:
",
Daily telephone contact with each other
"* Exhange of visits in each other's homes
132
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"*
",

Baby-sitting for each other
Providing each other transporitatiorn
Four mothers have progressed beyond the point of establishing
social ties and have formed pseudo-extended family relationships.
Additionally, they have involved their husbands in these relationships. Couples are going out to dinner together, playing cards, etc.
Also, the four families have taken mothers from other families into
their homes to live temporarily in times of crises.
Group activities and the relationships which exist within the
group are providing the mothers alternatives to social isolation.
They are receiving social and emotional support from the group and
are having expectations set for them by the group. The mothers must
perform within the group's expectations in re.ation to personal
behavior and child care. Thus, the internal control which is inconsistent in their behavior is imposed by the group. They gain
approval for progress they make in their marital adjustments and
their parenting. The group also sanctions the mothers if they regress
into old patterns of behavior. The group also provides the mothers
with individuals with whom they can identify and who will listen,
gi',e advice, and provide encouragement in decision-making matters
such as budgeting, child care and discipline, and courtship and
marriage. Thus, the group, as a whole, acts as a substitute for an
extended family and provides a relaxed social environment where the
effect of the groui) )Oucess on the individlual .rmother'c
behavio,r is
primarily indirect, just as many of the dynamics of the relationships
among extended family raembers are, for the most part, unconscious.
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CHAPTER 10

AND PARENT EFFECTIVENESS
THE MILITARY FAMILY
TRA INING:
FOR RESEARCH
CALL
A

Thomas Gordon
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A parent training program I designed in 1962, called Parent
Effectiveness Training (P.E.T.). has been delivered to 300,000
parents in every state and in 14 foreign countries. Its delivery system
involves over 5,000 professionals who teach the P.E.T. course in
their communities after receiving special instructor training and
authorization by my organization, Effectiveness Training, Inc. This
makes P.E.T. the most widely utilized parent training program in
the United States.
Among those who have taken P.E.T. are thousands of parents
in the military, both at bases in the United States and at bases in
foreign countries. Iii 1977, approximately 3,000 mitary parents will
have completed the P.E.T. courses, in most cases taught by
chaplains trained by our staff. P.E.T. has also been utilized by
pediatricians in the Air Force Child Advocacy Program. In response
to the Surgeon General's recent call for creative solutions to the child
abuse problem in military families, several bases have instituted
P.E.T. training.
Alhheugh informal reports from our instructors have been
universally positive about the effects of P.E.T. on military families,
to my knowledue no research studies have been set up to evaluate the
outcomes of P.E.T. in such families. The purpose of this paper is to
make a case for the importance of such a research study in the hopes
of stimulating interest somewhere within the military in conducting a
well-designed study of the effects of P.E.T. on the military family.
Outcome studies of P.E.T. have been done by a number of
independent investigators throughout the country, primarily M.A.
and Ph.D. candidates. I am familiar with ten such studies, but, as
would be expected by anyone familiar with the quality of theses and
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dissertations, most are flawed by inadequate design or faulty
statistical procedures. Nevertheless, 1 have reviewed all these studies
and abstracted from them all of tile statistically significant changes
shown by either tile parents or their children:
*
Greater confidence in themselves as parents (Garcia, 1971;
Larson, 1972; Lillibridge, 1971).
0
Greater mutual understanding between parent and child
(Garcia, 1971).
0
Greater mutual trust between parent and child (Garcia,
1971).
a
Greater parental acceptance and understanding (Hanley,
1973).
*
Increased trust in children and willingness to allow
autonomy (Hanley, 1973; Larson, 1972; Lillibridge,
1971).
*
Better understanding of children (Knowles, 1970).
*
Less inclination to use authority (Kno•.les, 1970;
Peterson, 1970).
*

*
*,
*
*
*
*
•
*
*
•
*
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Reduction in authoritarian attitudes (Knowles, 1970)
Children of P.E.T. parents improved in school performance (Larson, 1972).
Increased insight into behavior of children (Larson, 1972).
Improvements in parents' self-concept (Larson, 1972).
Fewer concerns and problems (Larson, 1972).
Increase in acceptance of children (Lillibridge, 1971).
Children of P.E.r. parents pcrceived parents as more
accepting and less rejecting (Lillibridge, 1971).
More distaste for punitive and rigid parental controls.
More willingness to hear problems and complaints of
children (Peterson, 1970).
More willingness to accept child's rights to hold difterent
view from parents (Peterson, 1970).
Mort willing to admit that conflicts can be dealt with
directly and openly (Peterson, 1970).
More democratic in attitudes roward family (Stearn,
1970).
Children of P.E.T. gradiuates increased in their selfesteem (Steam, 1970).

Children designated as underachievers and whose parents

took P.E.T. improved one full grade point frnm the first
to the third quarter (Larson, 1972).
While these studies, either individually or lumped together, do
no provide sufficient scientific validation of the effectiveness of
P.E.T., they give some support to our experience that the P.E.T.
course does produce positive changes in parents' behavior, which in
time will result in positive changes in the behavior of their children. I
believe that such changes in time will improve the relationships both
between parents and children and between parent and parent, thus
strengthening the family as a unit and improving the psychological
health of its individual members.
I further believe that it could be demonstrated that parents of
military families who take P.E.T. would, as a consequence of theii
happier family life, adjust better to the rigors of military life. A
number of hypotheses immediately come to mind:
(a) parents would remain in the military longer than would
non-trained controls;
(b) parents would score higher on a measure of job
satisfaction than would non-trained controls;
(c) parents would score higher on a measure of morale than
would non-trained controls;
(d) mothers would cove more constructively with military
induced separations from their husbands than would nontrained controls; and
(e) mothers woald feel more adequate as a parent in the
absence of the father than would non-trained controls.
In addition to these important outcomes, there are other kinds
of predictions that would be amenable to testing which are related to
changes that would result in obvious benefits to the military
organizations:
(a)
(b)

a reduction in child abuse and neglect;
a reduction in adolescent drug abuse;

(c)

fewer family requests for mental health services, and
social services and medical services;
(d) less rebellion and delinquent behaviors of adolescents in
military families; and
(e) fewer divorces in military families.
These hypotheses are not all drawn out of thin air, but rather
they are derived from actual reports obtained from a sample of over
100 P.E.T. graduates with whom we did in-depth interviews and
collected critical incidents. The findings from this study are detailed
in a recent book (Gordon, 1976). For example, we talked with
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parents who, after taking P.E.T., stopped using all forms of
physical punishment. We have a case history of an identified child
abusing mother who worked out of this pattern of violence with the
help of a P.E.T. course. Another long case history documents how
P.E.T. completely turned around a family with four kids, two of
them heavy drug users (see Gordon, 1976). Also, parents have told
us, "Our kids don't get sick anymore." One mother claimed that her
P.E.T. skills cured her son of asthma, and many parents have told
us, "P.E.T. saved our marriage."
While many trained and authorized P.E.T. instructors are
already in place in the Army, Navy and Air Force, others might have
to be trained for the experiments 1 am suggesting. This traning
consists of attendance at a five and one-half day intensive work:;hop
conducted by one of our six experienced trainers. TIraining coul i be
done on site ai any military base selected for this research proje.t. I
have chosen not to describe the content or the methodologies of the
P.E.T. course because of time limitations. However, these are
described in full in the book, P.E.T.
Parent Effectiveness
Training (Gordon, 1975).
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BA CKGROUND
Project CARE (Child Advocacy Resources Expansion) was
funded in 1975 by the Office of Child Development, Children's
Bureau, DHEW, as a research and demonstration project. The
project was designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of a
cooperative approach by the San Antonio community, the military,
and the Texas State Department of Human Resources (DHR) in
providing a broad spectrum of services to military families for the
detection, prevention, diagnosis and treatment of child abuse and
neglect. The project encompassed five military installations, two
military medical centers, the Texas State Department of Human
Resources and ntumerous community agencies.
The target population for programs in prevention, detection,
and treatment of child abuse and neglect was estimated at approximately 200,000 active duty and retired military personnel and
their dependents in the San Antonio metropolitan area, representing
nearly 20 percent of the total population of San Antonio (see Table
TABLE 11.1 San Antonio Military Population

Active Duty

Retired

Sponsors

42,344"

20.000"

Dcpendents

84,000"

30,000"*

*San Antonio Chamber of Commerce, 1976.
"*Dependency ratio of 3.5 x 24,000 married iponsors.
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Active duty and retired military sponsors and their dcpendems
have a mulitude of child advocacy resources available within the
two military medical centers and the San Antonio community. Both
Brooke Army Medical Center (BANMC) and Wilford Hall USAF
Medical Center (WHMC) have long-established cooperative
arrangements

.ith the Texas Department of Human Resources

(DIIR) Protective Services staff for the reporting and treatmem of
child abuse and neglect cases. Historically, DHR representatives
have been allowed to investitate child abuse on local military installations even though these federal reservations are not subject to
State law. In addition. DHR workers participate in the management
and treatment aspects of child abuse and neglect cases by attending
multidisciplinary child protection council meetings at eacP" military
installation. Designated protective services workers handle military
cases exclusively, tacilitating provisions and coordination of services
between the military and civilian bureaucracies.
During CARE's planning period a literature review revealed
that the incidence, demographic chara~teristics, case management,
and case disposition of child abuse and neglect in the military
community had not been well-defined, explored, or researched. The
incidence of abuse and neglect in the civilian community is also an
unknown quantity with a wide range of estimates existent in the
literature. One recent review of the numerous and conflicting incidence studies concluded that information on the incidence of child
abuse and neglect in the United States did not exist (Cohen and
Sussman, 1975). In spite of this conclusion speculation is widespread
that the incidence of abuse and neglect is significantly greater among
military families than among civilians. This speculation ap;ears to
be based upon the anecdotal experietces of selected clinicians rather
than upon any systematic examination of the problem.
Data on child abuse and neglect in the military is derived from
cases reported to military child advocacy personnel. These data are
often incorrectly interpreted as the incidence, or the actual occurrerice, of abuse and neglect in ,he military population. Incidence
and reported rates are distinctly different variables and are not
interchangeable.
Review of the literature on child abuse and neglect has revealed
relatively few articles dealing systematically with child abuse in the
military community. Wichlacz (1975) reviewed 56 cases brought
before the Child Abuse and Neglect Board at a U.S. Army hospital
in Germany during the fiscal year 1972. This hospital served the
largest American population concentration in Europe. Physical
abuse categorized 36 percent of the cases, sexual abuse 7 percent and
neglect was evident in 32 percent. In 9 percent of the cases the victim
(lied. Wichlacz concluded that overcrowded living conditions, social
isolation, cultural shock, and separation of household heads constituted significant life stresses whic], increased the risk of abuse.
Miller (1972), in an unpublish, d paper, reviewed cases referred
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to the lInfaiiit and Child 'l otection Council at William Beaumlont
Hospital, Fort Bliss, Texas. Over the five-year period reviewed by
Miller roughly one-third of the cases wcrc classified as physical or
sexual abuse and another one-third were categorized as neglect. in 2
percent of the cases the victim died.

The Air Force Office of Special Investigation (OSI) statistics
shown irn Table 11.2 reflect established cases reported during 1976 to
the OSI central registry in Washington in accordance with Ali Force
Regulation No. 160-38. The rate of neglect reported to the OSI was
significantly lowei than those shown in the other two studies. Invalid
cases were no, foiwarded to the OSI and therefore complete data
were not available.
TA BLE 11.2 Previous Mi!itarv Child Abuse Siudies
11hy1,1t1al

A"1 se
,'t
Wichlaci
1971

13

60

'0

Se.•wal

,'t h st.v

.\'

YtO,

I ca[h

Ini aliduted

70.,

32o

9"0,

160o
1

N'VIler
1967-197"2

229

270

70

3607

20o

USAF OSI
1976

556

62%

17'
?

1900

20.

No D)ata

PURPOSE
Project CARE recognized that although some variables were
reported consistently, a sufficient data base on child abuse and
neglect in the military environment did not exist, and that additional
research was needed. In August 1976 CARE began a research effort
designed to provide much needed information on a xide range of
topics including:
"* The reported rate of child abuse/neglect among the San
Antonio military population.
"• Referral sources and pathways into local child prowceiion
programs.
a
Demographic characteristics of military families reported
to local civilian and military child advoc:acy programs.
,
Stress factors existent in the family situation.
"
Military and civilian service delivery systcm-s.' response to
reported cases of abuse and neglect (time track).
*
Interaction between representatives of complex
bureaucracies -

*

military and civilian -

reported cases of abuse and neglect.
Case management issues related to

in responding to

military-civilian
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cooperation in child protection.
Factors associated with diffcrential case disposition of
military families,
Services provided and resources utilized.
Obstacles to scivice delivery and interagency coordinat io1.
Frequency and nature of command involvement; impact
of a report of child abuse/neglect on the career of the
military sponsor.

"METHODOLOGY
Between 1 October 1976 and 30 April 1977 each new case of
suspected child abuse and neglect in military families reported to the
five Sani Antonio military installations or to the legally mandated
community agency for such referrals - the Texas State Department
of Public Welfare -- was included in the research sample. A
structured data schedule was designed and utilized to facilitate
uniform collection of information. A certified psychiatric social
worker gathered information on each case from various sources
including interviews with primary service providers, case record
reviews, and attendance of weekly military child protection committee meetings. Cases were followed through closure to gather

f

complete data on case disposition, services needed and provided,
tp
and military and civilian resources etilized.fr
This method of following cases prospectively - from the point
of entry into tie military or Civiil servicc delivery system. thro.h
case closure or stabilization in treatment - was selected over a
retrospective review of case records for several reasons. Such a
relrospective case record review was conducted in late 1975 by
Project CARE, and was hampered by limitations, inconsistencies,
and omissions in the records. Social services records sometimes
omitted information related to the victim's medical condition or
medical treatment received. The idiosyncratic recording styles of
clinicians also made consistent data collection difficult. In addition,
because child abuse cases often involved intervention by multiple
agencies and professional disciplines, no single case record contained all pertinent da.a fromiiia ca- identification Jnd opening
through treatment and closure. This incomplete case recording
prevented a ccmprehensive assessment of medical, social,
psychological, and environmental stress factors that might have
contributed Lo an abusive or neglectful family situation. Since no
central case record repository or referral index existed, accurate
determination of the total number of military families reported to
civilian and military child protection personnel was impossible.
The methodology of the 1976-1977 research study was selected
over the 1975 case record review becrtise maltiple data sources could
be tapped, maximizing research variab!es and enhancing accuracy of
data. Inconsistencies in case data could be easily resolved through

K
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direct contacts with primary scrvicc deliverers while the cases were
open and active rather than relying solely on case record
documentation, which is a limited data source. Attendance at
multidisciplinary team case reviews would facilitate data collection
on the roles and involvement of multiple service deliverers.
Cases which were air-evacuated from other installations to
BAMC or WHMC for medical treatment were excluded from the
study due to the limited data available and the case management and
cther special problems which characterized these cases. This is one
possible area for future research. Cases opened prior to 1 October
1976 and active beyond this date were also excluded from the study.
Because there are variation3 in definitions of abuse and neglect
by military and civilian service delive-ers, the following definitions
were used:
Child abuse. Minimal or gross physical, mental, or
emotional injury/trauma, sexual abuse, sexual
molestation or maltreatment of a child resulting from
non-accidental causes, ordinarily inflicted by the direct or
indirect actions of persons responsible for the child's care
or welfare.
-*
Child negleci: Acts of omission or commission which
deprive a child of living conditions which provide the
minimally needed physical and emotional requirements
for life, growth, and development; e.g., lack of food,
inadequate housing and clothing, lack of needed medical
attention, abandonment, lack of supervision or guidance,
unmet educational needs, etc.
RESULTS
During the seven-month study period 195 military families were
reported to civilian and military child protection personnel. As
Figure 11.1 illustrates, one-half of these referrals were established as
cases of abuse or neglect, one-third were invalidated, and the
remainder were considered suspected or potential abuse/neglect
cases.

Active duty military families were involved in 83 perctrit of the
established cases, while retired familie.; were involved in 17 percent.
In 6 percent of the cases the mother was the military sponsor.
Military sponsors were heavily concentrated in the Ei-E7 pay
grades. Thirteen percent of the established cases of abuse involved
officer personnel. Twenty percent of the families lived on a local
military installation.
As of 31 July 1977, 128 of the 195 cases in the sample were
closed. Sixty-seven cases remained open and were being followed
while they received ongoing child protective services and therapy.
Detailed analysis of the entire sample was scheduled for completion
by November 1977. The 128 closed cases serve as the foundation for
this paper, however, until data from the remaining 67 are included,
the analysis of findings must be considered preliminary.
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Among 128 closed cases 39 percent were established as cases of
abuse and neglect. Potential abuse and neglect were identified in 6
percent. In these cases, 85 children were identified as victims, and
males (58('o) significantly outnumbered females (420o). Children
ranged in age from two weeks to 18 years. One-fourth were less than
three years old and one-fifth were teenagers. The mean age of
abuscd children was 10.2 years, and of neglected children 5.1 years.
In Table 11.3 the categories of injulry and neglect suffered by
the children reflect a high frequency of supervisory and physical
neglect and of bruises. This finding is due to the case selection
process which involved referrals to a community agency (DHR) as
well as to the military medical centers. Studies which have drawn
cases only from medical center populations reflect a much higher
frequency of physical abuse than neglect.
TA BLE 11.3 Types of Injury/Neglect*

Percent
Children In volved

Type

Bruises

!9

Abrasions

6

Fractures

2

Other

2

Sexual
Supervlsory neglect

32

Physical neglect

19

Medical neglect
Failure to thrive
Other

7
I
2

Emotional abuse/neglect

9

Potential abuse/neglect

-..

. . .....c.,..a..
'
... ......

13
.

.

...

...

therefore the total exceeds 100

percent.

One-fourth of the children received medical examination and
treatment with 12 percent requiring hospitalization. Two children
died; however, neither cath was attributed to abuse or neglect (a
teenagt boy with a refractory seizure disorder and a two-year old
mongoloid girl who died during surgery for congential heart
disease). Although the sample of closed cases contained only one
case. of sexual abuse, additional sexual abuse referrals are in the
sample currently open and being followed. Prior abuse or neglect
"wassuspected or substantiated in one-third of the cases.
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The biological parent was most frequently identified as
responsible for abuse and neglect (84No), while a stepparent or other
caretaker was responsible for the remainder. Males were identified
as responsible for abuse three times as often as females. Responsibiliiy for neglectful situations wa; placed with the mother or
shared by both parents. Overall the abusive or neglectful caretakers
were evenly distributed between the sexes.
The high level of family stress in established cases of abuse and
neglect is reflected in Table 11.4 High frequencies of marital and
family discord were evident. Nearly one in five wives had been
abused by their husbands - some on isolated occasions, others more
frequently to the point of injury which required medical treatment or
hospitalization. On a few occasions restraining orders were sought.
Mental illness resulting in treatment or hospitalization or causing
significant interference with functioning was evident in 10 percent of
the families. Alcohol abuse was present in 8 percent of the cases, and
the level of interference with functioning was severe enough to result
in the sponsor's discharge from the service in 6 percent.
TABLE 11.4 Stress FactorsIn Family Situation

Percer,
t
Pacitor

(N = 50)

Family discoi d

36

Lack of tolerance of child's disobedience

32

Marital discord

30

Broken famil,
Loss of control durin_ discipline

26
24

Insufficient income

20

Recent relocation

20

Abuse of spouse

18

Military separation

16

Parental history of abuse as child

14

Marital separation
Differtnt backgrounds

14
10

Social isolation

10

Mental illness

t0

New baby/pregnancy

8

Alcohol abuse

8

Inadequate housing
Police/cout t record

6
6

()

Drug abuse

4

Mental retardation

4

Incapacity due to physical handicap/chronic illness

4
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A case example illustrates the high level of multiple stress
among these families:
Mrs. M., the nineteen year-old dependent wife of
Staff Sgt. M., brought her two-year old son into the
emergency room (ER) fearing he had taken an overdose of
Tylenol. The child was actually suffering from a
respiratory illness, but because he had been playing with
an empty medicine bottle, Mrs. M. became frightened.
She expressed difficulty in coping with her situation to the
ER physician and was referred to Project CA RE. Multiple
stresses were evident and the family situation was considered potentially abusive. Social assessment r ?vealed
tha. Sgt. M. had been assigned to duty overseas arid took
the family with him. However, Mrs. M. and her son
returned to the United States where she initiated divorce
proceedings because of Sgt. M's alcoholism and physical
abuse toward her and her son. Since her return, Mrs. M.
had been living in a vermin-infested shack in one of the
poorest sections of San Antonio. Receiving minimal
financial supportfrom Sgt. M., she was forced to borrow
money for utility services. In addition, she had no means
of transportation. With only a sixth-grade education she
was unable to find work except as a waitress, go-go
dancer, and sometimes as a prostitute. She suffered from
low self-esteem, extreme loneliness, and depressionswhich
immobilized her for long periods of time. She expressed
frustrationat having to carefor the child andfelt she was
too young to be a parent. Miiitary and civil'Urtiresources
were mobilized in an aggressive approach to provide
outreach, concrete services, andsupportive counseling.
Figure 11.2 illustrates the frequency with which selected services
were provided some families and refused by others. Refusal of
services constituted a significant problem. Because a large
proportion of cases currently open and being followed are receiving
treatment, this variable (which excludes the open cases) is incomplete. Data will be reported after final analys;i which will include these cases.
L egal actions. tan
the rolel of the commanding officer. and
possible impact of a child abuse/neglect referral on the sponsor's
military career were also examined. Legal action was taken in only 4
percent of the cases, generally involving temporary removal of a
child for his protection from the home. In one case, a five-year old
child was abused during a pre-placeme:nt visit with his prospective
adoptive parents. He was immediately removed from thc home, and
the adoption proceedings cancelled.
Intervention by the military sponsor's commanding officer was
necessary in 20 percent of the cases for a wide variety of reasons.
These included applications for compassionate reassignment,
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difficulty in locating a military family for social work assessment,
and a sponsor's refusal to cooperate in the assessment or in keeping
recommended appointments for medical examinations of the
children. Command involvement was sometimes elicited to assure
followup services to families transferring to other installations. In
some cases the sponsor contacted his commanding officer for
support and defense against the allegation of abuse or neglect. If the
commanding officer was not oriented to the child advocacy
program, his support of an already resistant military sponsor created
a significant obstacle to service delivery. Fortunately, situations such
as this were infrequent.
Career impact was difficult to assess. One sponsor who had cooperated in receiving marital therapy and child management
counseling temporarily lost his security clearance pending the
outcome of an OSI investigation and mental status exam. Three
other sponsors were discharged from the service, but these actions
had been initiated prior to the referral for protective services and
were based on alcoholism and secondary problems related to excessive drinking. Long-term career impact, such as effect on
promotions, was impossible to deterinine.
The response of military and civilian service delivery systems to
reported cases of child abuse and neglect was also examined. As
illustrated in Figure 11.3 case referrals were received from many
different sources. Neighbors and friends .onstituted the most
frequent referral sources, followed by schools and medical personnel. Neighbors provided almost twice as many referrals as
medical staff.
The importance of good liaison and communicnatinn be-tweeýpn
military and civilian child protection workers is illustrated by the
fact that the civilian chilc protectiop agency (DHR) served as the
initial point-of-entry for approximately two-tbirds of the referrals
for child abuse and neglect among military families. Military child
advocacy officers and physicians served as tlhe initial point-of-entry
for the remaining one-third of the referrals. Eleven percent of the
referrals come into the DHR night protective services unit. Project
CARE received 2 percent because of established procedures which
required referrals to come through military service deliverers.
Civilian protective services workers were relied upon heavily to
intervene in military family problems and made the initial social
work contact in 71 percent of the cases. Project CARE is an extension of the military service delivery system and made the initial
contact iai 12 percent of the cases.
The high level of interagency cooperation and interface between
military and civilian service deliverers became evident upon receipt
of a referral. Military and civilian child protection personnel began
"the process of working together to assess family diagnosis and
stresses and to determine strategies for intervention. One intervenor
functioned as case manager, with the responsibility of coordinating
and integrating services to the family. Civilian protective services
153
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workers functioned as case manageis in almost 3/4 of the cases.
Military clinicians and Project CARE staff served as case managers
in 20 percent. Joint case managers - military and civilian - were
necessary in 10 percent of the cases.
A multidisciplinary team involving military and civilian in-'
teraction and collaboration monitored the management of child
abuse and neglect cases at both military medical centers. Two-thirds
of the cases were discussed in regular team case reviews, with
presentation ranging from brief information regarding a referral
(45%o) to complete assessment, case staffing, and monitoring of a
case through treatment and closure (22%"0).
A time track was developed (see Figure 11.4) to illustrate
response to child abuse/neglect referral and time lags between initial
referral and first social work contact, first treatment contact, and
initial presentation to the multidisciplinary team. One-fourth of the
families were seen by a social worker within 48 hours of the initial
referral. Over one-half were seen within two weeks. One-third of the
cases were reviewed by a multidisciplinary team within two weeks of
the referral. Treatment was provided to 12 percent of the families
and two-thirds of these began receiving therapy within one month of
the referral.
Although two-thirds of the referrals were discussed in
multidisciplinary team meetings less than one-third involved joint intervention by military and civilian service deliverers. Single system
intervention (either military or civilian) characterized 70 percent of
the cases. Referral information was shared by military and civilian
service deliverers in the majority of cases. Exceptions were families
who refused to givc D131R consent and those 1ew, cases assigned to
DHR workers unfamiliar with reporting procedures for military
cases.
The most frequent reason for closure of established, suspected,
and potential cases was stabilization of the family situation. The
DHR and military child advocacy officers referred 10 percent of the
cases to gaining installations or appropriate civilian child protection
agencies to assure followup services to military families who moved
from San Antonio to other communities due to reassignment, retirement, or discharge.
DISCUSSION
Texas has been extremely active in support of efforts to identify, treat, and prevent child abuse and neglect. The Texas Family
Code (Section 34.01) requires any person to make a report if he has
"cause to believe that a child's physical or mental health or weffare
has been or may be adversely affected by abuse or neglect." Immunity from civil or criminal liability is granted. The county child
welfare unit (administered by the State Department of Human
Resources) is given responsibility for making an investigation after
receiving a report. Although San Antonio military installations are
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under exclusive federal jurisdiction, and thus not subject to State
law, military authorities report nearly all suspected cases to the
county child welfare unit of DHR. Additionally, jo encourage
reporting, in 1974, the State of Texas launched a massive public
awareness campaign which increased reports of suspected child
maltreatment eight-fold.
In an environment with such an active and successful effort to
stimulate and respond to reports of abuse and neglect, Project
CARE data failed to support the widespread assumption that the
reported rate of child abuse is several times greater in the miliarv
than the civilian population. In fact, the reported rate of child abuse
and neglect was proportionately higher among civilian than military
families in the San Antonio area. Between 1 October 1976 and 30
April 1977, 1,698 civilian and military families in the San Antonio
area were reported for alleged child abuse and neglect to the Texas
State Department of Human Resources. Though they constitute
approximately 20 percent of the city's population, military families
were involved in only 11 percent of the total referrals to child
protective services staff.
Project CARE's findings were in contrast with those of
Wichlacz (1975) which indicated that the reported rate of abuse and
neglect among military families in Germany was significantly greater
than the reported rate among civilians in Denver and New York for
the same year. This difference in findings was not unexpected
because families living overseas are subject to higher levels of stress
related to cultural shock, social isolation, and financial difficulties.
Additionally, fewer resources are available overseas to deal with
mihitary family problems.
The unique characteristics of each community, its service
delivery system, and variations in reporting procedures and
casefinding efforts must be examined when making conclusions and
comparisons of reported rates of child abuse and neglect. Gelles
(1975) notes that with so many systems involved in abuse cases medical, social services, criminal justice, school, neighborhood, and
family systems - a greater understanding is needed of how people
who are labeled abusers move through these systems, of how people
are lost in the system or remain unidentified without access to
services. For example, the tendency of higher-ranking officers to
utilize private treatment resources has been widely recognized
(Cowing, 1974), thus having a potential impact upon reporting rates
for this subgroup within the military.
Rural military communities in the United States also have
special characteristics which differentiate them from urban, comparatively "resource-rich" communities. Reported rates of abuse in
rural military .communities may be higher because resources for
crisis intervention and intensive treatment are severely limited.
Military communities in urban areas face unique problems of
multiple agency involvement, requiring intensive interagency
coordination and clarification of roles and responsibilities in
157

providing services to families. Gap, in services can develop, and
families arc "lost in the system or unidentified.- In the absenme of
functional, formalized procedures for reporting, child abuse
cascfinding is minimized. Thus, reporting rates of child abuse and
neglect in any community are to be viewed with extreme caution, and
community comparisons are sometimes inappropriate.
Although it is apparent that the reported rate of child abuse in
the local military community is lower than expected, family
problems presented in the reported cases were complex. Many
familes required a multitude of therapeutic and concrete services to
stabilize the crisis and improve their functioning as a family unit.
The unexpected finding of wife abuse in 20 percent of the families is
a clear indicator that the level of violence within these cases demands
immediate and effective intervention beyond the crisis stage. Intervening in a crisis and then closing the case when the situation
stabilizes does not help the family strengthen its ability to cope with
stress and crisis which are the precipitators of abusive and neglectful
behavior. The fact that prior abuse or neglect was suspected or
substantiated in one-third of the cases further reflects the need for
more intensive, effective, and sustained intervention.
Refusal of services by families in the study was a significant
problem. Some families refused intervention, preferring instead to
deny their problems and to function from crisis to crisis instead of
accepting services which could have resulted in long-term irmprovement in functioning. Sgt. and Mrs. L. are an example of such a
famiiy.
Mrs. L., the twent v-Jour year old dependelit wife of
retired Sgt. L. brought her nineteen month-old son into
the emeirgeticy romin for treamtent foi

diarrhea and

dehydration. lie was hospitalized for eight days for his
condition which had deteriorated because medical
treatment had not been sought earlier. Mrs. L. also alleged
that the nineteen-mtonth-old and her ten-year-old stepson
had been forced to drink wine by Sgt. L. and that he had
beaten the children with a tree branch. Project CARE
assessed the family situation and found numerous
signmficant family problems. Sgt. L., who had been
mnedically retiredfrom the service because of alcoholism,
"(nervousness, " marital, and job difficulties admitted
forcing both children to drink wine, elieving. this would
discourage them from drinking when older. He admitted
hitting the ten-year-old with a rubber hose to assure the
child's loyalty and obedience. Sgt. and Mrs. L. had a
racially mixed marriage which had survived several
separationsbut continued to be strained.In addition, Sgt.
alcoholism remained a problem after lie left the
service, and when drinking he became irrational and
physically abusive to his wife and children. Mrs. L. was
moderately retarded and her husband exploited her by
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]orcing her to have se.ual relations wit/ his friend.. She

moved in with her mother after the baby was hospitalizeed
anud considered seeking a restraining order against her
hussbanfd; h!. wever, she changed her mind antd moved back
i,i 'iith him. A visiti~lg nurse moniitored the childrent'S
h!'alth •or a short tihw afterwards. Sgt. L. - while verref iused( to
bahzing his willitigness to receive services
follow thirough on recomenlncatiomis */or alcohol treatineni. maritaltheraltj, or child management countselinig.
Although treatment was received by 12 percent of the 128 closed
cases, it was offered to and refused by a signi'icantly greater number
of families. As in the case of retired Sgt. L., military service
deliverers concluded there w-;s little they could do to encourage them
to accept therapeiutic services. This issue has been raised in military
child protection council meetings and applied equally to the
dependent spouses of active duty military personnel. Social workers
who were successful in convincing families to accept treatment used
a positive, supportive, and yet aggressive approach. Outreach to
families was also a mandatory element of this approach. One area
for future research is the extent to wvhich families feel threatened,
and perhaps intimidated, by a recommendation of therapy from the
employer - the military - and additionally, what approaches and
types of interven.ion might be more successful in reducing (his

thrI at.
Outreach is not characteristic ot the military social work model,
which is geared woward the motivated client. Military social work
staffing patterns and manpower requirements would require
modifications to allow for outreach efforts to establish rapport and
to convince defensive and resistivc parcr.ts of the need to accept
services for the family. The frequency with which families refuse
therapeutic intervention in child abuse and neglect cases reflects the
need to develop more effective and possibly more aggressive approaches to encourage families to accept treatment. The best intere-,t
of the children in these families must be the primary consideration.
Some military professionals indicated a strong pieference to
routinely inform a sponsor's commanding officer (CO) of an
allegation of abuse and neglect and the sponsor's involvement in the
military child advocacy program. Even if a CO is oriented to and
i

f the program, the %ponmor and his family could become

even more threatened, defensive, and resistive to a therapeutic
approach. In addition, routinely informing a CO seems to contradict
military child advocacy regulations which strongly encourage a nonpunitive and helping approach to such cases. Although the CO was
informed in 20 percent of the cases studied, he was asked to intervene in only 2 percent; this occurred when the sponsor refused to
cooperate with medical and social work personnel and initial referral
data indicaed that a child in the horne was at risk. The CO \was
infornmed as a last resort to assure completion of a thorough
assessment.
1.59

Tracking referral sources and pathways into child protection
programs is necessary in order to assess the number of intermcdiate
steps required and the time delay between the initial referral and the
intervenor's first contact with a family. Determination of methods
which facilitate or inhibit case movement into proper channels for
intervention is vital in delivering child protective services because
"manyclients may be accessible and open to services during a family
crisis yet defensive and unreachable after the situation stabilizes.
Social work coverage after duty hours, at night, performs such a
function and is an essential element in any child protective services
system.
The time track of socia! work response to referrals indicated
prompt response (within 48 hours) in one-fourth of the cases. With
high caseloads, protective services staff have been required to
prioritize referrals into those requiring immediate intervention and
"thosewhich can be assessed at a later date. Discussing referrals in
multidisciplinary team meetings provides for accountability by
assuring that cases in either category are not delayed for excessively
long periods.
An active case manager facilitates case movement through the
maze of services. Because child advocacy services involve
multidiscirpAnary, multi-agency intervention, fragmentation of
services is a universal pr )blem; however, the assignment of one
intervenor charged with the responsibility of coordinating, actively
supporting, and facilitating the family's use of services can alleviate
a portion of the fragmentation.
The practice of designainng civilian child p1o0ecive services
workers to serve military cases exclusively also facilitates case
movement. These workers are familiar with military child advocacy
policies, procedures, and personnel. As a result they are able to
intervenc appropriately, assessing the family situation, facilitating
provision of services, or initiating legal action if needed. Conversely,
military child advocacy personnel are provided specific contacts in
the civilian protective services bureaucracy so that case referral and
coordination are more easily facilitated. This arrangement reduces
duplication of services o- intervention at cross-purposes.
Extensive areas of child abuse aad neglect research in the
military community remain to be studied. Project CARE's findings
should be considered preliminary until the total sample of 195 cases
is analyzed. Also, several methodological constraints were experienced which need to he addressed in succeeding research endeavors and by policyrnakers service-wide.
Any research effort on child abuse and neglect in the military
.aces the problem of inconsistent definitions of the bcliavior being
studied. Each branch of the service and each state employs different
definitions of abuse and ngiect, usually cltaracteized by vague
terminology subject to broad interpretation. The lack of a uniform
definition requires the researcher to develop and consistentiy utilize
a single definition, which at times may require an independent
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determination to classify a case as invalid, suspected, potential, or
established abuse and neglect.
Emotional abuse and neglect are still definitionally grey areas.
The term child advocacy is alsc, vague. The Army regulation (600-48)
considers child advocacy to be an organized effort to promote the
growth, development, and general welfare of children. However,
some service deliverers use the term child advocacy as a euphemism,
for child abuse and neglect.
A second methodological problem is the utilization of case
records. Project CARE's methodology, although time consuming,
was necessary to obtain accurate and complete data on the involvement of multiple service deliverers representing different
agencies. Research which relies solely on case documentation is illadvised. It is doubtful that case records at San Antonio's military
medical centers and the civilian child protection agency were any
better or worse than their counterparts at other installations and in
other states. Inconsistencies in casc data obtained by CARE from
different sources were easier to resolve than the frequently encountered problem of missing data in closed case records. An area
requiring further investigation is the methodology for data
collection on child abuse and neglect cases service-wide. Project
CARE's findings indicated that reports were made to the OSI central
registry on only 25 percent of the established cases of abuse and
neglect among Air Force families. If OSI statistics serve as the basis
for planning manpower and resource allocations, the estimate of
man.power needed to hIandle these cases will fall far short of reality.
The number of invalidated cases is an additional data clement
imissing from OS statistics. These cases also require manpower for
intakes and assessments. Rather than advocating that case names on
invalidated referrals be submitted to the OSI registry, it is suggested
that statistical data regarding the number of such referrals be forward(d to indi'cate instal!ation effort.
Further re.search of child abuse and neglect in the military is
n,,ded in O.ic foliowing areas:
co'i.violled studies utilizing direct client interviews, testing,
.anr observation of parent-child interactions.
*
a lo.•nvuidinal study perhaps at Department of Defense
,--vl of the career impact of a child abuse/neglect referral.
*
impact of various types of inter vention on
abtrsive/n.eglectful behavior arid the family dynamics
behind it.
*
controlled studies of the special role of military s.resses as
possiblc contributors to child abuse and neglect; why some
families are drawn closer together by the stresses of
military life and others deteriorate.
*
controlled studies of the st!reotpe of the authoritarian
personality in military life and the role of this personality
161

type in child abuse and negicet in both military and
civilian families.
0
appropriate mechanisms to be used to evaluate the impact
and effectiveness of military child advocacy programs
(quantity, quality, or responsiveness?).
*
impact of joint military and civilian efforts to deal with
child abuse and neglect among the military.
A final suggested topic for future research is the determination
of whetner or not military families evidencing abusive/neglectful
behavior should be defined, studied and portrayed as a separate and
unique population vis a vis civilian families. The creation and
depiction of typical military child abusers can yield a stereotypic
profile that may hamper installation efforts in case finding and
prevention. Child abuse in the military family has been labeled as the
"sergeant's syndrome"; however, the rank breakdown in the
research sample is nct significantly different from the rank structure
of the local military population. Additionally, the findings of this
paper do not reflect the sharp individual differences and unique
problems of families in the research sample.
Project CARE's findings indicate that - as in civilian life
child abuse arid neglect ni the military are symptomatic of broader
problems involving dysfunctional, irneffecctive parents and families.
An isolated incident of abusive behavior may be as much a cry for
help as a series of incidents. Rather than focusing on assignment, of
blame, and labeling and :itereotyping perpetrators, clinicians must
make a thorough assessment of family history, dynamics, and
stresses. A coordinatcd multmd.scip!inary mliitary/cvi'viaan effort, i s
necessary to intervene and strengthen the family's capacity to care
for its children.
-
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